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paid $14.10 In winning the flrst was established ln 1885 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
heat of the 2.11 trot, but was sec papers consolidated March 17,1897,
ond in the following heats. Dr.
Hanover, fifth in the flrst heat,
[EDITORIAL]
paid $20 to win the second heat.
Calumet Elrino second ln the sec
ond heat of the classified pace,
CASEY AT THE BAT
proved the long shot of the day
[ paying $48 30 on place tickets and
To the average reader there is no special news significance
$25 to show. The dally double payin the announcement of the death of Ernest Lawrence Thayer,
off was $37.50 on the combination
which occurred in Santa Barbara, Calif., Wednesday. But
of Paul Henley and Dock Volo.
what follower of the National game has not heard or read that
The summaries:
great baseball classic. “Casey At The Bat.” Mr. Thayer wrote
First
Race
this song ln 1888. and lt has been published thousands of times
Thursday At The Fair
since that date, sometimes at the expense of some luckless bat
Two events not down on the pro- Paul Henley v
(Chappelle),
ter who struck out as Casey did, In the immortal song. The
gram furnished thrills for Thurs'Chappelle),
$6.30 $3.30 $2.50
.Smith),
day s patrons, of whom there were Cashier «S«nUh).
5.00 3.00
lines struck Immediately to the hearts of baseball fans, and
well in excess of 10.000. The Am e Chan (Thomas)
5.10
generations to come will continue to quote them—even as they,
Also started: Argot Napoleon,
plane recently bought by the Jlocknow pay tribute to the author who has Just made his earthly
land Flying Club, and piloted by Calumet. Elrino, Miss Dodge, Ajax,
“strike-out.”
and
Lucy
W.
Time.
2.16%.
Hugo Lehtinen of Long Cove, found
Its way into a sand pit, the exis Second Race
COUNTRY EDITORS CAME
tence of which was unknown to Dock Volo *
the pilot, and was so badly dam
(Chappelle),
$14.10 $6 30 $3.10
"The gentlemen of the press"—for the term applies just
aged that lt was trucked to Rock Peter Berne (Coville),
8.40 350
as aptly to country editors as It does their metropolitan
land for repairs. Lehtinen's in Lotta Lee .Burrill),
4.20
brethren—favored Rockland with their annual convention
juries were confined to a bruised
Also started: Julia Hanover. Doc
yesterday, and the city's flags floated in their honor. A flne
nose and arm. Oridley Tarbell, tor Hanover. Calumet Dauntless
appearing group Of men and women who keep their con
passenger, had no casualties.
and Evelyn Scott. Time, 2.12%.
stituency abreast of the news in those communities which are
Down where the chopping contest
covered In a sparse manner by the city dailies. Men and
was interesting a large group of | Third Race
spectators Richard Dennison of Bonnie Scotland
women who interest themselves In the affairs of the people,
(Safford).
$12.20 $5 10 $3.60
Spruce Head mis-stayed with hls
sympathizing with them when sorrow and disappointment
7.70 3.60
axe and cut a gash in his right Alice O. (Tweedie).
come; and who cite for the world's benefit whatever laurels
4.30
foot, requiring a couple of stitches. Miss Lane (Houghton),
they may achieve. The country editor fills a niche ln every
Also
started:
Easter
Lee,
Kash
He was attended by Dr. Paul Jones
day life, which can be filled in no other manner—doctor, law
Buster. Northward. Time. 2.14%.
at the Waldoboro flrst aid tent.
yer or laborer—ever ready to rise to the defense of their own
Results of the pulling contests Fourth Race
community, if it is attacked; and ever ready to sound Its just
Thursday were as follows:
Miss Dodge
praises. Hail to the Maine Press Association!
Bulls. 6 feet. 10 Inches and un
$8 20 $7 80 $520
(Safford).
der—1st. A. C. Thomas of Freedom.
Calumet Elrlmo
31 feet; 2d. Henry Cunningham of
THE TREND TOWARD WILLKIE
i Ahearn),
48 30 25 00
Jefferson. 2 feet 5 Inches; third.
3.20
Cashier (Avery),
Ira McDonald of Waldoboro, 6
With the possible exception of New Jersey, where Presi
Also started: Arnie Chan, Argot
inches.
dent
Roosevelt has apparently regained some of hls lost
Napoleon. Lucy W.. Ajax, and Paul
Oxen. 6 feet 8 inches and under
strength since Willkie’s acceptance speech, the trend toward
Henley.
Time,
2.17%.
6 feet 11 Inches—1st. R. W. Lins
the Republican ticket goes merrily and convincingly on.
cott of Appleton, 51 feet 6 inches; Fifth Race.
One of the most powerful recruits for the Willkie cause
2d. Linwood Wiley of Warren. 51 ; Josedale Gold
is the Cleveland Plain Dealer, a traditional Democratic news
feet 4 Inches; 3d. Henry Cunning- j (Clark),
$5.80 $3.70 $2 80
paper, which after a century's devotion to that party’s cause,
ham. 21 feeW 8 inches; 4th. Owen ! Pocatello (Clukey),
350 2 40
announces that It will support Willkie and McNary. "The
Kavandugh of Rockport, 12 feet ■ Plainfield (Smith),
3.70
10 inches.
I Also started: Hannah Henley. Lu
Plain Dealer says that it elects to abide by the idea that the
Horses. 3400 pounds and under— 1 Mac and Edward P, Jr. Time,
country should make social progress as fast as it can pay for
1st, Halvor Hart of Scuth Hope, 2.15%.
it, whereas Mr. Roosevelt has attempted, not a liberal, but a
128 feet 10 Inches; second. A. T.
radical goal. The only possible outcome of his policies, as
Berry of Wiscasset. 129 feet, 4 in- s“th Ra<p
we see it, is State Socialism, followed inevitably by some form
ches; 3d. Arthur Hart of South Doctor Hanover
of fascism. Eight years ago we supported Franklin D. Roose
(Tuttle),
$20.00 $7.20 $800
Hope, J03 feet; fourth. Frann Cal
velt with boundless enthusiasm. Four years ago we supported
derwood of Union. 33 feet 11 Inches. Dock V0I9 (Chappelle). 3.90 3 10
him with some misgivings. This time, the paper makes its
6.00
Oxen, 6 feet 11 Inches and under Lotta Lec (Burrill),
Also started: Calumet Dauntless.
choice without hesitation or qualification.
7 feet 2 Inches—1st. Lennie Burns
of Union. 135 feet; 2d. E C. Hard- Peter Berne. Julia Hanover and
Men of prominence who have most recently taken a flrm
lng of Waldo. 60 feet 1 inch: 3d. I Evelyn Scott. Time. 2.12.
stand beneath the Republican banner include Dr. A. Maurice
Clarence Hildden of Cooper's Mills seventh Rju-r
Lowell, president emeritus of Harvard University, who declared
55 feet; 4th, Henry Cunningham
in a telegram to Mr. Willkie that he regarded a third term for
1 Easter Lee
14 feet 5 inches.
President Roosevelt as "a long step toward nazifying American
I (Avery),
$3.30 3.70 $3.70
Oxen. 7 feet 2 inches and over—
Alice O. (Tweedie),
6.10 2.70
Institutions;" Richard A Staderman. president of the Ameri
1st. Lennie Burns. 132 feet 10 in
Bonnie Scotland (Safford),
260
can
Good Government Society, who said that “the present
ches; second, Brooks Sprowl of
Also started: Miss Lane. Kash
administration refuses to reverse the ever-growing trend to
Weeks' Mills, 121 feet 10 inches;
Buster. Northward. Time. 2.15.
ward centralization of power;" and Dean William Pickens of
3d. E. C. Harding. 60 feet 3 in
ches; 4th, Clarence Glidden, 53 feet Eighth Race
the Advancement of Colored People, who said: "Willkie did
6 inches.
not play politics with National Defense, and who has no
Josedale Gold
Betting was very brisk ln the
(Clark).
$4.50 $2.30 2.20
narrow partisanship in him."
paddock Thursday, the total take Pocatello (Clukey),
2 50 2.20
being $13,133.
There were 11______
3.10
Lu Mac______
1 Safford 1.
heats. The only starter able to ■ Also started Edward P.. Jr..
win two heats was Josedale Oold p]ainfleid Bnd Hannah Henley.
owned by S. E. Whitcomb of Time. 2.16%.
Waterville looked like a walkaway
taking the flrst two heats of the Ninth Race
2.14 pace but failed badly In the Julia Hanover
final to take a fifth behind Harry
(Avery).
$11.00 $4 10 $3 40
Clukey's Pocatello.
Dock Volo (Chappelle), 2.60 2.20
Dock Volo, driven by Chappelle, I
(Continued on Page Two)

With our aggregate attendance
exceeding 40.000, the North Knox
Fair closed last night with the
rather remarkable record of not
having been marred by so much as
a single raindrop. The manage
ment is universally conceded to
have given its customers the best
show ever seen on the picturesque
Union fair grounds, complete in
every department, and intermixed
with Just enough thrills to please
the most exacting.
• • • •

Owners Wife and Son Are Bitten—
Prompt Action By Dr. C. F. French

DAMARISCOTTA

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AUGUST 27, 28, 29
FIREWORKS AND NIGHT SHOWS
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
FLOWER SHOW
MIDWAY
CATTLE SHOW
PARI MUTUEL BETTING
102-103

DEMOCRATIC RAILY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27
8.00 P. M.

AT THE PUBLIC LANDING

PARKING AREA
THE SPEAKERS WILL BE CANDIDATES
FOR U. S. SENATOR

EX-GOV. LOUIS J. BRANN
FOR GOVERNOR

OaklandPark
J)ancing /

FULTON J. REDMAN
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE

EDWARD J. BEAUCHAMP
COME AND HEAR THE ISSUES DISCUSSED

102-103

Volume 95............ Number 102.

MAINE PUBLISHERS LIKED ROCKLAND
——————.....

—

“The Black Cat”

!■ ■■—I ■■■■—■ ■

Press Association Heard Vitally Important Talks
Looking To The Future—Honor Awards Made
—The New Officers
(by Ruth Ward)
Maine publishers 85 strong gath
ered yesterday at Community Build
ing for the 76th annual meeting of
the Maine Press Association. They
found Main street gay with flags
and welcome signs In their honor

office as it is for the boys in the
back room.
My only suggestion here is to
take a practical view of the mat
ter but not to get panicky when
lt comes to a competitive price

time allowance for collection for
the very simple reason that they are
definitely a costly liability. They
are liabilities for two reasons: (1)
each one costs more money the |
longer you carry it, and (2) the I

)

|

Prominent in yesterday’s convention of the Maine Press Association in this city and intrusted with its
guidance another year are: Paul K. Niven, chairman of the executive board; Ora L. Evans, secretary-treasurer;
John M. Richardson, president; Asa V. Wasgatt, execulive board member and contest chairman; and Bernard
E. Esters, chairman of the important legislative committee.

By The Roving Reporter

Time-worn copies of the Boston
Journal, published in 1893 have
come to my desk. With the front
pages devoted almost wholly to ad
vertising they bear a very faint re
semblance to the Boston newspapers
of today. My father, who died
many years ago was one of the
staunchest supporters of the Bos
ton Journal which usually arrived
at our home In the late afternoon.

In the is»sue of the Democrat and
Free Press, dated March 29, 1865,
sent to me by T. Raymond Pierce,
I note these items of local Interest:
“Alderman C. L. Allen was elected
permanent chairman of the Board
of Aldermen."
“The First Baptist Church was
densely packed when Edgar A. Bur
pee gave a narrative of his experi
ences as a Rebel prisoner."
"Commissary buildings are being
erected at the batteries in this vicinity."
“The U. B. Steamer Rhode Island
was recruiting at Belfast, and has
aboard several of our boys who en
listed last Fall."
S. W. Laughton was sheriff of
Knox County, hls deputies being
Nahum Thurston, Jr., Union; James
Lincoln, Washington; Hanson An
drews, Rockport; William J. Buker, Thomaston.

with special courtesies awaiting proposition which means a loss or longer you carry it the less likely
them at the Building, at the hands a chance to see some action in ' you are to collect for lt. And lt
of the Chamber of Commerce The your plant. If the job which you must be admitted that liabilities
Knox County motorists who
morning session was held in the!^ » vitally is one which you are of no practical value to any travel between Augusta and Water
t/inor rnnm orared with flowers have had before and may have business. Like barnacles on a ship. ville, note with approval that an
“om th?Tarde^s of Mrs. W. O. again. 1
that
thlnk ,hpy imPpdp Pr0Rrc“ a!ld pndanRpr
other section of permanent high
pyllPf
! a long time before you cut a price, future security.
way is soon to be opened on that
....
j On the other hand. If the opporA shrewd study and careful watch route. That and the improved
Following the singing of "Ameri- tunity arlses for y°u t0 get a J°b of l°°Ph°les for loss ln any plant stretch between Togus and Augus
will
ca" the assembly listened to warm lnal ----lnay‘----------------oe characterized
as turn up opportunities for num
ta help make life worth living.
words of welcome from Mayor Ed- transient; that may never come ber four—the application of prac
ward R. Veazie. The president's your way a«ain' 11 ls my opinion tical business principles to your
It seems a far cry back to the
report, given by John M Richard- your shop and you will be better plant to plug cost leaks, reduce
son, gave the vear 1939-40 as rather for going as low as cost to secure overhead or otherwise make pro day when those immense campaign
uneventful, having no legislative thp work- Thpr« are times when lt cesses more efficient and produc banners used to be strung across
Main street bearing the names of
session He told of visiting the u Practical to cut a corner. I tion less expensive.
The purchase of metal feeders the candidates for national and
Massachusetts Association, and of am not suggesting cutting prices
attending the reception for Howard as a rule but I submit that there for two linotype machines by an- State offices. The present genera
tion knows nothing about flag-rais
Palmer of N. E. A. Several group
---------------------------------------ing, torchlight processions, politi
meetings held in Augusta and else
cal clambakes and the like. The
where were also attended in the
present generation has missed the
interests of the Maine Association.
greatest thrills which used to come
Many letters were sent to the memin advance of every Presidential
j bership during the year. A review
election.
j of the vigorous action taken by the
i organization on the attempt by
J strong interests to break the foreign
Hard to believe that another State
rate was given, and the consensus
election is so close at hand, with
j of opinion was found to be strongly
no fireworks other than those
in favor of maintaining the old
touched off by thc fervid political
rate structure.
orators.
Ora. L. Evans of Dover-Foxcroft
secretary-treasurer, read hls Inter
Residents of Camden street were
esting reports.
recently treated to a series of unThe Business Viewpoint
annouonced bonfires when Ralph
Out of the State's famed garden
P. Conant burned stacks of hay
county came the next speaker,
which hnd become so rain-soaked
Bernard E. Esters, the widely
as to be useless for fodder. When
known editor of the Houlton Pio
the conflagration was over he
neer-Times, who appeared on the
learned of a man who would have
program as an exponent of “The
bought lt for. blueberry lands. But
Practical Business Point of View."
the philosophical clothier still
Residents of Port Clyde were lins dog might be afflicted with He said, in part:
smiles
made uncomfortable this week by rabies, notified Dr. A. H. Morrell,
The average merchant today, if
director of public health, ln Augus he does any advertising at all, is i
an outbreak of rabies, which thus
We watch the airplanes with re
ta. The animal's head was for
far has had no serious results, al warded to the Augusta laboratory, pretty adept at recognizing the
newed Interest, but not exactly
true from the false in such usually
though two persons were bitten. and analysis showed a positive case well gilded sales plans as are here
with apprehension. That, unfor
What might have happened but of rabies.
tunately, may come later.
referred to. Too frequent attempts
for the prompt action of Dr. C. F.
Mrs. Collins and son were taken to sell special pages, special sec
French.
Rockland veterinarian, to Knox Hospital under the direc tions or special editions that are
Bob Packard reports that Wed
can only be guessed.
tion of Dr. French, and given the more concerned with profit for the
nesday,
from 9 o'clock until 2
The canine ln question was a inoculation used under such cir- i publisher than they a.*e with beneo'clock. 770 cars passed hls home
Scottie dog owned by P. T. Collins. cumstances.
| flt to the buyer are bound to unon the Old County road, going to
Jr., a New Jersey man who has
The family has since returned to > dermine confidence in the newsand from Union Fair. Also Thurs
been occupying a Summer cottage New Jersey and the condition of the paper and its publisher. Few of
day from 10 o’clock until 2 o’clock
at Port Clyde. Six weeks ago, the two victims has not been learned uS welcome short weight, short
there were 601 cars and Thursday
animal was bitten by another dog here| measure or inferior quality for our
night, between 10 o'clock and 11
while in New Jersey, to be prompt
That some other dog may have money. Why, then, should we ex- ,
o'clock,
there were 152 cars coming
ly killed. The bitten dog was tied been bitten by the canine which pact to get away with selling ,
from Union. And If that doesn't
to a tree after being brought to was tied to the tree is quite pas shoddy goods or a short weight
beat the job of counting the sheep
Port Clyde, and while there bit sible.
package to others.
which
jumped over the wall, what
Mrs. Collins and her young son,
Dr. French suggests that in the
Being practical ln the selling of
does?
and later succumbed.
event of such symptoms being dis- advertising goes much further j
Dr. French was called into the i covered tliat the proper authorities than luring an extra amount of
case and suspecting that the Col- be notified forthwith.
-T’hoto by Blackinton
Aspect for ttlc American flag
business into your publication at
A national celebrity was hailed by his fellow members in the person must be shown in thc courtrooms,
one time through some bonafide
Even the brief spaces between
Highlights at Strand Theatre next special venture. It is important, of W. Lester Watson of the Kennebunk Star, oldest active printer in th** such a course being urged by
Maine's municipal Judges at their
week:
Sunday. Monday and Tues further, that the publisher guard United States,
acts were begrudged last night, so
annual meeting ln Bath. Should
the interests of his customers al
eager was the audience to get on day, “When the Daltons Ride," with
Kay Francis and Randolph Scott; most as closely as he guards his are exceptions to this just as there other publisher were paid for in be shown everywhere, as a mat
with the plot in “Kind Lady,” the Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and j own- He should be as careful not are to other rules.
an unbelievably short space of ter of fact.
third Ernest Law Johnson produc Saturday, "Sea Hawk," with Errol J to oversell a regular advertiser as
I believe, and experience bears time and are now saving money.
tion of the Pine Tree Stagers pre Flynn, Brenda Marhall and Claude he is industrious in not overlook me out, that most of us are de The use of a thinner sheet on which
Radio fans are in for some ex
ing sources of profitable business.
priving ourselves not only of rev correspondents may send ln their citing broadcasts when Willkie
sented at Watts hall, Thomaston. Rains.
Guard well, then, your sources of enue we should receive but also news each week has been found by starts in on his projected Western
It was a mystery saturated with
Income. Don't try to milk a mer of being able to tell the true story another publisher to result in much tour next month. Make sure those
YOUR FAVORITE POEM chant who obviously cannot af about our circulation because we less extra postage than was for
suspense and so sharply enacted
tubes are in good condition.
that were it repeated thc next night
If I had my life to live again I ford to spend too much. Don’t sell fail to recognize the value of be merly paid at the receiving office.
would have mada a rule to read some an advertiser more than you know ing practical about our lists.
It
the same seats would be occupied by poetry and listen to eome music at
The use of the new flourescent
One year ago: Friends of the
the same patrons anxious to see it least once a week. The loea of these he can conveniently pay for nor is very difficult for me to see any lamps has been found to be bene
tastes ls a lose of happlneaa.—Charlei more than he can profitably use.
practical advantage in claiming to ficial ln one Maine plant by mini Warrenton Smiths were shocked to
all over again. The issue of Tues Darwin
The slack time in your plant re have a circulation of one-tfiird or mizing errors in correcting proof learn of the death of Dudley Wolfe
day will carry a more extended ac
THE LITTLE THINGS
quires another treatment but one-half again as much as the through better vision and the cost who last his life while climbing a
count.
Lord, give us strength to bear the there are only two approaches to true figure. Neither can I detect of upkeep has been no greater if mountain in India—An incendiary
little things.
The fancied slurs, the slights that it. First you can stay sitting and even the slightest atmosphere of not less than the old type lamps. fire cost the lives of three cows
mar the day.
when the barn of Overness Sarkewait it out or you can go out after good ethics about such a question
The dancing shadows down the sun
sion on Middle Street hill was part
business to keep the wheels going. able practice. Here again we well The Editorial Angles
lit way;
Frank A. Winslow, associate edi ly destroyed.—Mrs. Dwight W.
Lord, give us strength to bear the 'Of course the aggressive printer may ask the question if we, our
little things!
refuses to take such a situation selves would appreciate paying a tor of Tiie Courier-Gazette, arose Morrow of Englewood and North
Lord, give us strength to hear the
without a fight. He is going out ln long price for short measure or to refute the belief that the small Haven was elected president of
TONIGHT
little things:
Teach us to rise above each petty search of material to keep the ma inferior quality. Why expect and town newspaper man has a hum Smith College—Mrs. William M.
wrong,
EDDIE WHALEN
drum existence — "writing items Brewster died at tlie age of 80 —
To give our foes a smile, and life a chines in motion and keep his help demand others to do likewise.
song
from getting injured by stepping
and
Unpaid subscriptions should, in about somebody's new house or Miss Edith Stevens of Pleasant
T° beunnVsh BrBCe an“ Cheer the Uttl* 1 on pach other' a sltuati°n that ls my Judgment, be cancelled either somebody's house being painted." Point was to teach English at Ber
ORCHESTRA
— Cry
I as bad for the morale of the front at expiration or with $ reasonable
wick Academy.
(Continued on Page Six)
-War
- <
I

DOG DIES FROM RABIES

LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR
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Billy (Thomas),
2.90
Also started: Dolly Yvonne,
___ i.
xiritr.,
m
"
Continued from Page One)
Intosh Reds, but the quantity will t March Mont and Sunrise. Time,
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Wills allowed:
Willis F.
Hart, I
fall considerably short of the qual-1 2.10%.
Peter
Berne
(Coville),
2.90
Take heed and be quiet; fear not,
Camden, deceased. Mary A
Also started: Doctor Hanover, ity.
neither be faint-hearted.—Isaiah , Hart of Camden appointed execuTlie principal vegetable crop in i Tenth Race
Calumet Dauntless, Lotta Lee and
7: 4.
| trix; Chester B. Hall late of War- ■
northern Knox is dry beans. Earle ginecure
Evelyn Scott. Time. 2.13.
ren, deceased. Mabel H. Withee of
Hannan and Malcolm Hannan are J
(Chappelle),
$4.70 $2.20 out
I Rockport appointed exx.; Alice OutTenth Race
among the larger growers, eacli
June
Volo
(Bolduc),
2.20 out
(house, late of Camden, deceased.
having about 15 acres devoted to
Alice O.
out
Myrtie Jones of Camden appoint- '
(Tweedie),
$10.40 $3.90 $2.60 dry beans. The product goes to a Henley Etawah (Stevens),
"No Other Man." A novel by Al-| ed exx.; Walter A. Low. late ot i
Miss Lane (Chappelle),
400 260 Newport factory for canning. Many . Also started Alvin Guy. Time,
4 00 : factory beans are also being raised j 2.12%,
fred Noves. Publishers Frederick Rockland, deceased. Lizzie E. Low
Kash Buster (Morgan).
'
„
,, .
of Rockland appointed exx.; Annie
Also started: Northward, Bon- for the Black & Oay, Inc, factory | E|eventh ____
I
A. Stokes Company, New York.
payne
la><> Qf Nor(h Haven
The corn crop is small, due to1
nie Scotland and Easter Lee. Time,
There has Just come from this j deccased Lewis C. Foss of North
late season, and the cold, wet Dolly Yvonne
2.15.
(Chappelle).
$6.10 $4 10 $350
press a novel of more moment than j Haven appointed exr.; George E.
weather. The Monmouth Can4 30 3.30
has recently appeared, anu from the j Clark, late of Rockland, deceased
Eleventh Rare
I ning Co. is expected to start its Marchmont (Safford),
Dick Hal (Clukey),
2.70
Velma
Clark
of
Rockland
appoint

'
season
on
corn
Sept.
5,
but
it
may
Pocatello
versatile and poetic pen of Alfred
Also
started:
Volrida,
Billy
and
ed exx.; Edwin W. Lassell, late of
$6.10 $2.80 $290 ] be somewhat later.
(Clukey),
Noyes. A strikingly new thought, Rockport deceased. Kenneth F.
Plainfield (Smith),
450 4 20
The blueberry industry of Knox Sunrise. Time, 2.15.
yet poignant to the happenings of Knight cf Rockport appointed exr.;
Junior sweepstakes for oxen un7 20 (county has taken its place in the
Edward P. Jr. ,..«»on),
(Nelson),
today. For many generations Na William C. Lenfest, late of ThomI Also started: Josedale Oold. Han- forefront. Up in northern Knox j ",7J
iL„
tions have declared they would || aston, dcceas'ed. Frank D. Elliot of
A- C.
nan Henley and Lu Mac. Time, the berries are packed In boxes at Ple,ton 1312*" 9 lne^s;
fight to the last man Boastings Thomaston appointed exr.
I the plant of the Monmouth Can- PaImer °f Pr<‘edon’’ 135 feet 10 ln
2.14%.
ches; 3d, Lindley Wiley of Warren,
had been made that there was pos
Petitions
for
Administration
I ning Co., and trucked to Portland
Races 1 and 4
sessed an “unknown weapon" which granted: Estates, Dallas C Murch.
122 feet 11 inches; 4th. E. C. Hard
i
to be frozen. They are winnowed
would exterminate the .enemies, and late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Wini
Brotherdale (Lord) 1 7. Ginger | and graded at the Union plant, ing of Waldo, 97 feet 9 inches.
this weapon would be used on all fred M. Murch of Vlnalhaven,
Volo (Thomas) 2 4 Brooke Thomp
Junior sweepstakes for horses—
where 20 persons were being em
countries if necessity called for it. admx. Emma Lane, late of St.
son (Avery) 3 6. Honey Belwin ,
1st, Halph Hall of East Dixfield,
ployed during the height of the
Unknown to each other simultane George deceased, Joseph E Hooper
| (Carpenter) 4 1. Sonny Volo (Pier
231 feet; 2d, Raymond Paul of
.
„ ...
, i season. Levi Merrifield, Mrs. Nancy,
ously in all the countries concerned of St. George, admr.; Herbert L.
son. 5 10. Sonny Boy (McKinney I
A R Jackson are Appleton; Herbert Paul of Waldo
....
» 5eQ z.—. ., the principal growers.
180 feet; 4^ Charles Condon of
the fatal buttons were pressed with Simmons, late cf Friendship, de
pound class at t nion Fair The .^«3y
Leon Wotton of Warren driving his tram. Kate and Mary in the 2563-2800
Augusta. 160 feet 2 Inches.
annihilation the result.
ceased. Mertland G. Simmons of
load weighed 5660 and they pulled it 149 feet.
—Photo by Sid C
(Tuttle) 9 9. Miss North (Reed) IP
The world at end leaving what Friendship, admr.: Ernest L. Tol
Senior sweepstakes for horses—
On the Closing Day
uti Halvor Hart of South Hope. 164
seemed "No Other Man" than Mark man. late of Thomaston, deceased,
8.
Adams, who had been in a subma Charles A. Tolman of Portsmouth,
Heavy payoffs marked the final [ feet 3 inches: 2d. A. C. Berry of
Hart's 2, 5 and 8
rine steel chamber of the enemy N. 11 . admr.: Mfilard E Rowe, late
day of the North Knox Fair.
! Wiscasset, 145 feet 4 inches; 3d, M.
Betty Curtis (not named) 12 1.
submailne that had struck a sunk of Rcckland. deceased. Elmer E
Brother Dale, piloted by Safford. I M. Haskell of Hollis Center, 139
Dorothy Decker (Bolduc) 2 6 5. took both heats ln a field of nine feet 1 inch; 4th, Walter Robinson
en wreck at the bottom of the ocean. Joyce of Camden, admr.
But Wooster Did Not
Granite Urqed As MaVitamin T (Drake) 3 13. Cynara classified ’ trotters and pacers, of Bingham, 136 feet.
The officers had escaped by the
By
MOSHER
Petition for Guardian granted:
(Tweedie) 4 5 2. Moontime (Ste coupled with Dorothy Decker,
terialI For
F New Roads and Allow the Cooper Fight
expert chambers—leaving tlie pris Ina Rose Fry and Evelyn Frances
Sweepstakes for oxen over 7 feet
vens) 5 3 4. Bellona (Sargent) 6 4 6. reined by Bolduc, to produce a
To Go By Default
oner to die. By a miracle he did es Frye, minors, cf Gloucester. Mass.,
1 ' J. H. Richards of Vic:,
Airplane Runways
cape and being a strong swimmer Ruth E. Frye of Gloucester. Mass.,
dally double payoff of $8860. A 126 feet: 2d. L. T. Williams of
Rare* 3 and 6
Lou
Cooper
of
Bath
won
the
deA meeting which should be of in
he was able to make the shore after appointed gdn.
Olive Evans (not named) 1 5. handle of $9,855 was recorded in Topsham. 120 feet; 3d. Nutter and
Wooster,
the fatal gas had all disappeared.
Petitions for Distribution grant terest to theresidents of Knox I clsion over Butch Wooster, last
Charlotte B (Safford) 2 1. Harry- the mutuel booth for the 11-dash Crocker of PKtrtiild, 69 feet 4 .nThis thought filled his mind ed: Estates, Benjamin S. White- County ar.d the State, was held night at the Park Street Arena, j
ches; 4th. Lennie Burns of Union,
Direct (not named) 3 2. Volo Grat program.
"Freedom is a terrible thing: but hcuse. late ot Rockland, deceased. Wednesday at Morris hall, Tenants The hall was packed, and there
Sunrise tangled with Dolly- 64 feet 9 Inches.
tan iBond) 4 6 Playwright Direct
it's the only foundation on which
Clark Dearborn of Union won
(Nowell) 5 4 Hall O. (Avery) 6 3. Yvonne near the home stretch of
presented by Edith M.
Randlett, yfarbor. Tlie session, which was wis plenty of excitement throughGod and man can meet. That ls admx.; Aaron W Winchenbach. I
the ninth dash and sent Driver the woodchopping finals. His time
t
..
.,,
..
.
nut
tha
nr
noram
j
open to the public was called to out tne program,
Races 7 and 10
»
the key to the whole disaster. And ,late of\ Thomaston, deceased,
Cleary into the air for a spill that was 1 minute, 16 seconds. Silvino
pre-1 *
r
. ...
.
Alvin Guy (Butler) 1 2. Henley ruined a sulky but spared driver Roy of Union was second, wiih 1
the world had ended in a cloud of sented bv Charles M. Starrett cf! order by Albert Slingby He was] Cooper had Wooster down in Final Standing
778 Etawah (Stevens) 2 3. June Volo
4
minute 56 seconds, and was award
hydrogen gas."
and horse.
elected chairman and Ethel Auld both the third and fourth rounds, AmOCO ............... 14
Thomaston, exr.
.632 (Bolduc) 3 5. Lady Pennock
7
Texaco ............. 12
Mr. Noyes, has, it would seem,
ed if bucksaw frame and two blades.
Wooster coming back In the fifth i
The summaries:
Petition tor License to Mortgage , secretary.
. 8
.600 (Clukey) 4 6. Ampere (Roullard)
Elks .................. 12
written this imaginative story in Real Estate granted: Estate Gladys j William Clayter explained that
Third was Elijah Ripley of Union,
and sixth rounds to land some ' Indies ............... 11
579 I 5 4. Sinecure (Chappelle) 6 1.
8
First ILif
2 minutes, a tommy axe being his
his despair at the loss of the reli- j Snlith 0( Rockland, presented by , the meeting was called in the m12
,429
prize, and fourth was Emore Orff
| Brother Dale
glon of Christendom It really is a p,.ank A Smlth of Rockland, gdti. terest of National Defense and In good punches himself. This was 1 Bnow's Shipyard 9
Races
9
and
11
.381
13
prose poem in most part, dealing j petition for Perpetual Care of dustry, and to try to get the gov- not a title fight, due to the fact Perry's Markets 8
(Safford).
$4.20 $3 30 $280 of Jefferson, 2 minutes 32 seconds.
Dick Hal (Clukey) 1 3. Sunrise
.333
13
• • • •
with a war weary world and also , Burial
granted:
ernment to subsidize the granite I that there were pnly six two-min- A. & P................ 6
Betty Hal (Merrill-). no bets $11.60
6
14
.300 I (Cleary) 2 4. Billy (Thomas) 3 6 Sonny Boy (McKinney),
Van Baalen
The Oil Men's Prize
with the shallow assumption by thr M
,a(e c{ Thomaston. de- industry.
13.00
I ute rounds
i Marchmount (Safford) 4 2. Dolly
• • • •
The Chevrolet coach, given as
masses, that the reality of God oea-'?d. jt'f.ented by Gilford B
Also started: Cant Guy. Glner
It was voted to elect a committe
In the semi-final. Battling Hut
' Youvonne (Chappelle) 5 1. Volrida
had somehow been exploded or sup Butler cf South Thomaston, exx 1 to draw up resolutions to present cl.Tns of Bath won the decision over
Volo. Miss North Sonny Volo. Lady gate prize at Union Fair. Tuesday
It's Elks vs. Indies Monday
(Avery) 6 5.
pressed. Mr Noyes shows us that
' O Mine and Brook Thompson. Time the Field Day of the Maine Inde
Petition fcr Adoption granted: ’ to the State officials, and also the ; Alton Wooster, and did hls brother ln the first play-off series. The team
who
pendent Oil Market Association,
one must have beauty iff- the soul to Edward A. Duplisea et als. of Rock- ' officials in Washington. Voted Young Hutchins over Slasher Por- taking two out of three will play I L. E. Stevens of Turner,
and Qj[en . 2.19%.
went to Miss Dolores B Mills. 20.
rightly see and feel beauty.
_
.
____
,
«
___
.
land, adopted by Robert A. Lloyd that William Clayter. Reddington i ter of Rockland in the top prelim. the second place Texacos a similar and Charles Barker of East Vassal- Second Race
pretty waitress in Gene's restaurant
The story leads to the finding of and Regina A. Lloyd of Rockland. Sprague and William Gillis serve
Joey Soucy took a decision over series and the winner of this goes | boro who judged the dairy stock,
in Ckowhcgan The drawing ot
one surviving woman; and their
j Charley Coney of Bowdoinham in Into the finals with Amoco the best were unstinted in their praise of Dorothy Decker
Petition for Use of Principal of on the committee.
(Bolduc).
$ 11.60 $4.70 $2.50 stubs was held on the vaudeville
life ln the poetic, sacred and legend Fund as Provided under Will of
A collection of $15.29 was taken j the first prelim, and in the opener, three out of five.
the North Knox Fair exhibits, and
10.70 3.53 platform just be'ore the fireworks,
ary monasteries of historic Catholic Leslie C. Deane granted: Estate to pay fcr the printing of petitions. Slugger Marston and Joseph Joki
Will both teams please take notice Albert Sherman of Appleton super Cynara (Tweedie).
Betty Curtis (Safford),
260 Tuesday night, and supervised by
Italy. This novel of Alfred Noyes Leslie C. Deane, late of Rockport,
fought
it
out
to
a
draw.
of
the
starting
time.
Most
of
the
Mr. Clayter’s remarks were interAlso started: Bellona. Vitamin T Ralph E. Nowell, ot the East Coast
is above most of his efforts in deceased, presented by Annie E. esting and instructive He spoke' Another fight will be held next games lately have been called be intendent of that department
beamed with satisfaction.
' and Noontime. Time. 2.12%.
Oil and Transportation Company
pose and adds much to his poetic Deane of Rockport, widow.
of the gradual decline of the gran-1 week,
cause of darkness; 6.15 isnt any too
Prizes ln town teams, six yokes
philosophy of thought. The storyof Bath, chairman of tlw Fit Id Day
early
to
begin
but
as
most
of
the
----- -----Accounts Allowed: Sarah F. Luf ite industry in this section of the ' ----oxen for the oxen class. 5 yokes
Rare
committee. Miss Mills present that
ends with these two. Mark and kin, late of Rockport, deceased. State, and impressed upon hls j which he recommended paving, Indies come from Camden It would
steers, three years old, or five yokes Harry Direct
Evelyn finding a new life of happi first and final account presented ' hearers the need of trying to do j blocks for airplane runways,
evening was somewhat dazed by
be impossible to start much earlier. steers, two years old. in the steer
(Chappelle),
$4 43 $2 83 $2 80 her unexpected good fprtune. She
ness
K S F.
The
umpires
for
the
series
were
by William C. Lufkin, admr.; Prank something to remedy conditions
He showed how the paving made
classes were, flrst ln oxen, to Jef- Charlotte B (Safford),
4 30 4 00 knows how to drive, but did not
• • • •
L. Peabcdy, late of Warren, de- now existing.
! at the local quarries, and at the elected at a meeting Wednesday ferson, and the second to Union; Olive Evans (Nelson),
5.10
This really Is a pre-view of some
ceared. first and final account preHe pointed out the need of trans- quarries of other towns in the State night. Smith behind the plate. ar»d three-year old steers, first to I Also started: Playwright Direct, own a car. The- car was taken to
thing to look forward to later this
a Rockland dealer for a check-up
sented by Lealand C. Peabody, porting men and engines of war, I could oe used for the above pur- Mosher and Wotton on the bases.
Union; two year old steers, first Volo Grattan and Hal O. Time. 13% before taken to Skowhegan for
Fall ln another sure success from
admr ; Lydia W. Merrill, late of i quickly, should the occasion ever , poses, thus promoting national de- Elks 9. Amoco 7
to Warren.
Fourth
Carl Crow In hls new book on China.
Miss Mills.
The Elks hauled the curtain on
Hope, deceased, first and final ac- 1 arise for such an event, and stressed ' fense, and also supplying the work
Angelo Howard of Union took a '
"Foreign Devils In the FloweryThe committee of directors of
■ count presented by Alan L. Bird, the importance of roads strong j so sorely needed In the towns where the regular playing season with a 9 flrst in the beef oxen class and In | Brother Dale
Kingdom." Since his delightful
the Maine Independent Oil Market
(Safford).
$5.40
$5.80
$3
20
to
7
victory
over
Amoco
Thursday
Exr.; Adelbert Benner, late of enough to bear heavy weight and J the granite industry once flourthe beef cows class. Wilbert Mank
book “400 Million Customers" was | Thcmaston deceased, first and ' stand up under the heavy traffic ished.
5U5O 3 60 Association, in charge ot the field
night to finish in third place. The of Waldoboro, took three places. I Can t Gu (Clukey).
read with such avid pleasure the
3 70 day Included Mr. Nowell of Bath,
final account presented by Flor of moving troops.
, Mr. Clayter’s audience showed its' game was called in the sixth due to first, second and third; In the j Sonny Boy (McKinney),
reading world has been waiting for |
frvlng Carver of Bethel, and Ro
Also
started:
Miss
North.
Sonny
He referred to a speech of appreciation for hls remarks byj darkness.
Several flne fielding
ence B Benner, exx ; Lizzie F.
more from this brilliant pen. This Crockett, of Rockland, first and Colonel Lindbergh, made after the taking the action above mentioned I plays were turned in, among the Hereford beef herd. WJbert Mank Volo. Lady OMlne. Giner Volo, land Genthner of Waldoboro. They
new work again about China and final account cf Earle McIntosh. Colonel's return from Europe, in p js hoped that by the cooperation highlights being catches by Brack- of Waldoboro took flrst and sec- ! Betty Hal and Brok Thompson. report a highly successful field day
ond and Walter Burgess of Union,
the Chinese in a refreshingly new
attended by 3.090 oil men. Their
Time. 232%.
deceased Conservator, presented by
= of all citizens and workers, the ett. Day and Lampinen. Ed Bisbee third.
angle, romantic and full up with Mena M. McIntosh, executrix
headquarters was a big tent pitched
of union, deceased,first and final ac- ' government may be induced to take ’ pitched the first two innings for
Dairy
herd
awards
in
the
differFifth
Race
adventurous detail of numerous Will of said deceased; William A.I ccunt presented by Herbert L. Grin- an interest in this old industry of j Amoco, and in the general shakeup
close to the fair entrance, at
ent breeds were made as follows, ■ Betty Curtis
people, from here and there making
which a public speaking system
Maine, end that once again pros- that followed all but two men Jersey, flrst to Pearl C. Oakes of
(Safford),
$5 90 $4 50 $2 40 was operated during the day and
China their home. Christians, ex Garten, late of Boston, Mass., de- I nen. admr •_ Fanny E. Thompson,
ceased, first and final account pre- j
of Camden, deceased, second perity may return to the towns and changed positions. The Elks started Union, and second to C. T. Bur Dorothy Decker (Bolduc). 3.20 2 60
iled Jews, Missionaries, hunters,
evening.
with one in the first and added a gess also of Union; Guernse, flrst
sented by John Oaston, John K
Cynara (Tweedie i.
2.60
merchants, educators and diplomats. Howard and Roger Amory, exrs.; i trust account presented by Arthur [ village most affected
pair
in
each
of
the
remaining
inn------------to J. B. Elake of Union; Holstein,
Also started: Bellona and Vita
Foreigners ln old China set apart, Irving E. Murch, late of Rockport. |] P. Gay, Trustee; Mark E. Rowell, |
Total earnings of the airline com- ings. They had a 5 to 0 lead be first to Herbert Hawes of Union, min T. Time, 2.13%.
this is the life Mr. Crow describes deceased, third trust account pre late of Squth Thomaston, deceased,
first, final and balance account | parties for the first five months of fore Amoco began to whittle It down, second to Charles Burgess of Union;
With knowledge and intimate
sented by Lola M. Culver of Jack presented by Fred W. Rowell, exr.; 11949 probably were close to $1,500 - finishing with seven runs over the Ayrshire, flrst to Sherman English Sixth Race
charm, and amusement. Dipping sonville. F.orlda, Trustee; William
last three innings. The Elks were
Volo Grattan
into history enough to intrigue, and C. Wellman, late of South Hope, Marion V. Gray, late of Rockport, (060 in contrast to an aggregate outhlt 12 to 8 but took advantage of of Monroe, second to Clinton Jew
(Bond).
$24.70 1J50 $4 50
ett of Whitefield, third to Sher
deceased,
first
and
final
account
[
deficit
of
$339,009
in
1939.
filled with anecdotes that fasci deceased, first and final account
Is what you want in
passes to win. Of the five men who man English of Monroe.
Playwright Direct
-----------------nates, and holds, for the book is presented by Oertrude E. Wellman, presented by Carry E. Gray, exx.: j
were walked by Bisbee and Mosher
Drug Store Merchandise
(Nowell),
17.20 4.59
Milllam
A.
Oaston.
late
of
Boston,
i
The
sooner
that
we
realize
that
Ribbons
in
the
swine
department
alive with hls unlocked knowledge admx.; Cora F. Talbot, late of
3.70
Mass, deceased, first and final ac- trade is essentially barter, an ex- four were turned into runs. Jenkins were as follows. White Chester, first Charlotta B (Safford),
of the scenes he has encountered
Rockland, deceased, second and
Also started: Hal O. Olive Evans
ln China. The special interest will final account presented by William count presented by John Gaston. I change of goods for goods the bet- *ith a homer and Shafter with a to Alfred Hawes and also first to
come to Rockland readers from the D. Talbot, exr.; Benjamin S White- Reger Amory, John K. Howard and 1 ter position we shall be in to safe- single and double led the hitters. Charles Burgess, both of Union; and Harry Direct. Time 2.10%.
We use only the Best the
'guard our international commerce, i The score:
Berkshire, first to Brookwood Farm. Seventh Race
fact that Esther Brock Bird, an house. late of Rockland, deceased, William H. Claflin, Jr., trustees.
markrt affords. Substitu
Amoco
Pemaquid,
artist of brilliant understanding
June Volo
ab r bh po a
first and final account presented
tion and “just as good” are
In
the
poultry
department,
rib

and genius is to illustrate the work by Edith M. Randlett, admx.; Etta
(Bolduc),
$3.30 $2 60 out
A. Wink, r, 2b..... 3
only business apologies.
bons were given as follows, in
Mrs. Bird has been doing an inten M. Richards, late of Thomaston,
Henley Etawah (Stevens), 5 40 out
Lord. 2b. s .......... 3
geese,
flrst
to
William
Oracle
of
sive study in Japan and China for deceased first and final account
Alvin Guy (Butler),
out
There Is a big variation In
F. Wink. 3b, c .... 3
Warren, and second to Pearl Oakes
some time having spent many
DRUGS AND PRICES
Also started: Sinecure. Time,
presented by Eunice L. Shorey,
Welch, ss, 3b ....... 3
of
Union;
ducks,
flrst
to
Mason
months of study ln both countries, exx.; Aaron W. Winchenbach, late
2.15'..
Sullivan, lb ...... 2
Johnson
of
Rockland.
Barred
Rock
PLAV SAFE!
of their art, and she has mastered of Thomaston, deceased, Supple
Day, c, lf ............ 3
trio and Rhode Island Reds trio, Eighth Race
the artistic spirit of Chinese por mentary account presented by
Bisbee, p, cf ...... 3
both firsts to Alfred Hawes of Betty Curtis
traiture and life which Shows ln this
Charles M Starrett, exr.; Annie M.
Brackett, lf, r
3
Union; New Hampshire Reds, first
(Safford).
$3.20 $3 00 $2 60
book. This book ls from the press Milliams. late of Vlnalhaven. de
Reliable Drug Store
Shafter, rl .......... 3
to Miss Barbara Hutchins of Union; Vitamin T (Drake),
8.50 10.00
of Harper s which also assures suc
373 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
ceased first and final account pre
Mosher, cf, p ...... 3
and
second
and
third
ribbons
to
Belona
(Sargent),
3.80
cessful adventure in book making
TEL 561
sented by Wilbur F. Coombs, admr.;
Mr.s. Raymond E. Thurston, Union;
Opp. Knox Trust Co.
and worth.
K. S. F.
Lillian F. Carver, late of Vinalha
29 7 12 15 5 0 in Barred Plymouth Rock and Ninth Race
ven deceased, first and final ac
Elks
Rhode Island Pullets, Alfred Hawes Volrida (Avery), $10.60 $7.70 $3 40
SCORED ACE ON 13TII HOLE
count presented by Edward G. Car
10 10 3.40
ab r bh po a e of Union won flrst ribbons. Mrs. Dick Hal (Clukey),
ver, Admr.; Elizabeth G. Parker,
Lampinen. r .... ... 2 2 0 2 0 0 Thurston took three places in New
Former Owl’s Head Summer
late of Quincy, Mass., deceased,
Jenkins, ss .... ... 2 1 1 1 3 0 Hampshire Red pullets and Alfred
Budget your taxes with us by making month
Resident Makes Sensational Shot
first and final account presented
Stevens, 3b......
3 0 1 0 3 0 Hawes of Union took first fn the
on New York Course
by Frances J. Lubbe, exx.; Gertrude
ly payments that will equal in 12 months the
Glover, lb
3 1 1 7 0 1 New Hampshire Red Cockerel and
Felt, c ........... ... 1 2 0 1 1 0 the Barred Rock cockerel and a
Friends of Major Hans.-. m who M. Sabin, late of Camden, deceased,
amount of your tax bill.
Shepherd, cf
.... 1 0 0 2 0 0 third in a Rhode Island cockerel.
has spent many Summers at Owl's first and final account presented by
Cole, 2b ...........
2 2 2 2 3 0 Robert Smith of Rockland won
Head will be interested in reading Cynthia Cram, admx.; Martha C
Roes, rf ..........
3 1 1 3 1 0 flrst and second money in Rhode
this reprint from Tlie Courier-Ex Gross, late of Camden, deceased,
We
pay
the
regular
dividend
on
these
month

first and final account presented by
Raye, If........... .... 2 0 1 0 0 0 Island Red Cockerels.
press of Buffalo, N. Y.
Marshall, p ... .... 2 0 1 0 1 0
"Maj. Frank I. Hanscom, a former Dorethy G. Knight, admx.
ly payments.
Petitions for Probate of Will pre
Fruit and Vegetables
member of the Park Club who now
Buy a home through
21 9 8 18 10 1
resides in St. Petersburg, Fla., re sented fcr notice: Annie J. Gardi
Setting tlie fair ahead five weeks I
ner.
late
of
Rockport,
deceased,
Amort) .............
a Savings Bank mort
0 0 0 2 4 1--7 has the expected result in the exThis is just another service we render to the
turned to hls old stamping grounds
Elks ..................
1 5 2 2 2 X-—9 hlblts of this department, but so
yesterday and played a round with Elsie C. G. Pierson of Waterbury.
gage and your “rent
Two base hits, Sullivan, Shafter far as apples were concerned the
people of Knox County. That is the purpose of
Jack Oordon, Park Club profes Conn., named exx.; Josephine
money” in
many
Burns,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased,
Stevens.
Roes.
Home
run,
Jenkins
sional.
The Major posted a
display would have been compara- j
cases will pay off the
this institution to help the Home Owner in every
Sacrifice, Jenkins. Base on balls, off tively slim in any event, as the
45-46—M and in the round collect Robert C. Burns of Rockland
Bisbee 2, off Mosher 3, off Marshall crop is a small one this year, and j
ed a hole-ln-one on the thirteenth named exr.; Henry L. Elliot, late of
mortgage.
way possible to buy, build, improve and re
1. Hits, off Bisbee 3 in 2 innings the apple production in the north
hole. Using a No. 7 iron Maj. Han Salem, Mass., deceased. Petition for
Probate
of
Foreign
Will
presented
Losing pitcher, Bisbee. Umpires ern tier of Knox County towns Is
scom hit a perfect shot, the ball hit
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of thc
pair the Home.
Sniith and Gray.
ting five feet In front of the pin by Pearl E. Langille of Salem. Mass.
but a .shadow of its former self.
Petition
for
Administration
pre

simplest. Consider these advantages:
and dropping for an ace.
Raymond E. Thurston, who has
Tea is being made from the fra one of the largest orchards in the
"Although hts round was lacking sented for notice: Estate Lovinia E.
We loan money at 5', and our plan is simple,
grant lime blossoms in England.
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
anything as spectacular as a canned Knowlton, late of Camden, de
county, will harvest some nice Mcceased.
Mary
E.
Thurston
cf
Cam

tee shot, Jack Gordon collected a
individually to meet your own particular situ
inexpensive
and
easy
to
understand.
fine round, clipping two strokes den named Admx.
ation.
Petition for Distribution present
from par figures. Jack needed a
par four on the eighteenth lor a ed for notice: Estate Granville A.
Consult us on your Home financing problems.
2. Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
68. but found trouble and needed Poole, late of Camden, deceased,
%
of interest, to suit your budget.
presented
by
Edward
C.
Payson,
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
six strokes. Hls card:
admr.
Out .......... 444 435 335-35
3. 5% on mortgages in good standing interest
I have several Houses and Farms at
Petition for License to Sell Real
In ______ 344 344 436-35 70"
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
Very Reasonable Prices
Estate presented for notice: Estate,
HOME FINANCIAL SPECIALISTS
amortized in I 5 years.
La Guardia Field, estimated to Annie M. Simmons, late of Rock
If you ever want a Home, don't miss seeing these
cost $12,000,000 in 1934. was fin and. deceased, presented by Cora
18 SCHOOL ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
at once
ished in 1940 at a cost of more than L. Delano, of Rockland, edmx.
(Odd Fellows Block)
Terms ran be arranged on some of them,
Accounts presented for notice:
$40,000,00.
Granville A. Poole, late of Camden
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
The largest fish ever caught was deceased, first and final account
66Stf
presented
by
Edward
C.
Payson,
81T&Stf
a 26.594-pound whale shark, in
admr.;
Georgia
Shepard,
late
of
Florida, during 1912.

The Courier-Gazette In Probate Court

WELL FOLKS, IT’S OVER

Leon Wotton and His Champions

For National Defense

Was Downed Twice

SOFTBALL

LEAGUE

IF QUALITY

This Store Has It

AVOID FUTURE

WALMSLEY’S

TAX LIENS

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

V. F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

i
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Every-Other-Day

Recently Levi Flint reported an
Elks meeting next Tuesday night,
Illinois car which bore the number with supper at 6.30.
plate 1,456,533. That was the rec
ord until A C. Jones saw that State
Charles Ellis will speak Sunday
Game With Camden
represented by the figures 1.458.241. at 3 p. m. at the chapel. Ingraham's
Added To the Fame Of
and then Al broke his own record by Hill. Special music.
This Close Scries
seeing one numbered 1,580,359. Who
beats that?
Manager John W. Trott of the
The League Standing
k\Vi 25—South Hope—Visitation Day
Maine State Employment Office
PC
W.
L
at the Universalist Church.
Knox
County
people
who
make
it
reports that 38 placements were
Aug. 25 Fish and Game Association
.777
Rockland
..........
7
2
an annual custom to attend service recorded this week and 10 new
outing at Vinal's Point. Cushing
.666
Aug 25 (4 p. m. Daylight) Annual in the old Waldoboro Church, on
Camden ............ 6
3
claims
were
received
service st the old Aina Meeting House.
.500
Thomaston ...... 5
5
Aug. 26 Three Quarter Century Club the occasion of the special opening
.100
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Rockport
..........
1
9
of
that
place
of
worship,
will
be
in

The Superior Oas & Oil tanker
Aug. 26
Waldoboro — Democratic
Rockport
Results
—
Thomaston
6.
terested to learn that Rev. Samuel “Nomad" is on the railway at Snow’s
Rally at Clark s hall
Aug. 26—Reunion <ha«» 1912 Rock3; Rockland 5, Camden 4.
lsnd High School at Dyer's Lobster Trexler of New York will be the Shipyard for repairs, and the "Wal• • • •
Buoy, Ash Point.
speaker at the German Lutheran j ter Ross" Ls drydocked for. extensive
Aug. 27 -Rockport—Benefit aoncert Church, Sunday at 2.30 o’clock.
Coming Oames—Sunday, doublerepairs on the deck and rails. The
at Capt Eell's Boat Barn
Aug. 27 — Camden — Megunticook
launching date for the trawler header at Community Park, BoothOrange fair.
The first round in the club "North Star" has been changed from bay Harbor Tigers vs. Pirates.
Aug. 27-29—Damariscotta Fair.
Aug. 28—Warren—"Galloping coffee” championship at Knox County Sept. 3, to Labor Day, Sept. 2, at
Sunday—Camden Shells vs. Ba!h
at home of Mrs Phillip Simmons.
Clippers at 3 p. m.
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1830. RHS. Country Club is now going on, with 11.15.
Aug 29 Thomaston—Oarden Club these results to date: Salmond de
Tuesday—Rockland at Thomas
Open House Day at Levensaler house. feated Dr. Jameson; Bartlett de
St. George is going to see at least ton; Rockport at Camden.
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Ptne Tree
Stagers, fourth Bummer Theatre Play feated Jones; Robinson defeated one baseball game this season. A
Thursday—Camden at Rockport:
aeries at Watts hall
team comprising John Davidson, Thomaston at Rockland.
Aug. 30 "Rockland Nlglit” at Booth- Wadsworth; Dr. Adams defeated
bav Playhouse. Drama, "Night Must Wotton; Payson defeated R. Allen; “Duitp" Monaghan and other popu
• • • •
Fall."
H. Allen defeated Sorrent, and lar "old-timers" is being organ Rockland 5. Camden 4
*ug 31-Sept. 3- Blue Hill fair
ized to play Thomaston next Wed
8ept 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
Crane defeated A. McLoon.
The Pirates gained flrst place in
Sept. 3—Union—Schools re-open
nesday at 5 30 p. m. If the attend
Sept 4 — Camden
Ruth Draper.
'.he league by a five to four win over
ance
is
satisfactory
two
games
will
Dorothy Pox. and Hellmut Baerwald
All interested in the work of
the Shells at Community Park
(YMCA Benefit) at Opera House.
Sept. 8—Services resumed at thc the Knox County Association for be played at St. George on Labor Thursday night. Chuck Ellis al
Day
—
and
the
Sports
Editor
is
well
Congregational Church
Rural Religious Education are in
lowed only two singles, while hls
Sept. 19 -City schools open.
Sept 14 Educational Club meets vited to be present at the Metho satisfied that there will be a good teammates were collecting ten hits
with Mrs Rose B Hupper, Tenant* dist Church, Rockland, next Wed response.
off Cole and Bennett.
Harbor.
nesday night at 7.30 to attend a
In Camden’s half of the first Mil
farewell reception to be given Miss
T1IF.Y LIKED ROCKLAND
ler. lead off man. reached second on
REUNIONS
Margaret McKnight as she leaves
The members of the Maine
Aug. 25 Rowell Family: At Otter
Collamore’s wild throw to first. Lord
us for other work at this time,
Press Association descended up
Point P-w-n
singled to score him. Karl walked
Aug 28 Mank Family: 26th annual after several years of most efficient
on Rockland yesterday and were
at Maple Grange nan. vVamoboro.
and Lord scored on an infield out.
Aug 28 Kalloch Famlly: At Penob and profitable service among the
immensely pleased with the cor
The Pirates filled the bases 1.1
scot View Grange hall In Olen Cove.
people
of
our
County.
Make
next
dial
reception
they
received.
Aug 28—Pavson-Fogler Families: At
their half with two down, only to
Wednesday evening your* oppor
Merchants displayed flags In
St Clair cottage. Crescent Beach.
have Heald stop White’s hard smash
Aug. 28 Hills Family: At the home tunity to show your appreciation
their honor, had greeting cards
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton,
for a forceout at second. In Cam
of this work.
in their windows and the Cham
9 High St.. Belfast.
den's second, Woodward got the last
Aug 30—Wentworth Family: 57th an
ber of Commerce extended the
nual at Albert Alley's, 14 Oak Bt.
Caimden hit, advanced to second on
Rev. William J. Day of Winthrop, courtesy of Community Building,
Camden
a walk, went to third on an infield
Aug 3t—Carroll-Norwood Families: Mass. former pastor of the Rock
signed
roads
in
and
out
and
did
At T. J. Carroll s. East Warren.
out and stole home as Chuck was
numerous
acts
of
courtesy.
The
Aug 31 Leadbetter Family: 30th an land First Baptist Church and one
pitching to Lord. Chisholm scored
nual ut North Haven Orange hall.
street department made special
Sept 7—Whitmore Famlly: At home whose able sermons are always
the Pirates’ first run in the second
of Mr and Mrs W J Brvant. Union listened to with interest will be
efforts to have the whoe area
on a fielder's choice, an error by
Common; If stormy, following Mon heard at that Church at 10.30 a. m.
immaculate,
the
police
extended
day.
Heald and Billings’ single. Ellis
and 7.30 p. m. Sunday, and Rand courtesies galore and Mayor
parked one of Cole’s pitches in the
Veazie came up and offered the
Federal Food will be distributed
York and Pleasant
deep grass out of the park in left
Point will be guest soloist. Dr. convention the keys to the city.
next Tuesday only.
for a double in tha third and
Day's subjects will be imerning)
At Crescent Beach Inn the big
scored on Karl's single. Johnny was
group had an admirable exemp
"Looking Upward" and (evening)
out when Cole cut off the throw
Rockland High School class of "The Vision For the Hour." All will lification of what constitutes a
home to catch Karl going into
1939 will hold its first reunion to be welcomed to the church school
real shore dinner, well served
second.
morrow at Oakland Park. Mem at 12.00 o'clock noon and a cordial under auspicious conditions.
Camden in the fifth scored on a
bers are asked to take their own greeting will be extended by the
walk to Miller, a two base error by
lunches and cars. Those needing young people to tlie Endeavorer's
Killing a neighbor's dog. even Flanagan and a fielder's choice.
or those having transportation to service at 6.15 p. m„ which will be
though the animal has provoked
In Rockland's fifth Karl drew his
offer, call 357-M or 753.
led by Miss Marion Brawn, Director one’s ire, is not winked at by the
of Religious Education of the First Courts, as Leander Davis of Union second pass. Whitman and Flana
A representative of the Augusta Baptist Church of Melrose. Mass. learned Thursday when arraigned gan singled, to score Karl, and Whit
Field Office ol the Social Security Rev. Mr. Day will be the leader of before Judge Dwinal and was given scored on Chisholm's infield out.
Board will be at the Deputy Col the happy prayer and praise service the alternative of paying $100 or Camden had a man on third in the
lector's office. Post Office building, Tuesday evening at 7 30, and the serving 30 days in jail. He appealed sixth, but Gray, pinch hitting for
next Wednesday .hours 11.30 a. tn. mens group will meet for their nle canine in question was charged Cole, went out, Ellis to flrst.
Billings reached first in the last
to 3 p. m., and he will be pleased to twenty minutes prayer service at1 with having cavorted through Davis'
half
on a single. Foote sacrifice.!
assist applicants who may wish to 12.15 p m.
house upsetting milk and damaging him to second, and French drove a
file claims, or to assist them in
property.
single to right for the ball game.
The annual concert for tlie bene
oilier matters.
Art Flanagan led the strikers with
fit of the Rockport Christmas Wel
From the wilds of Alaska (or from
three hits in three times at bat,
fare
Fund
is
announced
for
Tues

Juneau,
at
least)
comes
an
air
mail
At the First Baptist Church.
day, Aug. 27 at 8.30 at the Capt letter from Lieut. Commander R. C. while Billings was getting three out
Deacon Osmond A. Palmer was the
Eells Boat Bam. Artists who are Jewell, formerly in command of the of four.
leader of the Tuesday evening
• • • •
prayer meeting at which Rev. Ken generously giving their services lor Inshore Patrol in thLs city. The let
this most worthy cause are: Marie ter contained two souvenir post Twilight Topics
neth H. Cassens served as pianist
Flanagan adds power to tlie
Noelte, coloratura soprano; William cards, showing totem poles in Alert
and upon request sang “The Angel
Harms, pianist; ' Tlie Rockport i Bay, Vancouver, B. C. and Sitka. Pirate attack, three for four bases
Song" witli fine effect, he stating
• • • •
Trio—Marian Head Brodsky, vio Alaska. Did Capt. Jewell know that
that it was the favorite selection cf
lin, Max Aronoff, viola, Edith was the writer’s hobby, and that he
Freddy LaCrosss is a good mascot.
Piscataquis audiences.
Evans Braun, piano; and Elinor has always wanted to own a real
• • • •
Blum and Vladimir Sokoloff in se totem pole?
Thirty-nine hits in three games—
Speaking on his trip lo Mexico. lections for one piano, four hands.
Rev. E. O Kenyon was the central Mj?.s Noelte. a Chicago artist, has
Homeward bound from Union some clouting. • • • •
figure of the Rotary Club meeting a voice of great beauty and range, Fair
_ last
_
_night,
~
_
__ driven
_
a car
by
Woody makes most any pitcher
yesterday, over which President; and is here to coach with Mme. j Elmore Hustus of Waterville left the
Joseph E. Blaisdell presided. Sing- > Elisabeth Schumann. The occasion highway and crashed into a tree, dizzy when he gets on base, and hoc
ing was led by Homer Robinson, j will serve to Introduce to the pub- I Miss Eugenie Lacroix, 14, suffered I he did catch the Pirates flat-footed
...
—
steal home.
Visiting Rotarians were John
C. Hr. the Rockport Trio, whose num-j a broken nose, facial cuts and a
• • • •
Burnam. Lucius Barrows of Augus- bers are gifted artists and well cut on tlie back of the head. She
Art Flanagan dives into bases like
ta, Harold C. Haskell of Wilming known to local audiences. Miss j was brought to Knox Hospital. Mrs.
ton. Del.. Warren W. Oliver of Blum is in private life Mrs. Soko- Alice Hustus 35 and her daughter a professional high diver.
Newton. Mass.. Willard Sprague of loff, a skilled pianist in her own Anpa May, 12. were taken to their
Tlie past presidents of the Libby
Cambridge. Mass., Elmer E. Ma- I right and on the faculty of Curtis j home in Waterville, in an ambu
H',e*s .
, 'Yilkes-Earre. Penna . | Institute. One feels it a privilege to j lance, injured, but not seriously. Relief Corps will hold their an
Edgar Harding of Belfast. William One feels it always a privilege to The accident was investigated by nual dinner. Aug. 29 at Witham's
M. Cullen of Lewiston, Joseph Ca- hear Mr. Harms, whose long study State Patrolmen John DeWinter Lobster Pound.
baniss of Hartford, and Elmer True with Josef Hofman has placed him and Harold,Mitchell.
Coach Donald Matheson has
of Camden.
Ouests were Carl among the foremost young Ameri
Thurston of Chester. Penn.. Lor can pianists. Tickets arc on sale
Funeral services for Hervey L. called football recruits for tlie
ing Orff of Thomaston. Warren W. at the Champney Oift Shop, Rock Hamilton were held Tuesday from first practice of the season. Monday
Oliver, Jr., of Newton, Mass., F. J. port, the Village Shop, Camden, or hls residence, conducted by Rev. J. afternoon at 4.30 at the High
McAlary of Rockland and II. I. may be arranged by calling Mrs. Charles MacDonald of the First School building.
Maltzman of New York city. A Gladys Heistad, telephone. Camden Baptist Church. The beautiful
Milton E. Plummer, formerly of
greeting card signed by all mem 2432.
floral pieces testified to the high
this city, who now makes his home
bers was sent to Carl Sonntag ln
estewn ln which the deceased was
with Mrs. Beatrice Stone, 1125
Maracaibo. Venezuela.
held. Those attending the funeral
BORN
Ocean avenue. Brooklyn, suffered an
Stimpson At Rockland. Aug. 23. to from out of town were Mrs. Lottie
Nothing ls quite thoroughly sat >Mr and Mrs. Arnold Stimpson of Tierney and Mfts Dorothy Geiger ill turn this week, and is reported in
Spruce Head, a aon Frederick Arnold.
serious condition.
isfying and thirst quenching on a
of Natick. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs.
hot and muggy day as the lasting
Frank Vincent and son Leslie of
MARRIED
tagny coolness of lemon sherbet.
M ini henbaugh-Grant —At New York South Orange, N. J., and Florida.
E. <fe M.'s lemon sherbet is made City. June 18. Roland Orant of Rock Mrs. Margaret Biesinger of Dela
and Regenla Winchenbaugh of
from choice, selected lemons and land
ware. Md.. and Dr. and Mrs. H. E.
Rockland. By Rev Frank Treet
Y’ou have always desired is now
pure, rich cream. It is not a water
Bates of New Lebanon. N. Y.
CARD OF THANKS
sherbet. Ask for it at your E. &
available at W'ildwaod Park over
wish to express my sincere thanks
M. dealer's.
100-102 toImy
New fall felt hats. Prices start
looking Penobscot Bay; screened
many friends who sent me fruit,
flowers and cards during my Illness ing at $2. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop,
porch, good roads, city water,
at the Knox Hospital.
Copper Kettle.—adv.
102-lt
lights available, $985, for quick
E H. Philbrick

Pirates Still Lead

TALK OF THE TOWN

s

'(jmhuu?

CH U RCH ES

yTHmmnmmumJh
ity. Matins at 7.10. Holy Com
munion at 7.30. Holy Eucharist and
sermon ot 10.30. Vespers at 7.30.
Wednesday. Mass at 7 a. m. Thurs
day. Mass as 7 a. m.
• * • *
Charles Ellis will supply the
Methodist pulpit tomorrow morn
ing in the absence of the pastor.
Mrs. Lydia Storer will be soloist.
Sunday School convenes at 9 30.

SERMONETTE

Rev. William 11. Mousley, D. D.

Rockland.

Grand Reopening

ROLLER SKATING
Ocean View Ballroom
SKATING
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Evenings
Saturday Afternoons
101-192
IF YOU LIKE TO

DRAW, SKETCH or PAINT
Write foi Talent Test (No Fee)
Give age and occupation

Write F
Care of The Courier-Gazette

100*105

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
'Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
SM. 781-1 «r 781-U
11«-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
lin-tf

•

LEMON

SHERBET

§

Ambulance Service

“Firpo” Frye’s Wood Yard
IValer Street, lower end of Main St.

SUMMER WOOD
(Dry Fitted)

Price 75c per foot, delivered
TEL. 1366

102-104

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, ME.

WORK IS NOW IN PROGRESS ON THE
1940 EDITION
OF THE

M-tl

14 MAIN ST. CAMDEN, TEL. 501
101-103

CAMDEN, ROCKPORT, THOMASTON

SOUTH THOMASTON. ST. GEORGE

DIRECTORY
Experienced men are calling on places of busi

ness to see that they are properly listed in this

COMMUNITY CATALOGUE
This book, which is to be published in the fall, is

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON

Dark Harbor, Maine
Approximately 17 acres of land,
Including woodland and gardens,
with magnificent western view of
Penobscot Bay and Camden hills.
Sunsets seen from here are espe
cially beautiful and compare fa
vorably with similar views on the
Mediterranean. Stone resldenrp
contains 25 rooms, beautifully
furnished, large hall, two living
rooms, enclosed and open piazzas,
dining room, lavatory, pantry,
kitrhen, servants' dining room,
laundry, 6 masters' rooms, 6
baths. 8 open fireplaces, 10 ser
vants' rooms. 2 baths, electricity,
steam heat and large hot water
supply. Convenient ferry service
for motors to mainland.

This property all in perfect
condition, will be sold at a GREAT
SACRIFICE, to settle estate.
ON THE PREMISES. ON
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1940

commencing at
ELEVEN O’CLOCK, A. M.
Eastern Daylight Saving Time.

RAIN OR SHINE. The property
will be SOLD AS A WHOLE and
is SUBJECT TO PRIVATE SALE
prior to the AUCTION.
THE
EXECUTORS RESERVE THE
RIGHT OF ONE BID FOR THE
ESTATE AND TIIF. FURTHER
RIGHT TO ACCEPT OR RE
JECT ANY OR ALL OF THE
BIDS. TERMS AND FULL PAR
TICULARS AT TIME OF SALE.
Per order of Executors:
David H. Smith, Agent
Dark Harbor. Maine
A. H. Black. Auctioneer
Bangor. Maine
108-103

You How At Our Practical

DEMONSTRATION

Saturday, August 24th
Paul Hurd, popular Modene artist and decorator,
will be here Saturday with a most instructive and
entertaining program.
Paul will assist you with your painting and deco
rating problems.
See him paint his famous “five minute” land
scapes. These paintings will be given away. There's
nothing to buy to get one—just come in and register.
Drawings to be made at closing time Saturday.

THIS COUPON WORTH 30 CENTS
One Can Modene Enamel, any color,
One Brush,
Pkg. Modene Household Cleaner,

25c

A 55c Value—All for

the sole representative of this section for thousands
of people.

Besides its local use, the Directory is

placed in many City Directory Reference Libraries

in the United States and Canada, where it has thou

TO BE GIVEN AWAY—FREE
A beautiful Chest of Drawers will be given away

Free to the lucky winner, Saturday

sands of references annually.

ALL YOU DO IS REGISTER

Be sure that you are properly represented in your
Directory.

The cost is very low.

H. H. CRIE & CO.

an everlasting guarantee.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

Late Anna D. Atterbury

And We Are Going To Show

ROCKLAND

T

AUCTION SALE

ou can

Wildwood
Development Company

HERE cannot but be
comfort as well as pride
in the thought that the
memorial chosen, placed and
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod
est or imposing, Guardian
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
that endures through centuries
to come. They are surprisingly
reasonable in price.
The Guardian Memorial Bond Is

on American airlines is said to be
apprixomately 400 miles; in Europe
the average length of a journey by
airlines is 250 miles.

One-quarter of all tiie trucks in
The only public appearance this tlie United States are owned and
season of Dr. Emil Winkler, Dean operated by farmers.
Emeritus of Music at Wells College, I
Aurora. N Y„ will take place at
Beano at G.A.R. hall, Monday, 2
the Saturday Cove Church Sunday p. m.—adv.
it*
afternoon at 4 when Dr. Winkler
will perform several of his best be
loved cello solos at the vespers at
WHEN BETTER CLAMS
that hour.
ARE FRIEDBesides being an eminent soloist
in his own right. Dr. Winkler has
THOMPSON’S
achieved nationwide recognition for
WILL FRY THEM!
his administration of the music
NUFF SED
department of Wells College. Dur
ing his deanship of 32 years Dr.
THOMPSON’S
Winkler brought to Wells some of
FILLING STATION
the outstanding musical organiza
Route 1, New County Road
tions and soloists in the country.
at the Pleasant SL R. R. Crossing
“The Fried (Tam Capital of
For many years Dr. Winkler has
Maine"
been a Suipmer resident of Northport. and in the past he has given
occasional concerts for the benefit
of local charities. His appearance
next Sunday ls his only public per
formance of this season, and the
public is urged to avail itself of
Fine House Furnishings
this opportunity to hear him at the
4 o'clock vespers of the church at
and Real Estate
Saturday Cove, Northport.
Entire Contents of Residence ot

The ONE

sale. Apply—

NOTICE
CARD OF THANKS
Board of Registration
We wish ta extend our sincere thanks
The Board of Registration of the City
and appreciation, to our neighbors and of Rockland. Maine will be ln session
friends for the kindness manifested at their roGm ln the City Building.
during our recent bereavement.
Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday
Mrs. E B. Hall. Mrs. L. H. Hamilton. Tuesday. Wednesday. Aug 28. 29. 30.
31 and Sept 3. 4. A. D. 1940. from nine
Mrs. Emily Murray.
o'clock In the forenoon to one o’clock
in the afternoon, and from three to
CARD OF THANKS
five o’clock In the afternoon, and from
To the friends of Margaret Red seven to nine o’clock ln the afternoon
mond :
(standard time), to receive evidence
Through these pages we wish to ex- touching the qualifications of voters
ln
said city, and to verify the correct
I press to her friends our appreciation
i of the many kindnesses showered upon ness of the lists of voters. No applica
tions
for Absent Voting Ballots or
I her during her long illness. Because
she liked to live simply and without Physical Incapacity Ballots will be
approved
after five o’clock In the aft
ceremony there will be no services In
ernoon of Saturday, Sept. 7, 1940. when
Friendship.
session closes.
Anna Stewart Fox. Dorothy R Jones, this
Per order of the Board of Registra
WUliam F. Redman. 2d.
tion.
By FRANK W. FULLER.
CARD OF THANKS
•
Chairman.
102-103
Wp wish to express sincere thanks
to our many friends for the beautiful
flowers and for the cars furnished at
the services for our mother and Bister,
to those who have kept her room so
constantly filled with flowers and to
n’
all others who have bestowed so many
kind attentions during her Ion.? Illness
Mb:
Also do we wish to thank Dr Don
ald Leigh. Dr. Gilmore Soule, Dr.
Charles Popplestone and Dr Harold
Jameson. Miss Lucinda Young and
Miss Mary Cavanaugh for all of their
kind efforts ln her behalf.
Mildred E. Waldron. Harold H Wal
dron and famlly. Ncrman tt. Waldron.
Emma S. Hatch, Florence W. Sher
man.

Eminent Soloist Will Be
Heard At Saturday Cove
Sunday

A few weeks ago came the
.-nd news of the death of ^pr.
Mousley. He died at the home
of his daughter in Lee, Mass.
Many Rockland and Portland
people remember his faithful
ministry in these two important
Maine churches. Dr. Mousley
was an educated and scholarly
A. S. Leonard of the City Farm
pastor, a man of broad culture
won 12 flrst places and two second
and sturdy faith. He lived in
places with 14 kinds of vegetables
a day when ministers were more
dignified in appearance than is ' exhibited at Union Fair.
the effse today. Over six feet
in height, he made a command
Tlie Sunshine Society will meet
ing figure in the pulpit and
at Mrs. Elizabeth Moody's cottage
put his congregation at ease. Re 1 Asli Point, Wednesday at 10 o'clock
ligion to him, however, was not
All needing transportation be at
a matter for Sunday. It was i the Corner Drug Store at 10 o'clock.
to him a way of life, not a com
monplace, but a vital expression
The Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary
of daily experience.
picnic scheduled for Aug. 27 will
His very logical sermons,
be held Aug. 28. Instead, at the
short as a rule, made a lasting
impression; never emotional but ! home of Mr.s. Mary Wellman, Wal
doboro.
always practical. I knew him
The Oirl Scouts will serve sup
ln Rockland but when he came
The Winchenbaugh cottages at per at the Cushing Orange hall
to Portland and he became my
Summer neighbor at Falmouth Spruce Head are occupied by Mr. next Wednesday at 6 p. m.
and Mrs. Richard Standeven of
Foreside our friendship deep
Milton. Mass, at "Whispering
Water would not boil at an alti
ened.
Together our families sailed 1 Spruces;" Prof, and Mrs. Russell tude of 20 miles above sea level.
Rollins, of Colby College at “Itrethrough Casco bay on many
newzus" and Judge and Mrs. Rus
happy occasions.
Like my
father. Dr. Mousley loved na sell Jordan and three children of
Des Moines, Iowa, at "Sprude
ture and the out of doors.
Lodge." Judge Jordan, ls a Justice
Without question he reached
of tlie United States District Court
tlie apex of his ministry as pas
cation in Maine. He is a very cntor of the old Mother Churcli
And Only Answer To a
at Des Moines. This li his first vaof High street. Nevertheless,
thusiastic
boaster
for
the
State
in
his subsequent pastorate at Lee,
Hot and Muggy Day—
general and 8pruce Head in par
was most important. Lee was
ticular and intends to return with
probably hls wealthiest church.
From there he went to New other friends next year.
York State, and then the end.
Sunday at 2 o'clock the Rockland
He rests with the Redeemer he
Pirates take on the strong Boothloved and served.
, bay Harbor Tigers for a double—William A. Holman
header. This team is one of the
'Mind" is the- subject of the Les better known nines who p’ay the
son-Sermon that will be read in best opposition possible. This will
all churches of Christ. Scientist, give the fans a chance to see how
throughout the world on Aug. 25. the Pirates do against a good team
The Golden text is: "Blessed be the frcm another part of the State. The
name of Ood forever and ever:; I
for wisdom and might are his. . he Harbor—Coombs cf, Sprague lf, Mc
giveth wisdom unto the wise, end Dougall ss, Dodge lb, Pinkham c,
knowledge to them that know un- Andrews ..3b, Orover 2b, Orne rf,
Cooling,
thirst
quenching,
(’er.'tanding.” (Daniel 2:20-21). The Oray p; Rockland—Billings ss, Col
citations from the Bible contain lamore 2b. Sawyer c, French p.
wholesomely delirious.
the follow ing passage: "Great is our Whitman lb, Chisholm cf, McMeilly
Lord, and of great power: his un 3b, Drinkwater rf, Winchenbach lf
Our Lemon Sherbet Ls made
derstanding Is infinite" (Psalms
Alien registration starts Aug. 27.
147:5).
from carefully selected lemons
• • • •
Tuesday, continuing until Dec. 26.
or
later.
Application
or
instruc

and sweet, rich Cream.
Services Sunday at the Nazarene
Church will begin with Bible School tion blanks now available at the
at 10 o'clock. A special effort is local Post Office to anyone on re
Ours is NOT a water sherbet.
bring made for the Church School. quest. For convenience of appli
Worship commences at 11. The pas cants registration holt's will be
tor and hls wife will sing a special from 4 p. m to 730 p. m. at post
song. Rev. Mr. Lee will preach master's office. Earlier appoint
on the subject, "The Kingdom of ments may be made by special ar
Heaven." The N.Y.PB. with the rangement. To avoid congested
president. Miss Lillian Bates in periods causing long waiting of
’harge will meet at 6.30. The eve applicants, it ls urged that early
ning Evangelistic service begins at application be made for instruc
7.30. Miss Eleanor Sargant will tion blanks, and that they be
sing and the pastor will preach on carefeully filled in by applicants
The New Birth." Prayer service before reporting for registration
that all necessary information may
will be hcld Wednesday at 7.30.
be available for quick registration.
At the Littlefield Memorial Every possible assistance will be
Church Sunday at 10.30 Rev. Paul given by local postal employes. In
Jameson, formerly of Rockland, calling for information by tele
will be the speaker. Special music phone. please ask for the alien
will be provided. Sunday-School registration desk.
meets at 11.45 with classes for all
ages. Young People's meeting at 1
6 oclock with Barbara Bartlett as
ADMINISTRATOR'S
leader. Mr. Jameson will speak
PRIVATE SALE
again at the evening serviee at
ot
7.15 and there will be special msHousehold furniture and fur
slc. Monday night the Ladies' Aid
nishings of all kinds and de
will hold their annual picnic at
scriptions, also fur roats and
Sandy Shores, if pleasant. Mid
pieces, coats, dresses, jewelry,
week prayer meeting Tuesday eve
books, etc., etc., of late Nettie
ning at 7.30.
Young Rising, 7 Purchase street,
• * • •
Rockland. ALL DAY FRIDAY.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
AUGUST 30, rain or shine.
Frank II. Ingraham.
Itev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv
Administrator.
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the 14th Sunday after Trin-

THAT COTTAGE

TONIGHT

Dr. Winkler Coming

H. A. MANNING CO.
GENERAL DELIVERY,

ROCKLAND, ME.

HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

WALDOBORO

Every-Other-Day
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City Slicker
HE city slicker of American folk

lore again has his eyes on the
T
pretty milkmaid.

In other words, the liquor industry
is out to woo the population of the
small city and farm.
In mid-1939 the director of public
relations of the National Distillers
told the liquor industry:
“Instead of dumping more hun
dreds of thousands of dollars into
the coffers of big-town newspapers,
I have advocated for two years and
will continue to advocate the diver
sion of distiller advertising to the
smaller towns, even the county
seats.”
The reason for such attempts to
mislead the small city and rural
population is easy to find. The liquor
industry fears the reaction of the
intelligent, individualistic, thiqjung
rural resident to the social evils
which have followed repeal. The in
dustry will spend much money to
try to woo public opinion in the
small cities and on the farms, long
the centers of temperance senti
ment.
Despite this campaign, 59 per cent
of more than 10,000 weekly news
paper still refuse to accept advertisv.nents of distilled spirits: 50 per
cent (one per cent more than in
1938) refuse even to accept beer ad
vertising.
A large number of metropolitan
newspapers and periodicals also re
fuse such advertising. The Ladies'
Home Journal makes a definite,
forthright statement of refusal to
advertise liquor. Its editors say
that its readers and its advertisers
are the guests of the magazine but
that there are some paying guests it
does not welcome, such as those who
influence others to their own detri
ment
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Vinalhaven Church
Resounds To Notes Of
Band, Choir, Soloists

MRS OSCAR C. LANS
Correspondent
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Church Sunday at the 11 o'clock at Union Church in Vinalhaven and
service. There will be special an
thems by the vested choir. George presented an exceptionally fine
C. Zornow, baritone, will be soloist, j concert. The audience, though small,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey and was appreciatie as was demson James left Friday for their, enstrated again and again by aphome in TeTxas.
s
! p'.ause.
Among those from here who atSelections on the program were:
,
, .
Marching to Z;on. choir duet,
Ingerson, Walter Pendleton, John1
Pendleton, Lyford Ross, Arthur “Sundown," H. L. Coombs and G
Arey, Fred Jones, Alex Christie and E. Are.v; saxophone solo, “Souvenir
L. W. Lane.
] De Valence,” Leon Arey; reading,
Mrs. Parker Sloane and daughter "The Ghost," Cora Peterson; soGwendoline, who have been guests ; prano joJq “The Old Refrain," Ruth
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Parker |
...
_
Wadsworth for two weeks, left Brcwn; 60l°’ S"1111"* Through."
Thursday for their home in Derby, ^r- Cameron Ray; duet. "Seek Ye
Vt.
i the lord, ' Blanche Kittredge and
Mrs. Joseph Headley and sister H L- Coombs. Band and choral seMiss Virginia Black returned Fri- lections were interspersed throughout the arrangement. The band
day from Rockland.
numbers directed by Joseph Kit
Mr. and Mrs. Lestor Woolsey,
tredge, were of the highest class
who have been guests of Mr. and
and finely played; while the choir
Mrs
Nelson
Bunker returned
also did unusually fine work.
Thursday to Port Jervis, N. Y.
Blanche Kittredge and Harry L.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newbcrt visi Ccombs, in duet, showed excellent
ted Thursday in Camden.
musical ability, their voices blend
Mrs. John Beckman and children ing in perfect hramony. Ruth
Slgvard and Gler.nls are home from Brcwn sang beautifully. The ren
Wayland. Mass.
dition of "The Old Refrain" was a
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane and most enjoyable number, as her
niece Miss Nathalie Smith attend- sweet young voice filled the church
ed Union Fair Thursday
.
and delighted the audience. Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bernhard ‘ Arey's Ml° work on th® iax°Ph0"e
of Malden, Mass., are vacationing 1 was much appreciated, and his
generous contributions to past ebnat Weliklt Cottage, Shore Acres.
o.rts have also been received with
A shore dinner was enjoyed Wed gratitude.
nesday
night at Lee. Shore Country
„ L
Cora Peterson possesses a dis
Club by NEss Nathalie Smith. Miss tlnctly dramatlc style cf reading
Mettle Ingerson. Miss Sara Bunker. whkh hclds attenUon and pIeases
Miss Mazie Quackenbush and Miss an audlence. O. E. Arey and H L.
Margaret Grlmley.
I coombs, always favorites, sang with
Miss Mary Neilson is guest cf rel- i spirit and understanding.
Dr
atives in Rockland.
Cameron Ray. one of the Summer
Max Conway was heme this week colony in his solo. "Smiling
Through" distinguished himself as
from Camden.
Colon Winslow is home from an artist of merit.
The band and choir in the clos
Providence.
ing number "God Bless America,"
Recent arrivals at Rockaway Inn
, made fitting close to the evening's
were: Miss Mary C. Deane. Mid
. concert.
dlebury, Vt.; Prof. John Pitt Deane,
____________
Beloit. Wis.; Prof. Sidney N. Deane.I alnDTLI u . ..c..
Northampton. Mass.; W M. Moore NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Martin McGill and
At the Pulpit Harbor Church
daughter Patricia. Lorain. Ohio; Sunday morning Secretary Albion
Mrs. L M. Armbrust, Miss Grace [P Beverage of The Christian AsArmbrust, Pittsburg, Pa.; Joseph sociation cf the University of Maine
Finnegan. New York City; James will preach. There will be special
Armbrust, Holiday Cove. W. Va.; music under the direction of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Frank, Green- Beverage. This will be the last
wich. Conn.
Sunday service in the Old Church
Kendall Hatch returned to Port The Unity Guild members were
land last Saturday. His family guests Thursday of Miss Blanche
Cushing at her Ncrth Shore home
wiil remain for a longer visit.
There were many present and a de
Dr. Corley will be at his- Vinal lightful time was passed Cakes and
haven offlet all day Tuesday, Aug ices were served.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Young had
27.—adv.
as recent dinner guests, Dr. Harry
Jackson of Massachusetts.

TREMONT

Mrs. Allan Scott and children
Willis and Ruth of Somerville,
Mass,, are spending a few weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
Miss Dorothy Bryant of Liver
more Falls called Monday on Mrs
Leslie Rich and Mrs. Clarence
Smith. Miss Bryant was accom
panied by her father and mother,
brother and two sisters.
Mrs. Clarence Smith and Miss
Helen Watson attended the an
nual Kents Hill reunion.
Mrs. Allen Gay of New York is
passing a few weeks with her
mother Mrs. Alberta Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Parker of
Florida are spending a short time
here at their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding
have returned from a motor trip
which took them as far as Halifax.
Mrs. Willis Watson and daugh
ter Helen of Boston are spending
two weeks at their old home here.
Charles Welch returned to Bos
ton today after spending two weeks
here with relatives and friends.

Chrysler Chief Makes
Important Announcement

K T. Keller, president cf Chryslet Cor
poration, announces that Fluid Drive
will be available on all 1941 Chrysler
cats end also on models of the Dodge
The Willing Workers will hold and DeSoto lines. This feature intro
a sale of fancy articles, food and duced two years ago, has heretofore
available only on Chrysler eights.
ice cream at the Port Clyde Library been
It will be optional equipment on the
on Tuesday. Aug. 27, afternoon and lower-priced Chryslers and on the Dodge
evening, commencing at 2 p. m.
and DeSoto cars, and standard on
102'It* Chrysler eights.

PORT CLYDE

BUY A KALAMAZOO. DIRECT TO YOU
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Very Easy Terms

Your Old Stove Taken in Trade

Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
98-tf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
Daily
Dally
Except
Sun.
F.xrrpl
Sun.

Only

Sun.

A.M.P.M.A.M.
4..T0 S.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
5.40 3.30 9.1(1 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.50 4.40 10220 Lv. STONINGTON.
7.50
ill.30. Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,

Ar.
Ar.
Ar,
Lv.

I
Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.P.M.
111.55 7.00 5.35
110.55 6.00 4.35
1 9.50 5.00 3.25
8.45
2.15
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE

Read Down
Dally —
.
Except^s Dally gSat. «so & Except = 0
Sun.
Sun.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
9.05
j
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.1510.00 3.30 9.15; Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Daily
.
Except •{Sat. A to 5 Daily
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. ,9.45 11.45 5.30

I
Lv. ;8.30 10.30 4.15
Read Up
I

Page Five
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* New York train connection Saturday only.
78-tf

“Typey” Creator Starts Willkie First Voters Club

To A. & P.’s Quiz Radio Program

SOI

portrait of Mr. W’illkie first came
to her. Miss Joannis said, when she
was looking for a novel portrait
of the Republican nominee to use
at her Club meetings.
"All the other pictures I had seen
looked so much alike," she ex

Standard Weights

Beans, string ....................... ■■...... 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) .............. 47
Beets
.....—-...... ... .......- 69
Beets, mangel-wurzel................. 60
Beets, sugar ..... ........................... 69
Beets, turnip..................
69
Beet Greens..................... ............ 12
Blackberries ......................... -..... 49
Blueberries ................................... 42
29
Bran and Shorts ..................
Buckwheat ................................... 43
59
Carrots
Corn, cracked ............................. 50
Com. Indian .................... —...... - 56
Cranberries ...... ............. -........ ~ 32 [
Currants ....................................... j49;
Dandelions . ................................... 12j
Feed ...............................
Flaxseed ...........-............................ 56
Hair ....................................
Kale -.............................-............ 12
Lime ................................ -......... 70
Meal (except oatmeal)............... 59
Meal, corn ...... ....... .1................... 50
Meal, rye____________ _____ - 59
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
Oats —....... . ................-............... 32
Onions ..._..................................... 52 j
Parsley .......................................... 8
Parsnips . ...........................
Peaches, dried ............................... 33
Peanuts, green ..................
Peanuts, roasted........................... 20
Pears ............................................. 58
Peas, smooth................................. 09
Peas, wrinkled ............................. 53
Peas, unshelled, green ................. 28
Potatces ........................................ GO;
Potatoes, sweet............................. 54
Quinces .......................................... 48
Raspberries ................................... 40
Rice, rough..................................... 44
Rye ................................................. 56
Salt, coarse ................................. <0
Salt. Turk's bland ................ a... 70
Salt, fine....... ............. ........... — 60
Salt. Liverpool ............................ 69
Seed, alfalfa................................. 60
Seed, clover .....................................

plained, “that it occurred to me to
make one on my typewriter that
would be different.”
She has already received more
than one hundred requests, mostly
from magazines and voting groups,
for reproduction*.

The Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Statutes as amenoed by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
it out and keep for references.
1 Bushel—Lbs
Apples ................................... .... - 44
Apples, dried ...... .. .................. - 25
Barley ......... ................................ 48
Beans ____________ _____ ___ 69
Beans, Lima ................................. - 50
Beans, shell ___ —___ __ —..... 28
Beans, Soy ...... ...................... — 58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole ........................................... 59 j

60

Seed, hemp.................................. 44
Seed, herdsgrass ......................... 45
Seed. Hungarian grass .............. 48
Seed. Timothy ........ -......... . .......45
Seed, millet ............................
50
Seed, orchard grass..................... 14
Seed, redtop................................. 14
Seed. Sea Island cotton.............. 44
Seed, sorghum............ «................ 50
Seed, upland cotton.................... 30
Spinach ........................................ 12
Strawberries ................................ 40
Tomatoes .................................. 56
Turnips, English ......................... 50
Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60
Wheat .......................................... 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lbs
The standard weight of a
barreil of Potatces is ........ 165 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Sw’eet Potatoes is 150 lbs.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

Capt. and Mrs Elwin F. Knowles
have returned to New York and
| Revere. Mass., after spending a
Capt.
Mu$ico, A. & P.’s fascinating mu week with his mother.
Knowles
is
in
the
employ
of
the
sical quiz radio program which has
Clyde-Mallory Lines and at the
created over a million contest en present time is chief officer on
tries, now announces a new day the S.S. Oneida.
better time, and wider area of
Mrs.
Clarence Harding
and
listeners Tuesday, Aug. 27 at 7.30 granddaughter Clare of Auburn
p. m. initiates the new series over dale who have been called here by
the illness of Mrs. Harding's
WBZ.
This half hour of Mu$ico brings mother, Mrs. Cora Taylor, returned
a new, more tempting prizu award. last Saturday to Auburndale. Ralph
It's the "weekly double." The first Simmons who has -been staying
prize winner will continue to re with his grandmother, returned
ceive $100 and 50% of the royalties Sunday to Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hooper of
of the song if published, but if the
winner answers the telephone call North Abington, Mass., have been
and properly identifies him or her passing a week's vacation at the
self made during the broadcast, an home of Mr. Hooper's brother,
extra award of $1CO will be made. Samuel Hooper.
Miss Frances Dyer of Auburn
If not this “weekly double" will be
added to the next week’s Mu$ico spent the past week with her
father Zelman Dyer.
Award.
Willard Hatch, pilot of the
Mu$lco featuring the music of
Lew Bonick and his Mayfair band, Northern Light, is vacationing with
is a song guessing game which off his mother. Mrs. Samuel Hooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelman Dyer. Miss
ers listeners an opportunity to win
more ijian $300 in cash prizes and Frances Dyer and Mr. and Mrs.
500 heaping full grocery bags. The Alvin Wallace attended the Wingame is played with Mu$ico cards, chenbach reunion Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson of Ber
available at all A. & P. stores.
There's nothing to buy. Each Mu- lin, N. H.. were guests Wednesday
. $ico card carries song titles ar- of Mrs. Georgia Snow.
Mrs. Agnes Hodson left Wednes
! ranged in rows, and each contest, ant must correctly identify four day with friends from Reeds' Ferry,
songs in one row played on each
Mu$ico show. In a fifth blank submits the winning song title for
'space contestant submits his other tfiis number on a correctly flllcd.suggestion for a title of the weekly out card, will receive at least $100
original number especially written in cash and 50'i of the royalties
I for Mu$ico by leading composers,
for the song if it is published, and
i The original composition for the may win the "weekly double." Per
first of the new series, has been sons submitting the next four se
i written for Mu$ico by Orrin Tucker lected titles will receive cash prizes
and Bonnie Baker. The person who of $50. $25. $15 and $10 respectively.
Likewise Lots Of Money Thanks

<ANE of the most original contributtons to the Willkie campaign
was made here yesterday by Miss
Constance L. Joannis. of 291 Marl
boro Road, Wood-Ridge, New Jer
sey. Miss Joannis, a private secre
tary who will be twenty-one this
month, is organizing a First Voters

For Willkie Club. For the past week
she has been devoting her spare
time to making a “Typey” drawing
of her favorite candidate on a type
writer, using only the period sign
and the letter “X."
The idea of making a "Typey1

SOUTH THOMASTON

N. H„ who are Summering at
Spruce Head for a motor trip in
Northern Maine.
Mrs. Louise Kidd has returned
from a visit With her sister Mrs.
Helen Emery in Bar Harbor.
Miss Margaret Bartlett is visit
ing her niece Mrs. Woodbury Brack
ett, In Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pillsbury and
son Charles of South Weymouth,
Mass., arrived Friday to spend a
few days with Mrs. Pillsbury’s
father Charles Peterson. Mr. and
Mrs. Pillsbury returned home Sun
day and Charles went to Owls Head
to visit Dr. Bradford Adams for a
week.
Miss Bernice Newberg has arrived
to spend the remainder of the Sum
mer at her cottage here.
Mrs Fannie Ricker and daugh
ters Edith and Grace of Reading.
Mass., who spent two weeks at
their Pleasant Beach cottage have
returned home.
Miss Medora Thorndike of Boston
is guest at the home of Mrs. Eva
Sleeper.

The Morning AfterTaking
Carters Little Liver Pills

IN ROCKLAND MONDAY!
SHARE-THE-ROAD SAFETY SQUADRON
BY COURTESY OF ROCKLAND SHELL DEALERS
"When lh» Shore-ths-Roud

Main and Elm Sts.

movement stoiled, tioKic
officials welcomed if—but no
one could have predicted it
would reach its present amazIng site. Now, going oiler
the heedless pedestrian as well
as driver, this crusade is doubly
deserving ol success!”

SEE A nperlal puppet show with little “Screw
driver*" and “Screwjayn." Watch how they tangle
traffic when they misbehave!
SEE A unique nafety-teat device for all car driver*.
Take It yourself and s<*e how quickly you react to
the unexpected when driving.
SEE A specially equipped safety-crusade car which
will cruise through traffic pointing out traffic vlnlatlons—commending courtesy
SEE Special “Screwdrivers’’ and “Screwjaya’’ as
they pull their traffic boners.

50
Director of the American
Road Builders' Atiociation

11

It’s FREE! ITS ENTERTAINING!
It’s instructive! We Shell dealers are
putting on a real safety shew Monday
and everyone in Rockland is invited to
attend.
The Share-the Road Safety Squadron
is*5 brought to Rockland by Shell dealers in
the interest of common-sense driving
22
practices
—careful walking habits. It is
sponsored by the Share-the Road Club- the crusade to cut Stop-and-Go 35', by
petting rid of “Screwdrivers" and
“Screwjays."
If you are not already a member of the
Share-thc-Road Club, join today at your
Shell dealer’s. You'll receive the new
Share-the-Road Emblem that glows day
and night for your car FREE.
•

•

•

And for the Stop-and-Go you can't
avoid, we’ve got two NEW gasolines. New
Super-Sheh and new Shell Premium have
the high <t RPR (Road-Performance
Rating) m Shell history!

RPR is the true measure of a gasoline’s
performance in your car. "Highest RPR’’
means faster starting, taster pick-up,
higher anti-knock, more power and "go’’
tM all gears, at all speeds. It means that either
of these new Shell gusolincs, in its price
class, cuts the cost of Stop-and-Go more
drastically than the fuel it succeeded.

This DAY-and-NIGHT SHARE-THE-ROAD Emblem
FREE at these SHELL dealers
Damariscotta Garage, Damariscotta
Quincy Peabody,

Hope

Dean & Eugley,

Lincolnville Ctr.

A. C. Grover,

Rockland

Laurence Miller,

Rockland

Sea View Garage, Inc.,

Rockland

Harold Ralph,

Waldoboro

Walter Tolman,

Rockland

Thomaston Garage,

Thomaston

Frank Johnson,

Rockport

Miller’s Service Station, Thomaston

Sea View Filling Station,

Camden

Camden

M. A. Sprowl,

Rockland

Bay View Garage, Inc.,

Francis Dyer,

Rockland

George Jacobs,

Edwin Kenrick,

Rockland

L. F. Barker ,

Don Perry,

Rockland

Charles Bowman,

South Hope
Union

Washington

Every-Other-Day
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Two Popular Musicians

6KERLFY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent

publishing tlie Maine Democrat ln
Biddeford and in 1877 brought out
Ills cwn paper which he and his en
ergetic sons still carry on In the
JUNE COTE
fine Watson tradition.
• • • •
Correspondent
The highlight of the afternoon
session was a masterly, carefully
Tel. 713
i thought out address by W Fletcher
| Twombley of the Reading (Mass )
Tlie engagement of Miss Ethel
Chronicle, president of the Massa Bernice Ludwig, daughter of Mr.
chusetts Press Association and j and Mrs. Edward Ludwig of Hope,
widey known in national newspaper to Gordon Scruton. son of Mr. and
activities. Mr. Twombley presented | Mrs Everett Scruton of LincolnI a study of the tomorrow of the na- I vllle, has been announced. Miss
tions weekly newspapers in the , Ludwig graduated from Appleton
light of present world and national J High School in 1935 and is employed
conditions. He discussed the re- , as a hair-dresser at the Samoset
suits in fallen countries of the con- j Hotel. Rockland. Mr. Scruton is a
trol of the press and spoke bluntly , graduate of Camden High School
f the important role all newspapers in the class of 1929 and is in the
must play in the fight to save the employ of tlie Lincolnville TeieI United States from the malign phone Company.
I forces which threaten lt. He told
Schools will open Sept. 9.
of hew splendidly most newspapers,
Rev. Gabriel Geudj of Fall River,
dailies and weeklies alike, have al Mass, will conduct the 11 o'clock
ready met the challenge.
worship service Sunday at the BapFrom his wide experience he fore- I
church. There will be a guest
least the type of competition to bc isclcist. Church school is at 9.45.
i met in the immediate tomorrows, and tbe midweek service will be
radio, billboard, free circulation | Thursday night at 7 30
sheets, magazines and the latest de- ! BlI1 poxwell, son of Mrs. R. S
|velopment, offset news tabloids like i poxwell, has returned from RobinNewsweek and the remarkable ad- hood Camp s.xrgentville.
I less P M. These conditions are be- j Many from here will attend the
.ing wisely met by thinking publish- weddlng of Miss Beulah M Starrett
i ers who better their product and
judson P. Lord this afternoon at
give service more nearly approach- u,e Congregational Church in War-

CAMDEN

Season Is Ending
Last Concert For Chil
dren’s Christmas Welfare
Fund Tuesday Night

An Outdoor Service
Sunday Evening To See
Remarkable Gathering At
Lincolnville Beach

Rockport’s Summer musical sea- '

A unique outdoor service with
music by the Lincolnville Band,
gospel songs by the Lincolnville
Tlie Oarden Club will hold a va
trio, and special selections by Cam
riety sale at the "Levensa’.er House"
den singers will take place on the
Thursday from 10 a m. to 10 p. m.
sands of Lincolnville Beach Sun
Cut flowers, plants, vases and
day evening at 6.45. Visitors may
cooked food will be on sale and tea
hear th6 entire service in the com
will be served.
fort of their own cars, for a public
amplifying system installed through
Miss Helen Newcombe and Miss
the courtesy of Al Swett, manager
Elisabeth Newcombe who have
of the Comique. will broadcast the
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
entire program throughout the
W. Walsh returned Thursday to
large parking space adjoining
Washington. D. C. where Miss
Route One. Following the varied
Helen will visit her sister before
musical program and the singing
returning to her home in Newport.
of several well-known hymns. Rev.
R. I.
Duncan Rogers will preach briefly
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Huber of
on an appropriate theme. The
Mechanicsburg. Pa., and Mr. and
free will offering of the evening
Mrs. C. W. Hall of Roselle. N. J.,
will be used for the support of the
are expected to arrive today to
local church.
spend several days with Mr. and
The Lincolnville Trio, consitslng
Mrs. E. T. Dornan.
of the Misses Selma Heal. Lucy
Harry Morse of Portland is stay
Connors, and Betty Heald. has al
ing with his sister Mrs. Nicholas
ready won much acclaim for Its
Anzalone, and Mr. Anzalone during
perfectly blended voices. The Trio
an illness.
has sung on several public occas
Mrs. Rachel Hewettson and
ions and has appeared on the stage
daughter. Miss Caroline Hewittson
of the theatre at Camden. It is
of Dorchester, Mass., and Miss Ber
preparing several beautiful ar
tha Hubbard of Bridgeport. Conn.,
rangements of well loved gospel
have returned home after two
Miss Dorothy Young of Haddonfield. X. J.. Suram -rs at Owl'-, Head, and has been heard on several pro- ,,,g perfection to readers and adver- ,
songs for this service.
weeks spent at the Little Guest grams in this vicinity. She is a niece of Frank Young, the soldierly locking musician on the right, who directs j !>ers a’ilce. He saw eye to eye with | w
The Lincolnville Band Is made
Nancy Harmon, daughter of Mr.
the Damariscotta band, and is a cornet soloist in the Rockland City Hand. Two cornetlsts affording their
House.
up of Lincolnville young people,
Pub.isher Esters and his important and Mrs. Gilbert Harmon. was hosunusual
talent,
arr
seldom
found
iir
one
family.
Nathan Watts of Somerville,
many of whom plso play in the
deductions of the morning and con- i te&s at a iawn party in honor of her
Mass., is guest at Webber's Inn.
Camden High School Band. It has
ciuded his talk in a hopeful vein I third birthday Thursday afternoon
amid heartwarming applause.
performed in many places this
A special meeting of the Con
at the home of Mrs. Harold Wey
season, but this ls the first time
gregational Church and Parish will
mouth. Guests present were Mrs.
Hint. Reginald Coggeshall, head Orman Goodwin and daughter
its music has been amplified for
be held Tuesday night at 7 30 at
of the department of Journalism Sandra: Mrs. Charles Babb. Jr.,
a large open air program.
the Methodist vestry.
Mr Orcutt answered many ques-1 W. F. Twombly. Reading, Mass. and Publicity of University* of and son. Delf Mrs. Frank Rolerson
(Continued from Page One)
Included among the Camden
Dr. Douglas Walker arrives home
Maine introduced .as "first friend and son. Peter; Mrs. Forest Spear
singers is Miss Phyllis Dean of Sea
Ida B Hartshorn, Belfast.
today from New Haven. Conn., for To the contrary he cited the oppor | tions of his audience.
of the M.P.A.," again handled the and daughter, Julia; Mrs. John
street. Miss Dean Ls a well known
a week's vacation. He will be ac tunities hLs long newspaper experi
Mrs. Louise Miller of Waldoboro. I Carl L. Brown. Bethel Citizen.
member of the Young People's
companied by Dr. Stewart Steven
Gordon E. Lothrop, Madison Bui contest awards, life blood of the Campbell and son. Richard; Mrs.
'
correspondent
for
Tlie
Courierbetter newspapers drive in Maine. Harry Thurber and son, Bradford;
Choir of the Chestnut street Bap
son and Dr. James E. Flett, also ence had provided in giving him an
letin.
For best coverage of community Mrs. Arthur Dougherty and daugh
tist Church of Camden.
associated with the New Haven opportunity to meet such celebrl- i Gazette, gave "The Town Corrcs-, Edwin Brown. Bethel Citizen.
j pendents Angle" her talk proving' Mr. and Mr.s. Jesse Ia*wis, Bar life the award went to the Inde ter, Rachel; Mr.s. Albert Rhodes and
This open-air twilight service is
Hospital. The latter will spend the
pendent Reporter of Skowhegan.
somewhat similar to the famous
weekend with his parents at Pleas
I most enlightening on a subject ’ Harbor.
daughter. Judith, of Rockport; Dean Symphon.c Ccncertante E Hal
For best reporting and discussion Mayhew Leo Rivard. Mrs. Florice
ant Point, and Dr. Stevenson will
major.
Mozart Islesboro Sunset Services of which
' usually receiving little attention 1 Asa V. Wasgatt. Bar Harbor.
of
public affairs the honors went Pitch
(or violin, viola and piano
most mainlanders have read, but
be Dr. Walker’s guest for the week
Clifton M Bryant. Storrs & Be
i"s. Harleigh McMinn.
She stressed the importance of
Mis.Head.
Mr
AronoK.
MrBraun
to the Sanford Tribune and Advo Mrs. u .orge Carleton, and Mrs. Sonata ln D major.
end.
Haydn which few have been able to at
■ fresh news, turnirfe it in promptly ( ment Co.
Opus 117 No 2 In B
tend. due to the necessity of stay
W H. Titus, Ellsworth American. cate.
The August picnic of the Friend
Harold Weymouth. Ice cream and Intermezzo
' to be published, and accuracy in
flat minor.
Brahms
In
the
awards
to
individuals,
first
ing overnight on the Island for
Rhapsody
Opus
79
No
2
In
o
Maynard
Oenthner,
Waldoboro
ly Club will be held next Wednes
cake were served and there were
names and facts. Items, though i
honors in tlie best feature or hu favors of balloons and horns.
minor.
firahms those who are dependant upon the
day at the home of Miss Anna Dill
: necessarily brief, should not be too Press.
Mr
Harms
man interest division went to
ferry. Consequently, a large at
ingham. Knox street. Each mem
"Possessing Our Possession” will Nightingale and the Rose.
brief so as to leave out many inter- | Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bloom, J
John
M.
Richardson
of
The
Cou

Camille SalntSaens tendance of mainlanders is expec
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j many times good items must be left
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Miss Noelte will be accompanied north of the Beach Itself. Con
with Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Biggers.
AmongK , Rae
Rap a.s superintendent. Edward
sequently, no matter what the
zelte. Rockland.
|ford
‘”*u Tribune-Advocate.
by the celebrated Leo Rosenak of
Mrs. Oscar Crie and Mrs. Ar
weather, everyone is cordially in
P L. Watson. Kennebunk Star.
those receiving honorable mention Manning wjlI
the
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aker New York.
thur S. Taylor were hostesses to 1
vited to attend this unusual, mu“ _D?.n„F°8g'S M8SOniC Temple I at the Happy Hour service at 7.30
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Star.
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fire picture.
1 sic filled Twilight Service.
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Western
Newspaper
o'clock. The mid-week devotional Shop in Camden, the Champney
per and an evening of entertain- |
The best editorial was credited service will be held Thursday night
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Gift Shop in Rockport, and also
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Supper was |
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jn C|large c( the J may
arraIlged py calling Mrs. CLASSIC AT CAMDEN THEATRE
Ora L. Evans, Observer, Dover- ” M |
served at Martin's Point. Friend- j
tiie Lincoln County News for a1 pastor
1
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Jane Austen's romantic novel,
Foxcroft.
' Gladys S. Heistad. tel. Camdenship, after which the group went
series re-emphasizing the basis of j John McGrath of Boston ls 2432 .
Pride ar.d Prejudice." has been
to Mrs. Taylor s home where a
success essential to the democratic I spending a vacation with relatives
made into one of the year s bright
quiz game and colored views with |
I
:orm
of
government.
est
comedies, starring Greer Oar
ln
town.
This is Bernard E. Esters, key
accompanying lecture on flower
Wednesday night. Other officers
The best s.ngle editorial was
Funeral services were- conducted elected were: Vice president, J. son and Laurence Oliver. A funnyarrangements provided enjoyable noter nf thr convention, and callrd
credited to Norman E. McCann of from the Gcod funeral liome Thursbone tickler of the flrst water, the
entertainment. Members present thr most progressive printer-pub! the Sanford Tribune-Advocate for | day for Sarah J. Richards. 87, Hugh Montgomery; secretary. Eve film will have an appreciative au
■ lishrr in the Slate.
were Mrs. W. B. D. Gray. Mrs.
; a comment "Witch Burning" in 1 widow cf Martin Richards. She lyn Tewksbury; treasurer. Helen dience chuckling from flrst reel to
Stanley Macgowan, Mrs. Edward T.
i connection with the current Jeho- | leaves two daughters, Mrs. Sarah Dougherty; custodian, John L. last. It will play at the Comique
1 lies as Pre.-idcnt Taft, President I
Dornan. Mrs. Warren Knights.
Tewksbury; trustees, Georgia Hobbs,
| vah Witnesses situation.
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I Ingraham and Mrs. Eliza Derrv, five years, Joshua C. Chase, Rex Theatre. Camden, Sunday and
Mrs. Forest Stone. Mrs. E. F Lynch. 1 Theodore Roosevelt, President Cool- ,
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In M resolutions report the As- and one
Martln
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and Mrs. I .dge. President Franklin D. Roose- I
The story deals with five un
soclation expressed its appreciation of this lown
winfleld ford Daniels. Charles C. Wood, ar.d
Elmer R. Biggers. Mrs. Stone and velt, William Jennings Bryan. ;
wedded but willing daughters and
of the courtesy of the merchants Witham officiated and burial wajs Adin L. Hopkins.
Mrs. Knights 'Will entertain the 1 Charles Evans Hughes. Altcn B
David Nichols of Lincolnville two handsome bachelors who come
of the city of Rockand in displaying ,n Mountain cemetery
club at the last picnic of the season Parker. John R Davis. Champ '
poke on "Early Voyages to Penob- to town. One of the bachelors and
flags and welcome signs; of the
Chamber of Commerce for its manv I .t,™08* dfsiring transportation to
Bay." Rexford Daniels in "Or- the catch of the season is Darcy.
Clatk. Josephus Daniels. Marl:
Sept. 5.
vwuuuri Ul ^uiiuiivne tor 11s many the annuai meeting of the Maine
ganizatlon
and Development of His His pride ln family prejudices Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Creigh Twain. Rbert E. Peary. Carrie Na- 1 This is The Courier-Gazette's
Undne.=ses; of Mayor Veazie for 1 Three-Quarter Century Club, which
ton are expected to arrive today I tion, Ben Ames Williams. Col. j Frank A. Winslow, whose talk high
his warmly corolal address of wel- wlll
held at o;d Orchar!, Beach torical' Societies” and Leon Crock beth against him from their flrst
from Hamburg. N. Y. for several ' Charles A. Lindbergh, Dr. Allan lighted the morning session and was
come and to the management of Aug
are
get m (ouch' ett, "Early Indian Inhabitants of meeting and although he falls in
ronsidered bv those in the know as
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and told of hls four contacts with |
from 4 to 9. and the memberships exciting and quarrelsome love affair
| for nest orandials
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Watts of the fc under of the Holy Ghost and received warm praise from many
Stonington this weekend.
during the past year have inPrincipals among the laughmakResolutions of respect were passed
Wakefield. Mass., and Harry Watts Us Society on the barkentine King of the visiting editors.
Mrs. Parker Dean and Mrs. Ruth increased from 41 to 77.
ers are Mary Boland. Edna May
,
for
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late
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C.
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accompanied the remains of Miss | dom ln Rockland harbor, on the >
Collemer
are
passing
the
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j the Port Fairfield Review, a former
Oliver and Edmund Gwenn. Eliza
Lucy Jane Watts. 93. brought here yacht Coronet at South Freeport, ' Luncheon at Crescent Beach Inn
ln Boston.
—Photo by Blackinton. president of the association.
The new Washington. D. C., air beth's sisters are charmingly played
from Portland for burial Wednes at the federal Jail in Portland and , was a source of much satisfaction
-rh- ,a-xi ,azn
u
j 1 The screen Production of the Jane port will have a total asphalted
W. Fletcher Twombley. president
by Maureen O'Sullivan. Ann Ruth
... ............ ... ............. 7116 1939-‘940 officers and board Austen novel -p^ and Ppejudice..
day.
Shiloh, the home of the strange , and enjoyment for the visitors. The of the Massachusetts Press Associa
area, including four huge runways, erford, Marsha Hunt and Heather
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Morgan of sect. The late Holman F Day and ' cozy and commodious dining room tion. brourht a ringing challenge to
'h°s™
a sec' with Greer Oarson and Laurence
j ond term. John M. Richardson of Olivier in the leading roles, will be parking areas, and roaods, equiva- j Angel, Also seen to advantage are
Columbus. Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs Mr. Winslow were the only news- | furnished an attractive setting., and Maine publishers.
lent to 83 miles of highway 18 feet Bruce Lester, Frieda Inescort,
| Rockland, president; Phillip G.'
Russell Morgan of Greenwich, paper men to whom Mr. Sandford i the service was speedy and immacu
| Edward Ashley and Karen Morley.
I Daniels of Sanford, vice president; lihcwn at the Comique Theatre wide. ,
Conn., came Wednesday and are ever granted interviews, according j late. Landlord Sleeper found a
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and
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Evans.
Dover-Foxcroft.
Lelia G
Ora L. Evans of Dover-Foxcroft,
visiting tlieir father, Herbert Mor to the leader's own statement.
predominating request for the
Mrs. W O. Fuller, The Courier
I secretary-treasurer; executive com- In Cause ef History
gan.
The speaker cited a few of the 1 shore dinner type and met it with Gazette. .
. mittee, Paul K Niven of Brunswick;
Leon O. Crockett was elected
The Baptist Ladies' Circle is most important stories whith had a most generous allotment of clams
Miss Helen M. York. The Courier- I Asa V. Wasgatt of Bar Harbor and
president of the Camden Histori
holding a sale and supper nrxt ccme under his pen-Hhe Camden 1 and lobsters. Tlie most finicky of Gazette.
Perley L. Watson of Kennebunk cal Society at its annual meeting
Wednesday, starting with a baby conflagration, the wrecking of the ' newspaper appetites were amplyS. H. Erskine. Lincoln County
show in the afternoon under the steamship City of Rockland, the es supplied.
z
News, Damariscotta.
supervisioi of Mrs Maude Web cape of Minot St. Clair Francis, the
The register at Crescent Beach
Mrs. F. C. Roberts. Lincoln Coun
ber. Mrs. Minnie Wilson. Mrs Brown murder, the State Prison Inn, which did not contain quite all ty News.
Lucy Sillery and Mrs. Gertrude fire, the 10 violent deaths which oc- ]
F. Clive Hall. Tileston & Hollings
Hahn are in charge of the fancy eurred in 1935' In 11 days, and
worth.
work and aprons. Mrs Hattie
L. J. Cohen. Brunswick Record. 1
the loss of the smack Madeline &
Creighton ^nd Mrs. Grace Andrews
Richard E. Tukey, White Plains,
Flora.
of the candy, and Mrs. Le'itia RtarN. Y
He also cited some amusing ex
rett of the cooked food. There will periences which had been his lot,
John H. French, Brunswick'
be a business meeting at 5 o'clock.
Record.
including
some
typographical
Supper will be served at 6 under
Paul K. Niven. Brunswick Record.
errors.
the direction of Mrs. Susie New
William L. Robbins, Deer Isle
bert, and in the evening the speak
Messenger.
. 1
Mrs. Edna J. Small, editor and
er v ,11 be F. L. S. Morse.
C. W. Robbins, Old Town.
publisher of the Republican Journal
Mr.s. L. W. Maine of Bristol in Belfast, was unable to attend be
Michael Thalhoop. Sanford.
Conn., Mrs. Gardner Greene of cause of illness, so President Rich
Norman E. McCann. Sanford.
Rockport, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. ardson, using her theme, “After the
Claire Fontaine, Sanford.
William Steinmetz, and daughter.
T. L. McMinnemin. Western
Fire, What?" told of the arrange
Miss Claire of Bronxville, N. Y.. ment between the Republican Jour| Newspaper Union. Boston.
were overnight guests Wednesday nal and The Courier-Gazett’.!
Evelyn Folsom. Dexter.
of Mr. aqd Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor. whereby fire or any disaster could
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Huff. Dex-1
Mr. and Mr.s. John Brewer returned
ter.
be easily overcome.
yesterday to Auburn after spend
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Phillips, Old
Similar presses make exchange
ing two days with Mr. and Mrs. printing easy. Linotype and shop
Town.
Taylor.
John L. Fysche, Independent Re
equipment are made available at a
porter, Skowhegan.
moment's notice, and plans are
ln the Churches
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
Parker J. Keyes, Independent Re
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass made for a swift moving of person
porter, Skowhegan.
nel with arrangements made for
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
at 9 a. m.
Harcld W. Roff, Independent Re-1
-Photo by Blackinton.
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m. office quarters, etc. The fire chiefs
^ood first impressions.
"First
friend
of
the
Maine
Press
|
porter,
Skowhegan.
in
both
cities
liave
agreements
witli
Holy Eucharist.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
Lionel
E.
Faster,
Independent
Re

the
newspapers
as
to
what
vital
Association"
was
the
name
pinned
St. George’s Church. Long Cove.
Every Sunday up to and inrluding Sept. 15, excursions will be'
files and equipment must bp sal- on Prof, Reginald Coggeshall of U. porter, Skowhegan.
classified
instantly by the appearance of your
At 6 p. m. Evensong.
run over beautiful Penobseot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Harry E. Chase, Independent Re
Baptist Church. Sunday School vaged. A job print shop in Rock- of M.
Low Exeursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
name
in
the
corner. Which is more impressive—
porter, Skowhegan.
at 9.45, worship at 11. Rev. H. I land lias offered the use of its linoSwan's Island or Vinalhaven.
E.
R.
Blackinton,
Tlie
Courierthree
lines
of
black type on a government stamped
type
to
the
combine,
should
neces1
of
the
names
of
those
attending
Holt of Rockport will bc the speaker
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—GO Miles—and a Short Stay
Federated Church. Sunday School sity arise. With all moves planned | the convention, showed the follow- Gazette.
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
Ashore—214 Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
Kqnneth I. Orcutt. The Courier-'
at 9.45, worship at 11. The topic carefuliy in advance, much confu- ing:
for Swan's Island and way landings.
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?.
Gazette.
sion
should
be
avoided
when
time
Ray
Daigle.
Intertype,
for the sermon is "Journeying With
Al. Fuller, Intertype.
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
u Let us figure on your next envelope order and
Joy" and the anthem for the morn is precious.
An ovation attended the intro-1
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
Douglas Fosdick, Runtford Falls.
“One Year of Photo Engraving"
ing is “The Lord is in His Temple"
submit
some "corner card” ideas. We may be
Chauncey Robbins. Pioneer Times. duction of W. Lester Watson, pub
was the interesting topic given by
by Holton.
Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Earh Sunday Morning At
lisher
cf
the
Kennebunk
Star
and
able
to
save
you some money, too.
Willis
E.
Watson.
Kennebunk
Star.
Kenneth Orcutt, who summarized
9 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.
Reginald Coggeshall, University of the oldest active printer in the
Menu for supper at Methodist his first year with the plant at The
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Ilaven, $150;
United States in point of service.)
vestry, Thomaston, next Tuesday Courier-Gazette. He outlined the Maine.
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island, $3.00.
Mr. Watson became a printer at the
Bernard
E.
Esters,
Pioneer
Times,
cost
of
operating
the
plant,
and
at 6.30: Chicken pie, mashed po
age of 14, this in 1869. and is still
78Stf
tatoes string beans, green salad, figured the cost of making cuts, and ! Houlton,
active, this in 1940. He was asso
displayed
samples
of
the
results
obI
Esther
D.
Twombly.
cranberry sauce, rolls, cake and
ciated with Ills father in 1875 in
tallied from good and bad copy.
John M. Richardson, Rockland.
coffee. Price 50 cents.—adv.
Tel. 190

MAINE PUBLISHERS LIKED ROCKLAND

sen comes to a close with a concert
Tuesday night at 8 30 at the Eells
Boat Barn, sponsored by Mrs. Mary
Louise Bok for the benefit of the
Rcckport
Children's
Christmas
Welfare Fund—a project close to
Mrs. Bok's heart. Tlie artists, com
prising as brilliant a group as has
been heard in this vicinity for many
years past, are: The Rockport Trio
composed of Marian Head, violinist;
Max Aronoff, violist of the Curtis
String Quartet, and Edith Evans
Braun. William Harms, pianist;
Maria Noelte, coloratura soprano;
Elinor Blum and Vladimir Sokoloff,
the “Duo Pianists.”
While Miss Head. Mr. Aronoff,
Mr. Harms, Mr. Sokoloff and Mrs.
Braun are known to local audi
ences, it is not amiss to speak of
Miss Noelte, a newcomer to con
certs in this vicinity. A native of
Chicago where she still resides and
where her husband is a distin
guished composer and a member of
the faculty of Chicago University,
she has during the past winter been
studying with Mme. Elisabeth Schu
mann in New York. Miss Noelte is
spending the Summer at Lake Me
gunticook where she and her hus
band have a cottage, in order to do
special work with Mme. Schumann.
Her voice of amazing range is one
of great beauty and artistry.
Miss Blum, in private life Mrs
Sokoloff, is a graduate of Curtis
Institute of Music and is a brilliant
artist in her own right. It is of in
terest at this time to remark that
Mr. and Mrs. Sokoloff are to appear
over the radio next winter in piano
duo work.
This program will be presented:
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BLANCHE L. WALDRON
Friends of Blanche (Hatch) Wal1 dron, widow of Sumner S. Waldron,
were greatly shocked to hear of her
Program For Sunday
passing Aug. 19 after an illness of
Night’s Entertainment At
one year.
Eell’s Boat Barn
Mrs. Waldron was born Oct. 26.
1869, in Veazie, Maine, daughter
The final concert by The Curtis
of F.dgar and Ruth 1 Halloway)
Oeorge MacKinnon of Baltimore,
Adelyn Bushnell who has not
String Quartet in its series of
Hctch. She graduated from the
been on the stage for some years formerly of Rockland ls visiting
three takes place Sunday night at
Scuth
Tliomaston High Schcol at
his
aunt.
Mrs.
James
Pettee.
has been playing with high acclaim
8.30 o'clock at the Eells Boat Barn,
the age cf 16. and taught in the
in Toronto and Halifax, taking the
Rockport. The event takes on add- ( W
public school at Spruce Head until
part of Duchess in Maugham’s bril
Miss Annie M Frost is spending
j ed brilliancy by the fact that Mme.
ber marriage at tlie age of 18 to
By
K.
S
F.
liantly devised comedy “Our Bet a week in North Haven, as guest of
QfQSS PrOCTeSS
Elisabeth Schumann, soprano, who
Sumner S. Waldron of Spruce Head.
ters." Press notices saying that her niece, Mrs. Oeorge Cleathero
_____ 3
! is summering at Rockport, will preI the marriage ceremony being perMiss Bushnell’s playing was able of Taunton, Mass.
1 sent two groups of songs. Mme.
Those bean pickers that Fred I formed by the Rev. S. S Bickmore
Workers Have Turned
and vigorous and Marshal Brad
j Schumann is conceded to be one
Black
calls for should take up much j at a home wedding.
ford’s part was exceedingly bril
Miss Choris A. Jenkins of PeaOut Many Products,
I of the greatest living exponents of
Mr and Mrs. Waldron observed
"slack
’
’
of High Schocl and even
liant and really priceless. Adelyn i body. Mass., is visiting her grandlGerman lieder. The program:
But
More
Needed
I Junior High age, for anyone over 13 their golden wedding Oct. 29. 1937,
|
mother,
Mrs.
Choris
A.
Jenkins.
Bushnell is delightfully emotive as
Quartet -Quaitet ln E flat Major.
about one year previous to the
1 can easily learn to pick beans.
Dlttersdorl (1739-1798)
the volatile Duchess st owing great Pleasant street.
Knox County Chapter, American
Allegro
* • • •
death of Mr Waldron which ocAndante
talent.
Red Cross recently shipped 173
Menuetto
Hint—Old stockings that have i curred Dec. 27. 1938.
Mr. an 1 Mrs. A. C. Jones leave to
Presto
Mrs. Waldron was an exceptionpounds of garments as Its latest Vocal
I a run or two should be used for
—
Miss Mary Alice Jones of Middle- day for Concord, N. H., where they
a'lly
Intelligent business woman and
“
Dell
vlenl"
from
Nozze
dl
I
covering
hangers.
They
are
so
town, Conn., who has been visiting will be joined by their daughter, contii'outicn. Tills comprised 100
Figaro.
Mozart
| was well known In real estate circles.
soft
and
smooth
and
keep
clothing
i
Miss
Nathalie
Jones
of
Boston,
to
sweaters,
53
dresses,
10
boys'
suits
“
Vol
che
sapete"
from
same
Miss Carrie Sheriffs, 79 Summer
I She tock for a business, outside of
opera.
Mozart
well balanced on them.
| proceed to Bridgewater, Vt., for a and 20 layettes. A total of 283 “L'Amero"
street, has returned home.
from II Re Pastore.
her home life, the remodeling of
• fl * •
I week’s visit with Mrs. Jones' sister, sweaters have been sent.
Mozart
houses, in which she was greatly
Mme. Schumann
The
Dixmont
Hills
with
their
Mrs.
David
S.
Waite.
Mrs Esther O'Conner and
Quartet—La Oraclon del Torero. Turtna
interested.
The
wcmen
cf
Kncx
County,
grand
vistas
and
the
many
scenic
v<
voca.
daughters of Pawtucket. R. I., and j
She became a member of tiif
Im Abecdrot.
Franz Schubert
which
includes
the
islands,
have
routes little traveled ln this hurry Methodist Episcopal Church of
Mrs. Orrin F Smith was hostess
D.e Forelle,
I ranz Schubert
Dr. and Mrs. R. F. Hovey of Springage should be studied more and' tills city at tbe age of 16.
Morgen.
Richard Stlauaa
field, Mass., were guests last week Wednesday to EF A. Club foi lunch done a fine work in making these
Standchen,
Richard Strausa
given more attention along with | Mrs Waldron was the mother of
end of Mrs. Katie Murphy, Old eon and bridge. Mrs. I J. Shuman, garments. Summer visitors have
Mme Schumann
the many other miles of inland,
Plano Quintet Piano Quintet tn
Mrs.
Cora
Smith
and
Mrs.
Lizzie
j
a
]
SO
been
generous
with
time,
money
County road.
Brahma
F minor opus 34.
beauty in this State of Maine beau- I five ch/drpn the eldest Edna, dy
French were awarded prizes.
; and materials.
Allegro non troppo
ing ln Infancy ad Rea the second
Andante un poco adagio
tiful.
Mrs. Irene W. Starleaf of Wash
------! Another lot of sweaters, dresses
daughter dying at the age of 17.
ISdherzo
fl
•
fl
•
Miss Etta Blackingtoi. and Mrs. J and layettes are ready and the
ington. D. C. is visiting her grand
Finale
The surviving riiildren are Mildred
Edith Evans Braun, collaborating
Penguins stele the show when and Harold of Rockland and Nor
cemmittee would be glad to rethejI committee
mother, Mrs. M. F. Weymouth, Lake Alice Rodney are spending the
Admiral Byrd returned from hls 1 man cf Manlius. N. Y. She is also
Mme. Schumann will be accom
weekend as guests of relatives in [ceive within the next week any
avenue.
last expedition. Their dignified j survived by a sister. Miss Emma
garments which have been complet panied by Leo Rosenak of New
Waldoboro
manners and ridiculous waddle 1 Hatch of Allston and a foster-sis
A jolly weinie and com roast
ed, in order to make the shipment York, and Jascha Brodsky, violincaptivated old and young alike. ter, Mrs. Florence Sherman of this
Miss Priscilla Robinson and Miss of Sept. 1 as large as possible. Tiie j 1st of the Quartet, will play obliga
was enjoyed Tuesday night at
Armies of penguins dwell ln some [ eoty, by five grandchildren. Sumner
Cooper' Beach, with Mr. and Mrs. Maizie Joy are spending the weekend Camden branch has been shipping tos for the final Mozart selection
of the world's coldest nicst dcso- ' and Verna Waldron of Rockland,
Carl Philbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Sam j at Miss Robinson's home at Isle au its cwn work within the last few and Strauss’ “Morgen.''
Small. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Plourd, I Haut.
Seats may be arranged by call
late regions Although intelligent j Richard Waldron. Mrs. Nathalie
wpeks and has sent many garments,
ing Orlando Cole of the Quartet;
Miss Constance Snow, Miss Marion ;
enough to make good pets, they sel- stimpson and Mrs. LouLse Kinney
also medical supplies
Mrs. Winnie Cordic, daughter,
Mullen. Miss Marion OiniT? Donald
dom survive the warmer climates.1 of spruce Head also four greatMore workers are needed. The Tel. Camden 2445.
Goss, Wcndail Blackman. Mrs. I Mary, sons Tony, Alfred, Louis and wool room and Congregational ves
Thcy are unable to fly, but they .grandchildren, William and RichPaul Merriam and Mr. and Mrs., Frank and Henry Le Blanc were try are open each Tuesday and PRAISES TIIE HOSPITAL
are excellent under-water and sur- ;ird Waldron. Jr., Harold Kinney
guests last weekend of Mary Sim Thursday from 2 tp 4, when ma
face swimmers. Their favorite food nnd Frederick Stimpson, all of
Walter Barstow attending.
Nancy Savage I llappv Hope
mons, Bertha Spear and Myrtle terials and wool are given out.
fish.
Spruce Head.
Farm) Also Likes Doctor
The Thursday Sewing Club held Aines on 269 Park street.
Funds for this relief work are ur
Funeral services took place Thursand Nflrses
an outing Wednesday with Mrs.
gently needed and the smallest
Handicapped by limited resources | day afternoon from tlie home on
Miss Alice Oates of South Dart sum Ls intidli appreciated.
Jimmie Pat. son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sukeforth. is here seen enter and anxious to take their part in South Main street, Rev. J. Charles
Oscar Duncan, at her Holiday
taining young friends on the occasion of his tliird birthday. First row,
mouth. Mass., is visiting Mrs. James
[Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Beach cottage.
helping in Red Cross work, women ] MacDonald Officiating, and were
J. L. B.
This is such a lovely day and I left to right: Marion Johnston, Winfleld Melvin. Faith Melvin, John of a section in the northern part j attended bv a large gathering of
Pettee.
Stevens
and
Donald
Johnston;
second
row.
Jimmie
Melvin.
Bernice
Melvin,
am
lying
in
a
bed
in
a
pleasant
Mr. and Mrs Harold Barrett of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hayward
of Maine have been busy spinning tf latives and friends. The floral
Jimmie Sukeforth, and Edgar Sukeforth.
Mrs. Cleveland Slepper. Jr., en
Florence, Mass., who liave been
of Quincy, Mass., are weekend ward of the Knox Hospital. I have
yarn from tlieir own sheep and tributes ware unusually large and
visiting her mother, Mrs. Alice tertained Wednesday at an all-day ■ quests of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. been a patient in several licspitals,
have made it into sweaters and beautiful, shewing the love and es
picnic
at
the
Sleeper
cottage
in
.
both
priv
ate
and
general,
but
I
want
Knight will be accompanied on lheir
Blaisdell.
socks and scarves to send to the teem in which she was held. The
|
to
say
that
Knox
Hospital
has
the
Spruce
Head.
Present
were
Mrs
return by their niece. Miss Florence
needy in Europe. That’s the spirit bearers were Perry Blaisdell, Albert
Knight for a trip to New Jersey otid Donald C. Leach and daughter j Manuel Carrillo, export manager pleasantest ward I ever saw in a
of Maine women and good works. Thomas. Everett Harrington, Allan
Nancy.
Mrs.
John
H
Mclxjon
and
j
,
hospital.
The
nurses
are
so
kind
tlie World's Fair.
of Bruner-Ritter in New York city,
Sawyer, Arnold Stimpson and Orson Billy, Mrs. Thomas C. Stone joins his family here this week for and considerate and I have one of
lin Waldron. Interment was tn the
Public
architecture
found
chiefly
Mrs. Guss Poehler and daughter and daughter Janet. Mrs. Seymour a brief vacation. On hls return to the best doctors in Knox County.
in Arizona and New Mexico is the family lot in Achorn cemetery.
Erna cf New York, and Mrs. Wil Cameron and children Diane, Sally New York. Mrs. Carril’o and daugh Above all is—God
only architectural style native to
liam Skripek of Cliffside Park. N. and Clifford. Mrs. Linwood Rogers , ter Mary Rose will acccmpany him. j Here comes dinner—a luscious
the territory now occupied by tbe REGINALD II. WITHINGTON
'chop, baked potato, pudding, string
J arc visiting Mrs. George W. Oray andn three children of Fort Fair- '
United States. That is something
Chief Commissary Steward Regi
field. Mrs. Earle Gowell and sons
Lindsey street.
William Bi-bee is here from New beans and tea—a dinner very eni to pause and give some moments' nald Hayes Withington, 42 years
John and Earle. Jr., of Thomaston. ! York on his annual vacation.
11 icing and good enough for anyone.
thought.
cid, who was in charge of the cadet
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ralph K. Porter of Mrs. Arthur K Orne and two chil- ■
This is just a line to greet all my
• • • •
mess at the Coast Guard academy,
Haverhill, Mass., were in the city dren of Wilmington. Del. and Mrs.
Nancy S. Savage
Mr and Mr.s. O. J. Waldron of friends.
Tweed is a word that rame from died Aug. 15 at the academy hospi
over tlie weekend. Guests cf Mr. Sleeper’s sons, Bradford, Edward Milton and Mtss Eva Waldron of
a Scotchman's error and bad pen tal frCm heart disease.
and Mr.s. Ralph E. Doherty. Mrs. and Henry.
Bcstcn returned home Friday, hav
Mr. Withington was born at
manship He was attempting to
Porter 'Audrey Condom came to
ing been called here by the death
write the word "twill ’ and he wrote Dedham, Miss.. June 1. 1898, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Vcnskus of of Mr.s. Blanche L. Waldron.
attend the reunion of the Class of
it "tweed" and did is so badly that had been at the academy (or about
1916 Misses Margaret ar.d Betty Fairhaven. Mass., are guests oi Mrs.
the consignee paid tlie bill for three years. He was of jovial naPorter returned with their par Venskus' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John S. Cooper has returned
News items from all of the Pa
“tweed" which was as near as he I ture. popular with officers, pallets
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ents Monday.
Knott C. Rankin.
to her home on Maverick street
could come to tlie poorly written ant^ ,nen an<* highly competent ln
here.
after spending the Winter in New
word and it has stood ever since hls official duty.
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Bicknell, Port York and Summer at Port Clyde.
Mrs. Georgie M. Burton has re
He Ls survived by hts widow. Mrs.
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
as “tweed.”
turned home after an extended land. were overnight guests Friday
The annual Summer sale and fair
’ Theresa Vaughn Withington; three
Mrs. Edward F. Glover gave a of Megunticook Grange of Camden
visit in Hingham and Bradford, of Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mechanic
Mrs. Dean Osborne entertained and Mr. and Mrs. J. B Lichtenberdessert-bridge party Friday, the to be held Tuesday at the Grange
Mass.. Mrs. Burton plans to return street.
Good lumber has been made from daughters, Martha. Naomi and
at luncheon at her Summer home ger.
------I out of town guests being Mrs. Ed- hall. There will be several surprise
in Sept* tuber and spend the Winter
redwood
trees that have lain on Yvcnne Mithington. and a son,
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs.
Prisci'.la Noddin and Elsie Burbank ward Robinson of Stillwater, Okla. features. On sale will be all kinds in Camden the Misses Anna and
in Bradford. Mass.
the
damp
ground for more than Reginald Withington.
O M. Hubbard Sumniiit. N. J.
Mr Withington made his home
Mechanic street are attending the and Thomaston, Mrs. Mervyn ap of fancy work, with a handkerchief Florence Logan. Miss Sarah Harri Miss L. A. Miller, Miss E. M. 5C0 years.
son, Mrs Watson H. Caldwell. Mrs.
i at Daniels avenue, Margo Point,
fl fl • •
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Stewart and World’s Fair in New York for a few Rj~e of Washington. D. C„ and booth and flower table as special at
Matthews.
Brooklyn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F. E. Ballard. Mrs George R.
Waterford, Conn.
granddaughter, Patricia Stewart of days.
Rockland; Mrs. Mary Newell of tractions. A cafeteria supper will
Approximately 2.765 locomotives
Westerfield and Mrs. W. J. Sloane John E. Dever, Ridley Park. Pa.;
The funeral wa.s held from Byles
Portland Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith
------New York and Mrs. W. D. Talbot be served.
Miss Mattie Cornell. Flushing. Miss of all types are distributed over the Memorial Home. Commander John
from The Samoset.
Mr. And Mrs. Edward T Pertsch, oj Portland and Rockland. Honors
and granddaughter, June Rackliff
Anna V. Southerland. Brooklyn; 22539 miles of road operated by M. Moore, chaplain corps, United
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Fritz.
Jr.,
cards were given to Mrs. Rob
of Brewer. Mr. and Mrs. R K. Por daughter Lorraine and son Edward
Public health is truly our first gave a cocktail party in the marine Mrs. Livingston Moore. Summit. the Canadian National Railways g.ates jjBvy chaplain at the Sub
ter. daugi 'ers Margaret and Betty ot Dorchester. Mass. are spending blns Mrs F w puner and Mrs. line of defense. In these times it
cocktail lounge Thursday. Among Mr. and Mrs. William L. Wood- J Their aggregate yearly mileage va- marine Base and Coast Ouard
of Haverhill, Mass., and Mr. and a vacation at Gold Finch cottage, Talbot.
ls particularly urgent tnat we main their guests were Mrs. Harbour bury Beimont. Mass; Mr. and rles from 58,090.009 to 66.000.000 Academy._condUrting '^e .se'^s
Crescent
Beach.
i
-------Mr.s. R. E. Doherty, recently en
tain the health of our nation.
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gates, Mrs. E. J. Spiegel, St. Iouis. Mo.; miles.
were largely attended, and the
------Everett Higgins of 27 Trinity
joyed a picnic on the shores of
Charles
Fritz. Mr. and Mrs. Wil Miss Edna L. Phillips. New York; 1
Dr. C. Guy Robbins, pastor of street entertained relatives and
floral tributes were many and
Martinsville.
liam Collins, Mrs. Charles Thomp Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Faster. 2d
The hlstorv of Unlversallsm u beautiful. Interment was in Ar
the Chelsea (Mass.i Universalist fcicnds Wednesday, the occasion
Trenton:
Dr.
and
Mrs.
B
son. Mr and Mrs. Jospph Wilmsen.
W. Crane, j ^aine began in 1790. and has con- lington National Cemetery, with
New fall felt hats. Prices start Church, and his family, who are being hls 35^ birthday. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan W. Scott. Morristown.
stantly grown with the history of fu’l military honors, the body being
ing at $2. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. spending tlie Summer at Megunti- Mrs. Edgar Chapman of Boston
other denominations to the great escorted there by his widow, and
cook
Lake,
were
Thursday
guests
of
arrived
on
the
morning
and
were
Copper Kettle.—adv.
102-lt
uplift of the people.
Mrs. Rutti B. Spear, at her Spruce hts dinner guests. Mr. Chapman
Oertrude P. Lynch, of Gloucester,
Mass.
returned to Boston in the after
For wcmen only—“Your Personal Head island cottage.
Isinglass is made from the blad
The deceased made hls home In
noon, but Mrs. Chapman remafhed
Appearance'—a lengthy list of
IMPROVED PATTERN
ders or sounds of several kinds of Rockland for a long time, and was
Tlie Charity Club met atLinni- until today. Mr. Higgins, other
£A££
questions which, when answered,
Extra deep berry space keeps
fish. One does not realize, without the brother-in-law of Francis S.
enables any woman to find out how ken Lodge at Boothbay Thursday. than failing sight is very well and
UDA O. CHAMFNET
thrm whole without crushing.
much thought, what a vast number Lcuraine.
enjoyed tlie evening when neigh
she appears to others. See the
Correspondent
Miss
Anne
C.
Donahue,
who
lias
of purposes the fishes of the sea
Extra
strength
on
the
bark
bors
and
friends
dropped
in
with
American Weekly Magazine with
ft ft ftft
been visiting her cousnn. Miss best wishes. He received many keeps handle from breaking
are put to in daily life besides food.
the August 25th Boston Sunday Ad
• • • •
away.
Tel. 2229'
vertiser.
102*lt Anna E. Coughlin, has returned to gifts, cards-and flowers, and a very
--------------------------- Lr
Wendell L. Willkie says with
Vinalhaven. Miss Donahue returns pleasant surprise with letters and
New design makes better bal
much thought. "Hew the govern
shortly to Somerville, Mass., where telegram containing greetings from ance and easier working.
Services Sunday at the Baptist
ment spends its money ls almost
she teaches English in tlie Southern relatives from Bar Harbor. Fruit
Assortment of sizes, and prices.
\
Church will be held as usual. Rev.
more Important that how it col
*r
Junior High School of that city.
C. V. Overman will preach at morn
punch
and
a
birthday
cake
was
'
GRAPHICS
lects lt."
ing and evening services.
served.
COMIQUt
....
Harvey Thompson and Mrs. Wil
HARDW ARE AND
The correspondent. Mrs. Lida G.
liam Thompson of Red Bank. N. J.,;
This
is
a
day
when poets must
SPORTING GOODS
Cl ampney, was called Friday to
strive with absolute directness to
were overnight guests Thursday of
THEATRE
T ,
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Portland by the sudden death of
Camden
Te. 251
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
the A. P. Blaisdells. Walker place
express themselves as never before
her nephew. She will return Sun
and in tbe language of their own
KALLOCH FAMILY
day
night.
Miss Helen L. Pinkerton enter
SUN, MON., Al'G. 25. 26
times.
I
-----------------The 71st annual reunion of the
....
tained on the lawn at her parents'
Tlie gayest comedy hit of the sea
Mrs. Kenneth P. Ixird and son Kalloch family will be held at the
Kansans liave a greater expecta
son with the stags of “Mr. Chips” home. Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pinker
Sunday
and
Monday
Herbert expect to remain at Mar Pencbscot View Grange hall, Olen tion of life than people of any
ton Simmons street, joyfully cele
and "Rebecca.”
Cove, Aug. 28.
shall Point for some time.
brating
her
fifth
birthday
anniver

other area of the world.
GREER
LAURENCE
Arthur D. Kalloch. See.
fl fl • fl
sary. The petite hostess received
Jane’s
GARSON
OLIVIER
Mrs. George N. Phillips and son 100*102
Imports of radium reached an
many gifts, and the playing of
best and
George Warren are visiting Mrs.
“PRIDE AND
all-time peak last year of 598
games was followed by sandwiches,
biggest
Phillips' sister, Mrs. .James O. MANK FAMILY
grains valued at $7787,000.
PREJUDICE” punch, ice cream and birthday
• fl fl *
Sleeper ln Portland.
It's not only smarter to drive
cake. Guests were Minerva and
The 26th annual reunion of the
picture
a better ear. it’s far wiser. One
Iron rately occurs in the free
William Harvey, Russell and Ray
TONIGHT—BARGAIN NIGHT
Mank Family will be belo ,n Maple
of these Near-New Cars, for
by far!
mond Wlxson, June Rackliff of
Grange hall, Waldoboro. Wednes state as an element, being com
BIG CASH AWARD, S300
instance. Bringing you all the
Bangor and Arlene Rollins.
day. Aug. 28 Unless solicited take bined with earth and rocks, but so
newest safety improvements,
On The Screen
widespread are these ores that inn
Boothbay, Maine
Route 27
pastries tor sweets).
smart style, freedom from re
| Gene Autry, “Rancho Grande'
came into early use by man and
Spencer Individual Designing
Florence A. Flanders, Sec.
pairs.
R. Lane, “Angel From Texas"
WITHERS
still continues easily found.
Service. Corse's, girdles, brassieres,
Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present
102-103
•
•
•
•
Popeye Cartoon
'39 Ford Sedan
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
“Females Is Fickle"
“OUR TOWN”
"Oil, yes " said Manley, “There
M. McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel.
< ARROL’,-NORWOOD FAMILIES
'39 Ford Coupe
22-M—adv.
102*195
Last Time Tonight
The annual reunion of the Car are certain very definite rules in
this
game
of
winning
friends,
and
'38 Pontiac Tr. Tudor
roll-Norwood families will be held
30c, 75c, $1, plus tax—8.30 D.S.T.
at the home of T. J. Carroll, East they are not always easy to follow.
'38 Ford 5-Pass. Cabrio.
Warren Saturday, Aug. 31. All When vou learn to think of others
before
you
think
of
yourself,
this
'38 Plymouth Sedan
relatives and friends are cordially
August 30, “Rockland Night"
l»SE KNOX • LAURA HOPE CREWS
is the sure road to lasting friend
ANNOUNCING
RANDOLPH SCOn KAY FRANCIS
invited.
'37 Ford Station Wagon
“NIGHT MUST FALL" Drama
ships."
|
Mrs. A. T. Carroll. Sec.
Also
Our Annual Display and Sale of
'37 Chevrolet Coupe
•
fl
•
fl
TODAY
“INFORMATION PLEASE"
102-103
Poor
China
has
accumulated
so
'
'3G
Chevrolet Coetch
Featuring
GENE AUTRY in
1 many grievances that the world
WENDELL WILLKIE
“GAUCHO SERENADE"
'35 Dodge Sedan
I can hardly hope to find time to
'35 Chevrolet Coach
NOW PLAYING
straighten them all out. Everyone
A'ou Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
'34 Nash Sedan
hopes
Japan
may
be
laid
out.
“MAN I MARRIED"
Tuesday and Wednesday
with
'32 Essex Coach
What has happened to the mother
JOAN BENNETT
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
’34 Ford 1 y2 Ton Truck
FRANCIS LEDERER
who used to put a candle in the
with Hydraulic Dump
window to guide her children home
nights? Oh, now she turns on the
Just
telephone
770,
ask
for
the
I
RICHARD
JEAN
A Choice of Many Others
floodlights in the landing field.
DENNING CAGNEY
fl • fl •
Classified Ad Department and we
ParauMMHl Ptt
FURRIERS
Now the Rome press is boasting
wiIV_Sell (hat Car, Rent that
CLOTH COATS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
a bit, saying that Italy has bomb
Shows: Mat. 2: Evg. 6.45 and 8.45
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
House, or Find Your I-ost Dog.
ers quite capable of flying full
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
loads over to the United States. " r'gOCKlAND ' DHSEia
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time
89-tf
Why bring that up?

OCl ETY.

If you have guests from out of
tow'n they would be glad to have
their friends know they are
here, and the easy way of bring
ing that about is a notice of their
arrival in The Courier-Gazette's
social column. Telephone to
Miss Ruth Ward (1005-W) or
directly to this office, which is
always glad to receive any news
items of loAl interest.
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flippy
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Drive Home a
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Memorable Evening

The N.Y. A. Girls

•

STEAMBOAT DAYS

•

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Ihis colorful picture of the wreck of the City of R ickland off Crescent Beach is presented partly to illustrate Frank A. Winslow’s talk to the M.P.A. yesterday and rartly to show the only view available of the veteran tug Frederick M Wilson. Note the many small boats about the wreck, intent, not curiosity. Photo pre-

ented by Henry B. Bir

Miss Hope Hawthorne who
studied stained glass with Charles
J. Conr.ick in his studio-workshop
in Boston was the first speaker of
the month at the N.Y.A. Girls'
work room. Community Building.
Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 13.
In opening her address Miss
Hawthorne spoke of Father Loughnekgaw's Church at Clairion,
Penn., a suburb just outside of
Pittsburgh. This church was built
at the time of the “big crash" and
all of the work was done by the
people themselves.
Miss Haw
thorne said. "It was quite wonder
ful. the pride shown by father and
won in the work of their hands,
even as were built the great Ca
thedrals of the Old World: One
would say. 'I built this,’ and an
other would say, 'I built that’.”
The first stained-glass window
made by Miss Hawthorne is in
this church in Pennsylvania. It
was designed by Ade de Bethune. !
A photograph of this window was
among the many pictures shown. 1
Both Charles J. Connlck and
Ade de Bethune write most in
structively and interestingly along
the lines of their craft. Connick
designer and maker of the Soldiers |
Memorial window, Princeton Uni
versity. has written the standard
work on stained glass, "Adventures
in Light and Color;'' and Ade de
Bethune of the Catholic Art Asa

‘

I land anci cQsts ag

At the Lowest Prices
Ever Offered Anywhere!
VISITING CARDS
At These Prices.

100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
»tyle« of
engraving,
plate
Included.

Why Buy

only-------------------------------------------------$hSS

Imitations?

wedding announcements
OR INVITATIONS

Genuine engraving Is
the
socially
correct
thing for business sta-

On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
plate included .............___ .... $8.95

™s7v^medd“
business or proiessional
use
KOw_ at those
amazingly low pricesthere is no need to be

SOCIAL STATIONERY
Special styles for man and women. A
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
5,Vle» °f engraving, plate included .
$2.25, $3.95 and up.

satisfied with imitation
engraving or common
& Pin THIS 12

BUSINESS STATIONERY

VERTISEMENT

duded' only .—.................................... $7.95

business cards or Hammermill Bond
<8*‘>1

INCLUDE THE COST
OF ENGRAVING THE
PLATE.

THE COURIER GAZETTE

ICE CREAM
• NEW
• DELICIOUS
• DIFFERENT
Through E. & Ms de

licious Vanilla Ice Cream

we force under pressure

Ribbons of Chocolate,
Strawberry or
Pineapple
Ask your dealer for it
Today

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

HnncnfflMIMMHMOMIfflRPWIflMiil
■ »»»"—

Old Stony Point Lighthouse on Hudson River

SUCH SHIPS ARE BUILT NO MORE i
Keeper and Mrs. Freeman and
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
family returned from leave Wed
No more the unretumlng ships go by. nesday after enjoying a few days
Lost In a cloud of rain and drifting
in Jonesboro.
foam
And the tall watcher, leaning on the
The “good old Summer time" has
sky.
Sees not the long prow by the shores about passed us by. with not much
of home.
fog and a lot of Summer vistiors at
Nor cries the name of Carthage as he the station every week—as high as
scans
The empty sky for a white sail in vein. 69 in one day; quite a few for an
Knowing the ship well lost, that to off-shore station.
the sands
i
The proud armadas will fist come I
again
,
PORTLAND HEAD
These are the lost and phantom ships
Mr and Mrs. Walker called on
that sailed
Into the blaring harbor of the sun.
the Sterling family Sunday eve
And no one knows when In some gale
ning.
they failed
To battle well before oblivion.
Miss Charlotte Caddy was guest
Only the ghostly watcher waiting
Sunday at the Hilt home.
seems
To be a symbol of prowa and van
Charles Sterling, recent guest of
ished dreams.
Harold Vlnal
his brother R. T. Sterling returned
Vinalhaven.
Sunday to his Peaks Island heme.

• • • •

FROM THE EMPIRE STATE

A Summer visitor to the Guar
dians column is the above Light
picture of which was sent to this
department by Harry Cotterell.
Jr., of 36 Alexander St.. Newark.
N. J., who writes:
“This Lighthouse on the Hudson
River at Stony Point. N. Y.. was
built in 1826 and was used (with
its' original oil lantern of 520 c. p.»
for 99 years, being replaced in 1925
with a small skeleton tower closer
to the water.
“I have been told that it is prac
tically a duplicate to your Owls
Head Lighthouse. Can you verify
this for me? The Department of
Commerce's list of Navigation Aids
gives the construction of Owl's
Head as 1826 too."
• • • •
GREAT DUCK ISLAND

SPECIAL OFFER!

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 40c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A Red Letter Day, featuring a
£lp ^„Lak*w2od' ,W“ enJ°£d by
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping. Mrs. Charles
W. Morton, Mrs. Edgar L. Newhall
and Miss Marguerite GoUld Wed
nesday when an unprecedented and
continuous influx of eager patrons,
a beautiful Summer fashion pag
eant, crowded the theatre beyond
normal capacity, delaying the mati
nee opening a full quarter hour.
The throng testified enthusiastic
ally its appreciation of the con
summate artistry of Cornelia Otis
Skinner,
whoSe
self-originated
sketches Included "Nurse's Day
Cut,” "Times Square at the Theatre
Hour" and “Lady from Nebraska
preparing In her London hotel room,
for presentation at Court."
Following
intermission.
Miss
Skinner presented "The Loves of
Charles II" (In which each charac
ter named was most elaborately cos
tumed to the least detail):
Henrietta
Marla, mother of
Charles II. In exile In Paris after
the execution of Charles I.
A Dutch tavern wench at Breda.
Holland, In 1616. the eve of Charles'
recall to the Throne of England.
Lady Castelmain. mest notorious
of Charles’ mistresses. Scene in
Whitehall, London, where she is
posing as Goddess of War for the
painting of Sir Peter Lely.
Louise deQuerouaille, a French
noblewcman sent by Louis XIV
to England to inveigle Charles Into
signing the Treaty of Dover.
Nell Gwynne. former orange girl
and actress at Drury Lane, bestloved of Charles' women.
Catherine of Braganza. Charles’
Descendents Of Friend Portuguese
wife, In scene at his
ship Couple Have An death bed.
Evening reduced the theatre's at
nual Session At "Sandy
tendance to the usual comfortable
Shores”
proportions, when the audience
Sunday Aug. 18. the James and was convulsed by Harry Carey, his
Hannah Merton descendants of Juvenile son and daughter; Arthur
Friendship met at “Sandy Shores." Franz. Ann -Mason and other not
Warren, for their reunion. The ables in O’NelH's “Ah, Wilderness,"
guest of honor was Virgil Morton which 'entertained with full three
of Thomaston, who attended his hours of high comedy.
Lakewood’s long-standing ambi
first picnic for some time. Dinner
was served the group in the pleas tion to present Ethel Barrymore
ant dining room overlooking the will be realised the coming week
when she will appear with her own
lovely lake.
It was a beautiful Summer day company in Sheridan's classic.
so the afternoon was spent In the “School for 8candal," with matinees
open in conversation and reminis both Wednesday and Saturday.
Succeeding weeks of Lakewood's
cence.
A card enrolling the names of the 40th season closing Sept. 21. list
group was mailed to Mrs. Jennie "The Show-Off,” Sept 2; “Sky
Hall of Washington, D. C„ and lark." Sept 9; and "Private Lives.”
Friendship, who though having re Sept. 16—all this accomplished
gained much of her health, was not through the conception of Herbert
able to be present this year . All L. Swett, manager of Lakewood's
are lcoking forward to having her "Brcacway in Maine" an outstand
ing Summer asset of this State.
present next year.
Those present were Mr. and
Buy Youraelf rich—through claaMrs Charles Richaidson of Taun
ton. Mass.; Mrs. Myra Rcot, Doug
las Kendall and Miss Cecelia
Baardse of Washington. D. C„ Vir
IS WIDELY READ
gil Morton. Miss Margaret Thorn
ton. Mr. and Mrs. William Dorman,
Every issue of The Courierand Mrs. Maud Webber of Thom
aston; Mrs. Etta Dorman of Rock
Gazette finds Its way into more
land: Mr. and Mrs Z. E. Dwyer of
than 5000 homes, and is estimat
Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Albert ed to have more than 20.000
Morton. Mrs. Iva Wallace, Mrs
readers The results speak for
Lena Davis, Maurice Hall and son
themselves.
Frank, and Miss Nellie Davis of
Friendship.

Morton Reunion

Mrs. James Freeman and son
James and Mrs. D. L. Mann and
daughter June recently returned
from Bar Harbor, where “Junior '
and June underwent tonsil opera
tions at Mt. Desert Hospital.
It is very interesting to see the
Government officials are consid different pictures of lighthouses in
ering carrying all first class mail the column every week.
by air and increasing the volume
Eldon Beal, surfman from Cran
of air express.
berry Island Coast Guard, relieved
Surfman Payson Tucker who had
been hrt-e for two weeks. Eldon
Beal Is remaining permanently,
Mrs. Beal and son Robert are with
him.
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Rockland Theatre Party
Enjoys Cornelia Otis
Skinner Sketches
_____
•

Occupying the Crawford Lake
cottage of the Arthur L. Ornes for
a few days. Miss Eda Knowlton has
had visiting her the Rev. Otto
Loverude and family of Califor
nia. Mr. Loverude Is guest ex
change pastor for Dr. Ambrose
Bailey of the Lowell. Mass.. First
Baptist Church of which Miss
Knowlton is the assistant pastor
This brilliant clergyman was one
of 40 in the Sherwood Eddy Com
pany for foreign travel in the Sum
mer of 1939. and showed pictures
taken in the countries where they
toured—Poland. Germany. France.
Russia and England, as well as
several of the smaller countries.
Pictures were taken with a movie
camera and thrown on the screen
by Mrs. Fred Trecartln with much
skill.
Dr. Loverude is a forceful speak
er, with a mind and eye alert to
every interest of worth, and held
the assembled company of 25 in al
most breathless pleasure and
charm, with his delightful stories
and serious study of European
countries in his tour, with a
smile that was fascinating, and a
humor that was delicious, he was
urged for more and more.
Mr Loverude has a most charm
ing wife and three children. Born
in Poland he has lived in the
United States nearly all his life.
K S. F.

fts

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

ENGRAVED STATIONERY

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

oJ Engl

hero was promoted to the larger bucket over side An instant later jars a £qUare foot; however. Miss
No. 61
I was flat on the deck being dragged Hawthorne thinks that it could be
The start of all this steamboat boat.
swiftly aft as the boat moved lor- ! ma(je jn the United States. The
Those were very busy days, with ward. I still clung to the rope, for i s0{t an£j veivety quality of the
business had its beginning in the
adolescent mind of the writer of sail shipping on the boom. High I feared Fd lose my mess bo> Job I cojors of the ancient cathedral
these weekly yarns way back in Island. Long Cove. Pleasant River
windows comes from the weather*
—------------------ ing of the exterior of the glass.
1903 and centered around the ven saw the Smith for a tow. and na- ■
_
and in a hundred years our own
erable tug Sommers N Smith and turally saw me too. Trips to Fort
stained glass would take on the
the kindly, grizzled person of her Point, the “Roaring Bull” and;
same lovely nuances that the old
points
east
were
common.
The
onlv
|
master. Capt. Peter Richardson,
windows have.
time I ever saw too much sea for j
These windows and medallions
seldom colled aught but “Cap'n Cap'n Pete on the Smith was one
are translucent rather than trans
Pete ”
day enroute to Swan's Island. It j
parent. and one must study the
For several years prior to that was really bad. and we laid over
diffusion of light as it is effected
time I had taken thrilling Sunday there a night and a part of a day
by the color through which it
rides on the Smith in company until the storm abated, though
passes. It is unquestionably true
with my wholly loved and ever quite a serious storm of a totally
that one must-also have a workable
agreeable father, now deceased. In different nature was making up
knowledge of symbolism and the
1993 Cap't Pete paid me the compli- at home meantime, for there was
symbolic language of color as
ment of feeling I had reached such no telephone to Swans Island then,
relevant to the Christian church.
mature estate (age. tent that I and Rockland folks were worried,
For the first eight hundred years
could go weekdays as well, and pn our return we brought the
1 all art was Catholic art. The re
qualify a- mess boy (fourth class, i schooner Paul Seavey. Capt. William
striction of the use of glass to
at leasti. Nevertheless, the Smith Hemingway, which laid at Bicknell’s
church windows can be substan
became my second home, and my 1 wharf a number of years thereafter
tiated by the writings of the early
idol, sharing my affection with her j and finally died at the Granite pier
j church fathers: Saint Jerome
kindly, long suffering master.
I graveyard. Southend.
j wrote of it in the fourth century
The Smith was in those years ’ i never had but one scare on the
and the monk Theophilus later.
owned and operated by the A. C.' Smith, and I am convinced it would
“Cap'n Pete" Richardson, friend^ Tilat we mlght have a better
Gay Co., along with the smaller have been my last had it not been nf my tender years, ever patient, conception of the principles of
and much older tug Frederick M for a quick move by Engineer John kindlv and generous.
this craft as set forth, by herself.
Wilson. Cap'n Pete had the latter Brix In those days sea water was
Miss Hawthorne made a display of
tug for a number of years, while obtained by means of a bucket and if I lest the bucket, and I was a number of medallions designed
Capt Jack Holmes ran the Smith, a rope. With the boat doing about arms ever the rail, yelling for dear and made by herself. These were
but Capt. Holmes retired and my j nine knots I unthinkingly cast the life, when Brix grabbed my feet.
cleverly done, and as exquisite as
I continued the pleasant avoca Jewels.
tion until relentless time put its
Miss Hawthorne said. "A stained
finger on Captain Richardson. As glass window should be more than
sociated with those years are many a painting." This tendency. Miss
cherished memories cf the never to Hawthorne thought, was detrimen
be forgotten kindnesses bestowed tal to the quality of Tiffany s work.
upon a youngster and sharing the John LaForge was pIso a Dictorialmany Joys and the few sorrows of ist; architects deplored this ten
those years was Capt. Richardson's dency among many of the Ameristepson “Jim" Holbrook Richardson I can artist-craftsman of stained
and good luck to him. wherever 5 glass,
he may be.
| Miss Hawthorne took up the
Today s picture shows the Smith j cause of the conflicting opinions of
in the good old days, pounding ice returned travelers who have visited
off Tillson's Wharf, her stout iron the Cathedrals of Europe. Several
hull doing a good stunt then as it pictures of the windows of the
does today. The Smith was built Cathedral of Chartres were shown;
In 1887 in Philadelphia, ccmir.g to two in detail of that lovely one
Rockland while still a new beat un called "Our Lady of the Beautiful
der Gay ownership, and Rrckland Window. The strong light of day
has remained her home port ever brings out these reds while the
since through several changes of faint half-light of Evensong brings
ownership. She is of 52.78 gross out the blues.
tons; 66 6 feet long; 16 foot beam. "And storied windows richly dlght
7.2 feet deep and is strong for her Casting a dim religious light ' MU< in
inches. Her high pressure engine
In closing
Miss Hawthorne
has been steepled and condenser spoke on design and the beautiful
added and her houses considerably work done with one's own hands.
changed as the result of a fire at "What you make.” she said,
Tillson's Wharf. At one time she should express your, your own
wore two spars and an abnormally personality; you must learn to ie. long stack, but today she Is trim and spect the integrity of your ma
Veteran of many decades and still going strong is the “Somers N. smart as you will see In next Sat terial."
urday's issue.
Smith." Note the clouds of steam from the old high pressure engine.
"The perfection of msc'ainemade things is not valued oy those
who know, by those who are cul
tured. , More and more .he work
dene by the individual is tj be
ap;reciated "
"All the great men of the Renaissance started in as apprentices
The great artists of that neriui
were the frosting on the rakz. out
the cake was fruit all tnj way
oV?w you. can afford Qenuine, Socially Correct
through."
Wilhemina T. Fogg. Supervisor,
N.Y.A. Project 18-Y

E. & M/s
“Ribbonette”

Brilliant California Pastor
Entertains Audience At
Orne Cottage, at Craw
ford Lake

Chri*U“

’ouarteriv1"1'
J<Ua ‘ •
Xr

At Lovely Lakewood

A M. Hatharn was overnight
guest Monday of F O Hilt.
Mrs. Carrie 8tevens and Mrs.
Dan Cunningham cf St. John's St..
Portland, were guests Tuesday of
Mrs. R T. Sterling.
Mr. and Mrs Chester Moreshead
and Mi’s Lorraine Slocunt of Port
land called Tuesday evening on the
Hilt family.
Miss Marion Sterling and Mr
Cameron of Peaks Island called on
Mrs. Charles Sterling at the home
of Mrs. R. T Sterling at the Light
recently.
Friends of Mrs. Sterling came in
for a picnic on the rocks Wednes
day. No picnic parties have been
here this season.
Portland Head seems to be hold
ing the Guardians of our Coast
column and wondering what has
happened to the rest of the C. G.
and L. H. family.
Mrs. Eleanor Bastow, Miss Eliza
beth Sterling and Miss Marlon
Sterling called Wednesday noon on
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs.
Charles Sterling.
F. O. Hilt made a trip on the
Songo River Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W, C. Dow were
guests of the Sterling family Sun
day and Tuesday.
The boys are busy these days and
evenings but Jack Robinson took
time out Monday night to eat his
birthday anniversary dinner. He
received cards, gifts and a large
cake.

SALMON RESTORATION

has been carried on at this hatch
er)- since 1871 and slowed up sev
Large Rearing Pools Are Being
eral years ago when a supply of
Built At The Craig Brook
eggs from Canada was shut off.
Hatehery
The hatchery used to strip at least
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries co 1.000 fish which were taken from
operating with the State of Maine the Penobscot River and towed in
in Atlantic salmon restoration I fish cars up the Orland River to
projects is building several large Dead Brook for storage. The fish
will be reared to about 12 to 15
rearing pools at- the Craig Brook
inches and released in the various
Hatchery at East Orland. More streams along the coast which in
than 100 fish taken from the Pen vestigation has shown to be suit
obscot River and weighing from able for this activity.
10 to 20 pounds each are being
More than 26 percent of all ma
kept in a pool awaiting stripping
operations. Experts figure to get chine tools produced for domestic
around 1,000 eggs to a pound of use are delivered to planemakers
fish over 10 pounds. Salmon work or their supplies.

WHERE YOU CAN BUY

THE COURIERGAZETTE
Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday At Noon
IN ROCKLAND
222 South Main St.
Naum & Adams,
438 Main St.
Chisholm’s,
404
Main St.
Huston-Tuttle Book Store,
272 Main St.
A. H. Robinson’s,
246 Main St.
Jack Green’s,
724 Main St.
Isaac B. Simmons’,
304 Main St.
Carver’s Book Store,
288 Main St.
Charles Tibbetts’,
Rankin
Block
C. M. Havener,
10
Limerock
St.
George W. Hemenway,
548
Main
St.
Kennedy’s,
102 Broadway
Murray’s Market,
17 Willow St.
Jake Smalley,
9 Park St.
Economy’s,
79 Park St.
State News Co.,
Maverick Square
W. E. Graves,
IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS
S. W. Hastings,
A. J. Donaldson,
Mrs. E. M. Ludwig,
Cogan Drug Store,
W. E. Carroll,
A. B. Vinal,
Harold Fossett,
Flora Baum,
A. B. Borgerson,
Mrs. Bert Andrews,
L. H. Ewell,
H. A. Barrows,
C. W. Stockbridge,
D. J. Noyes,
Ernest Rawley,
Alfred Kenney,
Mrs. Enid L. Monaghan,
Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Mrs. Lillian Stevens,
Fred Ludwig,
Shaw Book Store,
Brown & Sprowl,

Camden
Thomaston
Waldoboro
Warren
Rockport
Vinal Haven
Union
South Thomaston
Owl’s Head
West Rockport
Rockville
Glen Cove
Atlantic
Stonington
Tenant’s Harbor
St. George
Port Clyde
South Cushing
Pleasant Point
Washington
Bath
Appleton
-r.GLA-f/

i
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WATCH FOR SHELL’S PUPPET SHOW

Flying Over Brasil
Daughter Of Thomaston
Woman Presents Spark
ling Account Of It

Smart Holsteins

' Page Nine

One of Features ±at Union Fair

On The Old Hilltop

What 20 Of Them Did At
Round Top Farms During
Test Year

Annual Reunion of Kents
Hill Alumni Was a
Happy Affair

(Third Installment)
Twenty registered Holsteins owned
Yes, you missed it and I don't
This morning we visited gardens by Round Top Farms, Damariscotta,
mean maybe! All Kent's Hillltes
and orchards where we picked hard produced enough milk during the
who failed to be on the old school
campus last Saturday on Newton
little rosy apples cheek-by-Jowl with past test-year to provide 70 families
Day" should feel mighty sorry for
lemons and bananas and strawber of four with four quarts of milk
themselves.
dally for the entire year. The av
ries among the pineapples. The
The day dawned fair and lovely.
erage production per cow was 389 6
owner sketched plans for the Pocos pounds of butterfat from 10,900
The old hilltop made an ideal set
ting for the reunion. Gentle breezes
of the future—such projects as would pounds of milk.
under the old maples kept us all
The average cow in the herd pro
make a Florida real estate man jit
very comfortable on an exceedingly
tery. I had been offered some Eng duced nearly 2% times as much
| hot day. Kent's Hill, surrounded
lish books from the night porter’s butterfat as the country’s average
by lakes and with the majestic
store and I read one last night but dairy cow, using U. S. Department
peaks of Mt. Washington In the
I don’t know whether It was 'The of Agriculture statistics as the basis
I distance is surely one of Maine's
Silver Creek Mystery," or "Murder of comparison. The herd was on a
beauty spots and an ideal setting
At the Ciicle B Ranch.” I found a two-tlmes-dally milking schedule.
for a school.
The highest producer in the herd |
paper edition of "The Glen of
Our business meeting was held
Weeping" and met the perfidious was the junior four-year-old Roto
in Ricker Hall. A picnic dinner
Campbells at Glencoe. I finished Matador B B Lady that produced
served under the capable manage
the biography of Joaquim Nabuco, 16.562 pounds of milk with 659.2
ment of Dow and Gibbs nourished
the first Ambassador from the Re pounds of butterfat in 315 days.
the inner-man and we all fell to
The production records obtained
public of Brasil to the United States
with gusto.
A “screwdriver," who has repented his ways of discourteous driving and Brasil’s greatest abolitionist. by having these cows on test will be
Our beloved teacher, Prof. New
and who has pledged himself to share the road with his fellow-motorists.
useful
in
planning
a
breeding
pro

“There were giants in those days."
Is shown here receiving his Share-the-Road Emblem. This scene is from
ton, who for 46 years has so faith
gram for the further Improvement
Nabuco's
daughter
is
a
novelist
and
the puppet show coming here next Monday. Watch for the Safety
fully and efficiently headed the
the author of a psychological study of the herd.
Squadron cars.
Science
Department, retired from
Testing
was
supervised
by
The
called "The Successor,” which was
I active school duties in June. And
printed in 1934. The book resembles Holstein-Prlesian Association of
we specially honored him on this
amazingly “Rebecca” but the plot America, Brattleboro, Vt., in co
| day with music and speeches by
operation
with
the
State
College
of
lacks some of the dramatic incidents
former students. All joined in
of the latter. The first wife in Miss Agriculture.
singing “Newton Day" to the tune
"Star Alley Reporter" Has Sunday, Sept. 1, To Be Nabucoo's story died a natural death.
This vaudeville artist does strange things
of the “Battle Hymn of the Re
you recall my comment on seeing NORTH WALDOBORO
American Legion Day— IfLaughton
His Little Say About
public” written by Carolyn Dow,
in the film "Jamaica Inn"
Rev.
Mrs.
Mank
of
Athens
will
Prepared Cereal
class of 1918. And did we sing?
Local Bowling
Our Junior Corps Going I think you will be more interested be the speaker Sunday morning at
Creamed Dried Beef on Toast
We almost shouted in our enthusi
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The success of Windsor Pair's in what I have to say about "Re the Methodist Church. In the
•Peach and. Cantaloupe Conserve asm for J. O.
becca."
evening Maxine Mears of Winslows
Coffee
The speakers were Mr. Foss, who
In a few weeks, spares and strikes Sunday Program, Sept. 1, was as
This morning, Danny, who should Mills will furnish a musical recital.
Sunday Dinner
named all the instructors who had
will be flying. •Wimpy*' Chatto sured when President G. S. Wil have known better, asked our gentle
Monday
through
Friday
at
1.30
P.
M.,
over
Stations
WNAC,
Boston;
Kenneth Orff who is enrolled In
Frosted Kemps Tomato Juice
a part in building up the school;
and "Dardy" Rackliff tvia the liams learned of the acceptance of old waiter to bring hard boiled eggs a OOC Camp in Bridgton passed
WTAG, Worcester; W'CSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Chicken Pie
Potato Crust
Dr. Wilbur Berry who was presi
with
his
coffee
and
rolls.
After
a
this week with his parents, Mr. and
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor,
underground railroad) are plan the American Legion to attend in
Sauteed Summer Squash
dent in the early 1900's; Stella
ning an attack on the Community a body on that day. Paul Julian. long delay they arrived stone cold Mrs. Ruel Orff.
King White, classmate of Prof.
Green Beans
Mr. and Mrs. Mertland Carroll
League this year for a repeat on State Department Commander, as and peeled.
Tossed Green Salad with
Newton's; John ‘Turner, a former
We're harping on that time-tried I the garlic clove before frying the
"But
naturally,
Senhor
,
”
explained
of
New
Harbor
called
Sunday
at
the title. I warned you boys two sured Mr. Williams that the Le
student; Lizette Oreen Emery, who
•Pickled Nasturtium Seeds
subject
again
today.
.
.
.
cooking
peppers.
years ago that Chatto would be gion very much appreciated its the waiter, "they became cold when A. W. Winchenbach’s. Mr. and Mrs.
spoke for the student body; and
•Candy Peach Pie
they were taken from the fire and Ernest Robinson of Portland and the vegetables so they'll be excit Pickled Nasturtium Seeds
come a star and I was right.
Edwin Hinks, the present principal.
Coffee
recognition of them in naming plunged into cold water and there Misses Lizzie Winslow and Winnie
Gather nasturtium seeds when
Last bowling season I managed Sunday “American Legion Day"
ing and different and not eaten as
All speakers spoke of the efficient
Supper
they
are
small
and
green,
before
to get around a bit and tried out and in sponsoring an American left until they were cool enough to Winslow were visitors there Tues a matter of stem duty because the
work of "J. O.” and the love and
Assorted Tea Sandwiches
the inner kernel has become hard.
nearly 50 alleys in as many cities. legion Junior Band exhibition in be handled while the shell was day.
esteem in which he is held. J. O.
•Celery and Tomato Relish
doctor told you the alkaline salts
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman and vitamins would be good for you. Remove the stems and let stand in
On the average they are kept up which nine of the more outstand picked off. That is a process which
replied in his usual self-effacing
Sliced Peaches and Cream
salted
water
overnight.
Freshen
in
pretty well and in most of the larg ing unite throughout the State are takes time.” A cold boiled naked were guests Monday of Belle Are you getting bored with the sub
manner and thought he didn't de
Frosted Cupcakes
cold water, pack in small bottles,
egg is most unappealing and less Sprague.
er establishments they are waxed participating
serve our words of praise, but we
Iced Tetley'Tea
ject? Take Italian Zucchini for in
so when drenched with oil in the
Rev. Harry Daniels, pastor of stance, 8nd they are very easy to cover with boiling vinegar. Use as
every morning. This may be O K.
ail know he deserved more than
•Recipes given.
Among the more prominent posts Spanish manner and served, as
the Advent Christian Church of take if you ask us. Get the small substitute for capers. Some cooks
for the appearance of the alleys sending their Junior Band or Drum
we were able to say in our threebut the bowler has quite a time Corps will be the Harold T. An have seen, for tea in Cuban house Port Clyde passed last Saturday ones, not more than six inches long, j sweeten and spice the vinegar.
minute speeches.
SEARSMONT
holds where someone wished the evening with Mr and Mrs. Chester peel, parboil in salted water and Celery and Tomato Relish
with such a polished surface.
Much work has been done on the
drews Post No. 17 Unit of Port
Walter Burgess of South Union buildings during the past Spring
One onion, 1 large green pepper
In Lynn nearly every alley is en land, the J ames W. Williams meal to be especially nourshing Duncan.
drain dry. When cold you can slice
called
on
the
Eben
Cobb
family
chopped fine, 1 large bunch celery,
gaged for months ahead, leaguers American Legion Junior Band from Soft-boiled eggs are "passed through
and Summer. Sampson Hall has
them lengthwise, sprinkle with
and private parties taking up most Bangor, also from the same post, the water” and drunk from a glalss, that from behind the counter but it flour, salt and pepper and fry a chopped fine, 24 cups canned or recently.
I surely had a face lifting. A beau
Mr and Mrs. E. O. Clement of tiful Colonial doorway graces the
of the winter season. In Wakefield. the Women's Drum & Bugle Corps, often with hot milk added maybe evokes for me the gentle memory delicate brown. Serve with butter fresh tomatoes, 1 tablespoon salt. 2
Mass. a new alley opened with 20 the George N. Bourque Post No. 5 bits of roll dropped in, although this of Uncle Mike Cullen, whom Ood from the pan to which you’ve add tablespoons sugar, 2 all-spice ber Pittsfield recently visited MLss entrance. On the boys' side new
ries, two-thirds cup vinegar.
Prances Mayhew and Daniel Mc hardwood floors, walls finished in
lanes; in Malden, another with 22 of Waterville, the Winslow Hol is considered inelegant
rest!
ed a touch of lemon juice.
Mix ingredients, heat gradually Farland.
A new and elaborate hotel is go
streamlined lanes. Neither of these brook Junior Corps No. 1 at Rock
knotty pine and modern furnish
Rather grim are the meat-shops,
Some day when the oven will be
in my opinion is as good as an land. It is also expected that the ing up near the beautiful pavilion though sanitary with white tile and heated for an hour anyway, scrub to the boiling point and cook slowly
Mr. and Mrs. Einar Ericksen and ings In most of the rooms. The
alley that is broken in. letter, of Prank R. Connors Post of Guil enclosing the sulphur swimming marble and somewhat softened and six or eight uniform-sized beets lit hours. Cayenne or mustard sons of Long Beach, N. Y„ have re recreation room was also done in
course, they will be all right but ford will be represented along with baths. On the grounds is a "foun redeemed by a statue of Our Lady and bake them till they’re soft, peel may be added If liked more highly turned home after spending a part knotty pine. On the girls' side
tain” where one drinks the diuretic of Saint Maurice. The houses have and slice thin and pour a cup of seasoned.
a new alley throws a bowler off a the Augusta and Gardiner units.
of the Summer at their Summer either hardwood floors in halls or
waters, a fish hatchery, a lake over curtains of coarse linen embroidered thin cream over and heat the beet Candy Peach Pie
little and lowers his score about 10
home at Lake Quantabacook.
gray linoleum with strips of crim
Replying to President Williams'
Pour large peaches, peeled and
hung with willows and with pet in patterns that went out of style slices in this. 8alt and pepper and
pins.’
Fred Wiley visited recently son in borders (school colors.)
letter. State Commander Paul Ju
Something tells me that Rock lian wrote: "I wish to extend my carp in it, all surrounded with with Lydia Pinkham and buttoned again add a little lemon juice . . . sliced thin, lit cups brown sugar, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Beautiful colonial
lights.
All
1 cup flour, it cup Land O' Lakes
land, Camden. Thomaston or sincere appreciation for the cour flower and vegetable gardens. The boots. Buttoned boots, did I say? or use sour cream.
rooms newly furnished. Bath
Charles Luce in- Belmont.
Vinalhaven could hold their own tesy you have shown the American young colored man who showed me Vou should see the shoe stores.
rooms on each floor, new rubber
Summer squash, peeled, the seeds Butter, >i cup whipped cream.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon. Miss
Arrange sliced peaches in bottom
with any bowlers in small towns Legion in naming Sunday Ameri about, clean and courteous, made Plenty of buttoned boots for men, removed, the squash sliced and ar
treads on stairways.
Ruth
Nixon
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and cities. When it comes to older can Legion Day at Windsor Pair an excellent impression. He was cloth tops, too, elastic-sided rawhide ranged in a buttered baking dish of a buttered baking dish and
During these years of depression,
Harold
Cobb
attended
the
Alumni
bowlers, men over 70 like John , and
rlng the American nearly 18, he said, and had worked pull-ons, riding boots, sandals of aJ with salt and pepper and dabs of sprinkle with it cup of the brown
the school has done well to carry
sugar. Add another layer of peaches Reunion at Kents Hill School last on. All this work is paid for, no
Thoma-, they just-cannot be found. I Legion
,^lnn Band
nnn,i Pvbthitinn
Exhibition. winder
Windsor steadily since he was eight years kinds, wooden sabots, side by side butter . . . plenty of butter remem
I think there is only one John I Pair is one that Central Maine old. His day ends at 5 and after with pink satin mules and Anna ber . . . can be baked covered for and then cover with a mixture of Saturday. Mrs. Ada Hawes accom getting into debt, are still living
(Money Bags) Thomas in the ,
,e hgve enJoyed for a good bath and supper he takes a violin bellas. Annabellas are women's another new version of a much- the flour, remaining cup of brown panied them to Augusta and visit by the old-fashioned standards and
ed friends there.
country. Of course there are thou- i many years, and I look forward to lesson and then spends two hours at thick soled sports shoes much in the neglected vegetable. As the squash sugar and butter worked together
ideals of paying for what we have,
Mrs. Belle Howes and Mrs. Elonia and it lias been done for the most
sands of men over 70 who are attending It on American Legion night school. At 10 o'clock "a present mode.
becomes tender add a half-pint of like a pie crust. Bake in a moder
Cunningham, accompanied by Mr. part by small contributions of the
bowling today, but not as well as Day.
punta"—on the stroke—he is in bed.
We made one attempt at proper light cream and finish cooking ate oven (360 degrees P.) for one
hour. Serve warm with whipped and Mrs. George Matthews of Bel alumni of Kent’s Hill.
John Thomas. In case you don't
"The fact that you are promot "Next year I will return to Pernam- sightseeing, hiring a car, but the without the cover till the squash
fast. were guests Sunday of Mrs.
remember. John is the young man ing this exhibition of Junior Bands buco where my mother" (here he I trip was not a success as we ^ad al- browns. Sprinkle with chopped cream.
There is still much to do, but
Willis Turner of Freedom.
Peach and Cantaloupe Conserve
who stands behind the desk at the is rather timely and one very wel lifted his hat respectfully and his j rea(jy seen the town and as we had parsley before serving.
with the spirit and love we have
One pint diced peaches, 1 pint
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess and for our alma mater, all In good
Star Alleys on Park street; not the come to the various posts through companion likewise) “still lives and ttie car by the hour, the driver's one
Have you cooked sweet green pep
guy with the pipe, that s another out the State, for it provides gratu where I prefer to do my military j 1(jea was to keep as near his base pers yet in olive oil ... or butter, diced cantaloupe. 3 cups sugar, 2 daughters, Edith and Ruth, of time will we bring Kent’s Hill
lemons, juice and grated rind, % Waldoboro and Miss Eva Burgess School up to the standards of
young man.
ities which are most acceptable service, under a captain who has as possible and avoid getting his for that matter, or a combination
This Winter, My Man Arico, the because of the fact that most every been for years patron and godfather car dusty. He took us up and around of sliced onions and peppers cut in cup English walnuts, blanched and of Union called Sunday at the present day demands. ScholasticCobb home.
one and only 'Great Arico” may 1 unit wishes to attend the Ameri of my relatives."
ally it has always stood among the
a barren hill along a red and rutty strips? It's too good a vegetable chopped fine.
make a comeback for the Knox can Legion Convention in Boston
Later in the day I commented road. Except for the view of the combination to stay only on the Combine ingredients with excep
James Jewett of Kansas City, first, Its grads are to be found
County title, but his manager must this Pall. I greatly appreciate your favorably upon this chap to his em city the drive had nothing to recom menu at Italian restaurants. The tion of the nuts and cook over a Mo., and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jew everywhere, carrying on the teach
get up there first and right now Association's thoughtfulness."
washed and seeded green peppers slow fire until mixture is thick and ett and family of Rock Island. ings they learned In the early days
ployer. He laughed and said, "He’s mend it.
it does not look as if he could make
an awful liar.”
We passed no habitation except can be parboiled briefly in salted clear. Add nuts and pour into Ill., were callers here Monday. Rev. of their youth. Long live Kent's
it.
R. Larrabee.
Samuel Jewett, one of the early Hill, and may we always be blessed
In spite of the dust you would en far out of town, a mud shack water, drained and dried, quartered clean, hot jars. Seal at once.
Former Star Alley Reporter. They were attended by the bride's joy that walk along the rocky river through the open door of which we and cooked in half a cup of good
MENU
pastors of the Searsmont Methodist with such teachers as Prof. New
sister and mother-in-law. Mr. and
Breakfast
Lynn. Mass.. Aug. 19.
olive oil in which you could have
Church, was the paternal grand ton.
Mrs. Percy Eaton. Rev. J. E. Besant where the lead-colored water saw a small white-covered table and
Chilled Melon
Lizette Green Emery
father of James Jewett.
tumbles. Signs here and there an four white candles burning. A heated a clove of garlic. Remove
of Jefferson officiated.
nounced
festas
for
Saint
John
’
s
Eve,
woman
leaned
in
the
doorway
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Buck
and
SOMERVILLE
Ottice Poster spent last weekend
in preparation for which fireworks stared at us. The child was prob
daughter Janet of Augusta visited SOUTH HOPE
Miss Gertrude Hisler of this place at Mr. and Mrs. Prank Hisler's.
relatives and friends in town Sun
Mr. and Mrs. William Staples of
became ;he bride of Eston ♦'» eilman
Mrs. Marion Brown and children are sold in flimsy booths all over ably born a few hours ago. As scon
day.
Washington called on Mr. and
of Wa-htngton last Saturday night, were recent visitors at Mrs. Percy Brasil and preliminary popping and as her husband finishes wui-k and
flashing has been going on for days the priest comes, it will be buried.
Mita Hisler is the daughter of Mr. Eaton’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Carr and Mrs. R. E. Robbins recently.
ana Mrs. Prank Hisler, and Mr. j Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Grotton though as yet the traditional (and Once the little scene would have
Mrs, Annie Clark of West Rock
family were recent visitors at the
Wellman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. have employment in the blueberry forbidden) balloons have not ap the elements of tragedy to us. Now
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence port was guest Monday at C. L.
peared. There are Invitations to we see it as so normal that we can
Dunbar's.
Alton Wellman of Washington.. fields of Clarence Avery.
Oelo.
bam dances and calico balls for not call It tragic at all
H. A. Hart attended the Skow
Miss Prances Mayhew visited
St. John affairs are rustic in char
As we turned in to the main street,
hegan Pair, his horses winning in
relatives in Montville recently.
acter and Joannine has that sig a woman Jogged away from a fusty
Mrs. Lucy Bean, the oldest resi pulling sweepstakes.
r
nificance. The price of cotton has little corner store. She rode side
Mr. and Mrs. Earl McGee of
dent of this town, died at her home
dropped and the lengthes displayed saddle, her supplies, rice, beans,
Worcester. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Monday.
in the doorways are prettier and sugar, stuffed into saddle-bags. The
David Esancy of Appleton were
M
gayer. You would like the black air was a little cool as the sun
recent callers at H. A. Hart’s.
'• * r
„
New Undtr-arm
smiths’ shops where children going dropped and her peasant face was
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Mathews
home from school look in at the rosy under her kerchief and the
of Snow Hill. Md.. Miss Clara Fisk
TOTEMS-fAMILY RELIGIOUS TMBlErtSCream Deodorant and Miss Myrtle Fi.sk of Damaris
open door Just as if they had studied baby in the crook of her arm was
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF
EXIST AMONG MANY ABORIGINAL PEOPLES.
iaftly
their Henry Wadsworth and where rosy and placid also. That bony
cotta visited Sunday with relatives
SALAD PRODUCTS, SUCH AS
IN SAMOA, If A“IURTI£-MAN"EATS A
mules occasionally wheel and let horse
take them along a wan
TURTLE,
SUPERSTITION
DECREES
THAT
SALAD DRESSING. MAYONNAISE,
Stops Perspiration here.
their little hoofs fly out. Great dering trail to some earthen-floored
Tlie Saturday Night Club of
HE SHALL BECOME VERY HL. AND THE
FRENCH DRESSING AND THE
carts go by, their two wheels squeak habitation hours away. The dwell
Rockland was entertained recently
VOICE Of THE TURTLE INSIDE HIM WIU LIKE, HAS DOUBLED IN THE
ing, their loads protected by a wall ing will be made of mud and bamboo
by Mr and Mrs. A. B. Allen of
BE HEARD TO SAY, "HE ATE MEUNITED STATES WITHIN
of matting. These carts may be thatched with palm leaves and
Rockland at the Grange hall.
I AM KILLING HIM?
THE PA5T TEN YEARS.
drawn by six or eight yoke of long bracken, its only furniture a rickety
Many of the members are natives
horned humped cattle. Everybody table, a rush-bottomed chair or two,
of this town and friends here were
on a country road greets you as you some mats for sleeping and a few
invited to meet with them. At
pass. They carry on their heads broken dishes, and tins. The mother
tendance numbered 35 and a de
baskets made of bamboo fiber (bam will put the baby on the floor or in
lightful evening was passed. Rock
.■swniiboo grows in every valley). Perish a box, give it a crust of bread to
land, Warren, Tenants Harbor,
(Ml JlCt
1. Does not rot dresses, does
•! Iable things, or sticky, or fragile suck, and by the light of a candleAppleton and Somerville, Mass.,
not irritate skin.
produce, like butter or cheeses, are end, she'll cook beans and rice over
were represented.
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
wrapped in banana leaves. Bread a fire of wood or charcoal. Perhaps
right after shaving.
may be baked in a long banana leaf. there will be oil for the mandioca
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Cigarettes are wrapped in palm bread, and certainly black and bit
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
fiber and eggs at the market are ter coffee. Some of the black liquor
S.'fJ MCMIX'
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
// iToCioei''
wrapped in it, each egg separately from the beans will be mixed with
y /
1
fuiak «»
less vanishing cream.
and paper being scarce, the vendor the baby's rice. The whole family
/ f
c nwnwi '»ot.
5- Arrid has been awarded the
_ J
- ir
(mM'«f)sni»MiS'
may tot up your account using an will huddle under whatever rags
Approval Seal of the American
egg as a slate.
they have and go to sleep, first
Every Sunday up to and inrluding Sept. 15, excursions will be
THE TROGLODYTES - CLIFF AND CAVE
Institute of Laundering fur
I
like
the
saddlers'
shops
with
being harmless to fabrics.
crossing themselves before the
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers,
DWELLERS OF AFRICA-NOW USE THEIR
their smell of leather and filled with gaudy lithograph of Our Lady of
25 MILLION jars oi Arrid
i »w Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
ANCIENT WALLED CITIES MOSTLY FOR TO HOLD SALT IN BOTH HANDS IS>
great elaborate saddles, fluffy rugs, Perpetual Help under whose likeness
have been aold. Try e jar today!
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
At PervcnaZ we are spe
THE STORING OF CROPS, AND DWELL RECKONED, BY BAHAMA NEGROES.
ornamented harness, oddly-shaped burns a tiny vigil light. Starkest
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
cialists in making personal
A
CERTAIN
REMEDY
FOR
VARIOUS
IN
HOLES
DUG
IN
THE
GROUND
stirrups. I had a coffee in a shop poverty. But one thinks of ancient
Ioans of $25 to $250 or more.
Ashore—2'j Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
IUS.
WITHIN
THE
WALLS.
where a small boy entered with a and storied towns, streets that have
It is our full-time business.
for Swan's Island and way landings.
At all stores "tiling toilet gnntla
pile of clean shirts on his head. The known luxury, power, religion, civili
jyr • jar
(«|»«, in 1Q^ ,q,| S«^ )ir.
Just write In—ask us about
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashorr—seven
proprietor behind the counter told zation, whatever that is, and other
Fflmous GouRmeTs of History
our way of doing business.
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
We
will be glad to serve you.
the youngster to choose a sweet for women with other children fleeing
POOt RAH'
MARTIN J. RIF.I.LY, MfT.
LORD BYRON WAS SAID TO ALWAYS REFUSE
Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
Hit/ CU
himself and after balancing from from Herod. "Paris is an open city”
Room No. 201 Floor No. 2
TYPEWRITERS
rtuOn'r'
' <
9 o’clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Bark in the Late Afternoon.
one bare foot to the other, he se says the hotel clerk in gutteral Por
FOOD AT PUBLIC DINNERS, SAYING HE DINED
Kresge Bldg.
Phone 1155
M map
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
241 Water St., Augusta, Me.
lected a cocoanut cake (called tuguese, as she gives us our key,
ONLY QN HARD BISCUITS AND SODA WATER.":';;
Z
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $150;
Small Loan Statute License
ROCKLAND
"goodmeuthful”) and dashed off as
(to be concluded)
No. 1. Charges 3% on unpaid
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.
BUT HIS FRIENDS REMARKED THAT AFTER EVERY
TYPEWRITER CO.
monthly balances up to $150:
if he feared the giver might change
71 Park Street
PUBLIC
DINNER,
HE
WENT
ALONE
TO
A
CHOPs
» monthly
on balances I
...................
7«tf
Tel. 207-W
his mind and ask it back. I never
Leopards are raiding herds and
above.
HOUSE AND ORDERED A HEARTY MEAL.
Free Typing Course
see anybody give a child a sweet like killing many cattle io South Africa.

His Pen In Hand

At Windsor Fair

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

FOOD FACTS’"" FOIBLES
.......... »

TOMORROW’S THE DAY

ARRID

r
■
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The Preacher Says
By Kenneth H. Cassens

Christians are faced today by the
problem of all ages: What is our at
titude toward war?
There is no problem in our atti
tude toward our enemies. We have
the definite instruction and example

of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself;
for He said: "Love your enemies;'
and His words in the hour of the
triumph of His own enemies were of
forgiveness and compassion. This
attitude of love should exist toward
enemies of our country as toward
personal enemies; for in that direc
tion only lies any source of future
peace. Loving our enemies, we
nevertheless must, regretfully, op
pose force to force and destruction

to destruction. We are opposed to
aggression, whrther domestic or for- 1
eign; and will speak and act as j
sternly and vigorously against ag
gression on the part of our own
country, as we will against the in- •
cursion of others into our own bor- |
ders.
When "the tryant's heel is on our
shore, his torch at our temple door"
we should be in prayer, but should i
be tempered, not softened, bv seek

Every-Other-Day

ing God's guidance. The Old Testa lays his heel upon our hearts I And ,
ment example is certainly one of the same passion is ours for all these
warfare when right must be estab United States. We know a butt i
lished by might. And no soldier of plate from a forestock; and al-i
those mentioned in the New Testa though not experienced in military
ment was required to abandon his tactics, we know the ways of stream
and forest. It might be well if many
profession.
In our own State of Maine there of us were to register our names
is a vast host who are praying for with the Governor of our State for
peace, and yet ready and willing to reference to the defense committee. J
defend our soil. Who lays his foot and indicate our willingness to reupon the soil of Maine in enmity, 1 spond to the call of need. Not many i

of us could be generals; but we can
guard an airport, or match shot for
shot with parachute troops, as the
case may be. Parachute troops were
useless in Finland because every
Finn was armed and wise in the way
of weapons.
But let us at all cost avoid the
attitude of hate. We hate nobody;
not even our would-be destroyers.
That does not mean we are weak
We can wield arms or repair them;

fell trees or dig tank traps; yield
life itself, rather than a foot of
our soil. But we should be sad
dened not happy, at any unneces
sary taking of enemy life. Let us
be brave and ready, but loving and
kind as well. This is not inconsist
ency; it is the highest law of social
and national being.
“Greater love hath no man than
this; that he lay down his life far
his friends!”

Awnings, large or small, hammock
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1282-W,
16 Willow St.
73-tf
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ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION OF STATE OF MAINE
RKVENUE9. II EC E UTS AND EXPENDITURES—Cea,(Burd
$Jatr of Matnr

Exhibit “D”

Year Ended
June .10,104S June 3®. 1*3®

Exprulitip Spjiarltnpnt

Balance of profits of liquor division not
entered on general books .........................

(287.942.87) '

Aufttula

August 20, 1940.

1 take pardonable pride in transmitting to the taxpayers of Maine
the condensed financial report of the State, together with the required
explanatory statement of the State Controller, for the fiscal year end
ing June SO, 1940.
Note especially that the financial statement has been audited and
signed by the firm of Ernst & Ernst as well as by the State Auditor.

Junt 86 1940

838.172.663 49 837.760.284.il
36.9(9.745.23 37.884,018.98

TOTAL REVENUE .....................................

Excess of revenues and receipts over ex
penditures (exclusive of net reduction In
funded debt and appropriations charged
direct to the Sinking Fund Reserve by
acta of the Legislature) ...........................

tub and ebanee
Amain* Keee vabf

^95265 13

1.202,818 28

34.e1a.11SM i
17.914 M

81.527.016(1 8
767(8 00

Do. eenaar H>

1.709.102 96

2.373.883 38
413.488 99

700.431 80

34.412 50

14.412.50
1177080

Appeopueuen overdrawtA tie (Ethibi* V)

be refunded ...................

Due <e eeuntiee .........................................
Inlereet no «at. trurt luoda ....................

1.709.10196

2,604.1(3 3(
23*30000

........................................

156766 00
121.000 43
39.623 76
11.621 93
11.330 73
11.037 44
1.313 17
1.311 M
41.139*08

Tai payment, -eeeiyed n advance............
Pubin Admio atratorv und.............................

Rceetvee . land 'dr detunri banka ..........

1,753.165 08
15.967 M

2.559.070 08
45.093 33

Comm ifoa lEtbiM TU).......
bank .tack meuntim ................................

31.042 50

34.41160

149.930 40

498.710 91

Dot 'iu« 'unda....................................
leerpender] Ha anee — appeop. tat.ooa
lE.btipt VI
For r nera pnrpoeee..............................
For apeeta purpaeM . ...........................
For edera projectr ...............................
Octet miaktw ...................................
Credit, to ecrounla reenrable ...............

Surplut and deScirncy ereounta
Srni.ne land
foatmeal Fuad

1.626.626 83
992.11139

Lrm Deficiency Account-1935-37 .

97.790,763 81

7.687 80

82.531 93

Governor.

EXPENDITURES
H

(

13.80947

19.766.84
5.00000

▲eMOBtt reeatvabe.........................

STATE CONTROLLtn

Adjutant General ............................ •.......... ..
Attorney General

Dtatr of fUainr

Sppartmpnt of 3Finanrp

Bureau of Arraunta anil (Eonlrol
Augusta
August 20, 1940.

Honorable Governor and Council,

State House,
Augusta, Maine.
Gentlemen:

..................................................

. .ink Cumnilaalnner .................................... ..
Bureau of Taxation ......................................
Agriculture .......................................................
Ixibor and Industry .....................................
Bureau of Budget ...............................................
Examining Boards ........................................
Executive Department ..............................
Bureau of Accounts and Control ...........
Forestry .. .. ............................................ ,
bureau of Purchases ....................................
Industrial Accident Commission ...........
General Insurance Fund ..............................
Inland Fish and Game ................................
Insurance Commissioner ...........................
Bureau of Social Welfare .........................
Legislative .......................................................
Division of Charitable Institutions ....
Maine Development Commission ............
Maine State Library ....................................
Maine State Liquor Commission .............
Public Utilities Commission .....................
Social Security Fund ....................................
State Boxing Commission .......................
Sea and Shore Fisheries ..............................
Secretary of State ...................................... ,
Emergency Municipal Finance Board ..
State Auditor ................................................
Education .........................................................
Maine State Racing Commission............
Public Health .................................................
Bureau of Institutional Service .............
Maine Real Estate Commission ...............
Unemployment Compensation Comm. ..
Health and Welfare ....................................
Superintendent of Public Buildings ...
Supreme. Judicial and Superior Courts
State I“ork Commission ................................
State Treasurer ..............................................
University of Maine ....................................
Institutions .......................................................
State Police .....................................................
Highway ...........................................................
Miscellaneous Resolves ................................
Public Woiks Administration .................
Works Program Administration .............
National Recovery Act ................................
Auditing Expense (Ernst & Ernst) ....
Miscellaneous ...................................................

In compliance with Chapter 292 of the Public Laws of 1939, I sub
mit various exhibits covering the financial operation of the State of
Maine, together with a Comparative Balance Sheet reflecting the
financial position of the State for the year ending June 30, 1940, as
compared to the year ending June 30, 1939. It has been my desire,
consistent with Section 3 of Chapter 292 of the Public Laws of 1939,
to present schedules that would appear to be of interest to all the
people. A more complete and detailed statement covering the finan
cial operation of the State will be made available at my office for all
interested citizens.
amount charged to Sinking Fund
Following are various exhibits together with a brief explanation of Less
Reserve as provided by: Chapter 119,
the most important features of the State of Maine’s Financial Opera
P. A S. Laws 1940 .......................... ;..........
Chapter 101. 1’. & S. Laws 1939 ..
tions for the year ending June 30, 1940:

Um .................................................

6.127.370 79

336.969.745 23

1.079.794 99
17.799.799 99

•

119.049 19

Aeeoaata pay.br........

45XM9 26
6.900 00
11.99(34

2.195 73
857 50

43.64624

838.213.018.98

225,000.00

3,117.347 93
1.091111 29

633.714 94

87.9n.991 90

Surplus:—l Exhibit “F-l")
Earned to June 30. 1935
established as working
35.697 42
rapltol by statute ................
304.372 18
Earned subsequent to June 30. 1905. not
apomi ’o yearn lead....................
(5.116(1
054;

491.974 41
111. 1(610
OS. 306 71 16 837 48

513137(86

1811347 91
300.000 00

13.800 37

13.78884

The last three columns on Exhibit “C” represent the over or under
expended balances after taking into consideration all expenditures,
transfers and revenues, and such balances as were transferred to the
549.000.00 Contingent Fund or carried forward to the next fi"-nl y»*»r bv Statute
837.664.018.98 or Order of the Governor and Cni>c~''

537.194.745 23

4.144.269 74
92.707 66
646.094 84
27.90* 07
110.908 64

Tnaserv minor.

Prryid tur<
rtc ...................... .
Tear Ended
1458 18
June SO. '40
June NO. '3®
4.
8831.591 80
j
206,724 42
(7(4J1»:
8
232.707.71
62.276.18
58.320.18
58,18148
56.033.45
S75"o2O 56
8(9.029.80
’ (55.4(9 41
436.129.(5 BONDED ASSETS
22 586 01
22.689.98
Ckpts.1*] npeoditurf
11.185 J7
14.354.lt
22.696.80000
Fts Hisbaays.............
83415.9ft) a
44.934.96
89.818.22
39.890.85
171040000
2.910400 a.
For as nrdrm ......................... .
54.323.40
15« M767
164.233.59
1.700.000 00
Far ftakr at Mium .mprorreaent,'...
1.800.000(8
223.801.87
236.746.86
230.00000
Fa Stale P» ..................................
(06000 00
20 430 27
27.166.01
32/851(8
Fa
Ww
Leas
.......................................
1.500 00
32.677.77
29.788 89
24.985.48
547,729.75
510.573.23
(37,370,800
00
(26.422.000
00
Jj’270 31
32.318.77
780 821 79
1.504.230.81
50.518.45
227.711.31
48.795.70
54.024.94 TRUST FUND ASSETS (Exhitsi V)
180,191.46
221.501.54
39,041.99
33.052.13
Other iroeta (vanity depeata etas
4.014368.28
4.068.332.17
Utah................................................
(610,301 03
4087.676.14
87.459.89
87.817.21
(.434,160 83
Seranbm.........................................
10(4.(9079
40613(43
2.781.373.52
3 235 54
Due treat Oeaers Feat .....................
M.451 42 2.718,173 J4
648314
6792.1569s
129,130.46
111.831.34
251.475 62
172.921.32
331.29
48,491 22
45.982.32
223,680 21
Fans Leodi Loan romm'artoe ........ i 197.999 71
2,956.933 83
2.728.671.50
Foreolaeed property........................... V .06.999 (3
100.390 61
11.819 50
13.111.98
Cieh le MTioct banks............................ V 183.72345
17743196
177.440.39
182,356.29
56.537.11
InrMtmeah ...... ........................... ’ 353.73000
50.851.25
191.79040
2.873.84
2.667.59
Tnal Fend—etoefc meuntim................. V
4.40000
4.400 00
3.509.367.34
4.450.496.01
Due trots ttnerel tuods .............. .
30,697 66
876.500 10
196709 10
864.487 20
2.053,581.63
1.720.664.17
105,134.16
82.534.85
168.271.76
169.364.87
(3.893.788 00
53.696.644 19
7,056.90
3.323.09
1.201.022 87
1.307.198.4C
673,086.36
657.206.26
2.335.130 90
2.147.099.97
334.912.45
314.635.40
10.758.959 87
10.826.550.95
SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS—CREDITS—DISBURSE
60,282.57
160.324.94
289.695.21
494.954.24
80.351.74
MENTS AND BALANCES
287.719.72
—
9.451.92
50.471.60
—
3.25L38

RODGERS

178117 34

LIQUOR COMMISSION

LIQUOR COMMISSION

lavtator* .........................................
Furniture and equipment....
Lee« depreciation Reser] e ..

Exhibit “B”

99.999 89
14.790 OS
19.646 13
97 601 n
13.453 69

901.453 66
300.000 00
804.372 18

Lienor Coaustau

r,8»T.SSl M

4.439.931 86
L3.202 91
410.876 75
483 72
183.799 63

Cwrt-amr Pdvaac rwvBest*

LOBIMR

8i.ier.2S3 N

123.500 00

L'nemplo.meat Coapen-attoe Fuad........

Tea eeeounia ...................................
0«bw..............................................

1 ree

337,023 36

43,183.03
8478.(9

A.

The supporting detailed analysis is compiled and will be made avail The above excess cf revenue over expenditures totaling 11,302.818 38 was
able to any interested citizen upon written application to the office of credited directly to the Sinking Fund Reserve as shown on Exhibit "E"
the State Controller.
Expenditures:
A careful study of this report will reveal, in a measure, the effort
The follow’ing exhibit “B* reflects a net expenditure for the fiscal
made to continue to keep the State of Maine in a strong financial con
year ending June 30, 1940 of $36,969,745.23 as compared to $37,664,dition.
018.9S for the year ending June 30, 1939. These amounts are exclu
I desire to publicly express my thanks for the conscientious service sive of expenditures shown on Exhibit “B” as being charged directly
rendered by the various departmental and institutional heads whose to Sinking Fund Reserve as provided by Chapter 119, Private and
efforts have so largely contributed to making this record possible.
Special Laws of 1940, and Chapter 101, Private and Special Laws of
1939.
Respectfully submitted,
An analysis will show a decrease in net expenditure for the year
ending June 30, 1940, over the year ending June 30, 1939, of $694,273.75. The items shown on this exhibit represent expenditures from
a ft
Appropriation end Special Revenue Accounts.

Aocouote payable....................................... I
Booth matured, not r*Meol(d w pevntnl
Interne on toad- (matured coupoor not
presented ter payaMDI) ........................

U7.O2S 31

mode..................

• This Item was shown as of June 39. 1939.
as a credit to the Sinking Fund Reserve
In the amount of 931.890.00.

Items In parenthesis represent deductions.

34.449.19083 I
4,(28.049 83
7.874 44 4.457.005 27

519.785 M
746.547 41

Bat.an. '• e oMd banka .......

Petty

J.M M 1989

FUNDS
GENERAL FUND

100.000.00 general fund assets
Csst os Jrpwi
828.232.015.(3 838.879.(33.16
Is Tbarary .............................
Fonsny Dfpartai.it .................
9.897.554 90 10.845.722.46
42.992 97
34,628.49

TOTAL EXPENDITURES .................

TO MY FELLOW CITIZENS OF MAINE:

Jum Ml 1989

Jsm Ml 19(0
RECOGNIZID ASSETS—ALL FUNDS

300.000.00

Other Receipts:
Grants, Subsidies and Assessments
Other Credits............................................

LEWIS O BARROW®
eovaaNoa

STATE OF MAINE

118.886.88

828.333.015.63 828.979.(13.18
Less beer tax credited to 1936-1937
deficiency, Chapter 100, r. & S.. 1939

CONSOLIDATED GEN Eli A I. RAI.ANCR SHEET

384 373 18

314.051 68

412.488(9

700.43 1 86

4531.591 80

17(4419 3(

27.400.000 00

36422.000 00

FUNDED DEBT—(Etbib.1 U-H' l
Hondt uutaUndias ............................... ..
Lae etelered beadr net prraMtel la payeten' included unda O omi Fund

123.900 00
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CONSOLIDATED

COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
This balance sheet has been prepared with the idea of
conveying to the public the changes that have taken place
in the financial standing of the State of Maine during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1910, in comparison with that of
30. 1°”''

Revenues and Expenditures:

The fallowing exhibit “A" represents a statement of Revenue and
Expenditures of the State Government for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1940. It will be noted from an analysis of this statement that a
het revenue of $38,172,563.49 exceeds by the sum of $1,202,S1S.26 the
net. expenditures of $36,969,745 23. This clearly indicates thal the
State of Maine operated its affairs for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1940, with an excess of revenue over expenditures.
There was an actual increase of revenue during the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1940, of $412,279.38 over the year ending June 30, 1939,
summarized as follows:
INCREASE
Taxes ..........,t.............................
Licenses
.......................................... c
Rents ..............>.•....................................................
Fees ................. .........................................................

Sales Services and Commodities ....................
Fines ....,.............................................................. a
Sales of Equipment ...........................................
•Premium on Bond Issues .................................
Other Credits .......................................................

Exhibit “C”
SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATION CnBDITH. niNHVRSEilBTNT® AND I4ALANUEN STATE OF 3! A IN 96— YEAR VNIIKD JINK SO. 1®4«

DEPARTMENT

Juae 30. 1939

Bureau ot Taiation........................................................

Labor and Industry........................................................

Bureau ol BudrH

..........

Examining Poards

and Council

tt 490 no

5.960.99

42/00.00

1UN «

47.000 00

82.347 fl
55.00

5.000 00

12.1181?]

’l.TTTBS1
19.577^0
108 91097

110.000 00

........................................................

Bureau ol Aeeountr and Contro

10,291.21
406.829 53

The increase in tax revenue'as reflected in the above schedule was
largely from increased revenue received from Gasoline Taxes, Taxes
on Railroad Companies, and Malt Beverage Tax.
License fees were materially increased as a result of income re
ceivert from the Registration of Motor Vehicles.
The major portion of the increase in Rental revenue was derived
from the Rental of Highway Equipment and Tolls from Bridges.
The increase In Fees was derived principally from the issuing ol
Automobile Title Certificates.
Under Sales of Services and Commodities, the additional Revenue
reflected was accounted for mainly from the increased sale of liquor.
The decreases were largely accounted for by a reduction of Federal
Grants received from P. W. A. for Bridges and N. R. A. for Highway
work, and receipts accruing to the Unemployment Benefit Account.

(16,644 44,

36.100-00

42. ICO 00

(19.001 56'

34.00000

■'0,000.00

(11.439.811

136.46041

—

8.978.68

16.800 -no

11.914.89

25 00

244319 5t
4384T

—
—
—

17.W
1331

37,900.00
Div s on o' (liantrNe Institutions.........................
Maine Dot orirwnt Cotnmi«nion ...........................

Maine Ftafr Litra.y

....................................................

Maine Ftate I nuor Commission

270.00
17.021 53

56.87000
2oo.ono.no

1.16665

40.400.00

...........................

Public I'tihtier ( on mirsion......................................

—
1.4 29 89

72,500.00

Social Feeur.fy Fund...................................................

88.221 46

1.060.000.00

Bee Tax D4frfnr$ Arrount . .

.........................

Stati Boxing Commission .........................................
Sea and Short Fisheries ...............................................

-

110.000 00

36,000JM)

Education.........................................................................
Genera Adminis Health and Welfare Depart. .

Maim Ftatr Panni Commission .............................

20.000.00
2,614.478.65

—

V.429.746 A2

-0.
342J8
S,000.00

77S,919.72
19.67145
940
1,9(1 W
'•.7(9 44

f.ooo.oo
140.00

■

te.

—

1.667,936.67
77.1500 00
182.MO.OO
1.000.00
425.300 00

—

6,470.68
1,47436
—
2.112.06
S7.053.12

15.009.00
-a~,

2,378.25

Supreme Judina and Superior Courts..................

—

4.994 10
9.753.00

_

19.40000

10.057 42
3.556 11
133.509 77

Ilea th and W’ellare......................................................
Superintendent ol Public Buildings ......................

40.00
70.435.»

—

Bureau ol Institutions Servites................................

(te venue:
Taxee ..
Ltsenaea
Renta ..
of Services and Commodities .............
Interest Earned ...................................................
Fines ...........
Refunds. Recoveries, etc........................
(Including 826.420.00' recovered from
W A Runnells)
Sales ot Equipment .
. . ................

Premiums on bonds Issued .........

815.543,093.62 814.818.787.48
4,760.410.11

450.521.78
562.106.02

7.025,076 76
70
7.025.076
90.125.93
90.125.93
4 1.404.01
03.374 19

4.51 1.092 0b
430.393.15
338.610 54
f,525.1 15.54
96.234 51
36.882.59

State pifhvay Police......................................................

—
—

18,11977

—

1

48.22248
—
12.260 11

267 67
—

—
3.268.082 11
—
7.765.00

24.993 .40
140,247 30
124.849.64

213 25

319 6:
7DK
14.691 0?
200 00

9.043 07
12.000 (X

3.335.511 42
1,153 21

11349
13.928 71

153.118.54
41.16
159,149 41

29.092 71
79,009.77

2636

99151
1I.2903C

—

(401 63

—

—

—

—

49.2S300

47160

3,501.57

W'crb Program Administration ...............................

69.040.41

National Recovery Ac,...............................................

24.932.29

..............................................................

-

IMIMftl 97

$12,041,715.23

$105,052.06

73,665.40
235.23
•
Net unexpended balance

liWCLAtirM L tiMSS

....................................

246,294 97
14.632.846.94

JtojentUesis represent feflustiQB*.

$20.222.839.63

110-31

3AJI3941

1.408 67

87941
—
34.90
2.190.26
-J
1.00
338.0*

214.97
2.868 35
659 12
1.576 80
51145
—
—
2,859.36
36.78
346 73
—

2,1533
2,715,9O6.1C

28.89

57.704 44

8.000 00

105,605 39
1.369 84
10.570,660 33

7074)6

22.61630
13.154 28
133.880 77*
4.00000
44.203 M
176,882.71
371.426-99
74.478.71
34.297 07
30.266 29
552.056 95
69.6(2 08
975.142 OO

1600
3.73402

—

—

10.000.00

197,304 88

Miscellaneous

413.171 20
491.691-45

141.41
5.008 54
4.47
3.646.10
—
424 86
23340

5O.3M.41

7,368.83
te
2,444.545 83
» '• -ff
92.571 56
M 1B3.75

2.143.700 00
«_

Work* Administration ....................................

Accounts not Included in Budj vt Computation ..
296.07
53,530.00

79.311 25
172.50
3.345.SO4 45

I’ijL'k

08.312.98

6146
21.97

20.326 6!

673.099.00

REVEMES, IIEUEIITS AND EXPENDITUIIEN
Year Endpd
Jane
1040 June 30. 1030
June .30.
a

8213.104 4S
60,94032

S25OO

2160

107.203 .W

25LM8.98

t'.7N 13
G.1.J01 14
43,123 N
4.301.00

120.900 00

Stat< Treasurer ..............................................................

I4.S59.97

750
21.839.00

I'nempiotmen, C<mpcnsation ................................

2.000.00

413.594 22

Public Dea'th ................................................................
Maine Pea I stall Ccrmission .............................

$1,828 90
157 69

—

•

—

836.10
40102

5.000.00

1.566.39
142.030 4G

405.918.69
39.55347

499.83
55 29

—

(3.100 77)
(616^9)

—
25 84
H4.6JO.I8
12.4N.75
'.(707
2(8.79

6.74J91
229 10

953.000-00

...........................................

’,904 (10
60100
45.910.79
—

3.290-36-

27.000 00

—

................................................

1 426.44

Diaburaementa

16.125 M
330,316.21
9.916,608.72

2936

8,50
—
—
1.456 01
538 70
1,644,787 86
38.40
-L.
197 JS
—
—

613,393,628 19
tt.677.C6l 34
Lw I'.yai.ul lot Rptiruaeat d Bm<1« ......

(9,949.317.98

87.156 no
2W450 16
(33(5.16
6.844.554-51
773.939-72
11147842
4.609.619 39
3.961 36
133.00546
•51.335 1*’
.5.000 00
48.514 861
3.013,533 8*
615.112 95
49.372 9-1

215.622 91
65.181 7*.
7.857 11
3,541,2N 5.
1.676.48891
111.1094!
182J1004X
10.207 97
3.238312.22
673(069 00
248W87 17
340397 02|
28.322.376 6s '
60.832 75
239.376 44
129.993.9f
24.032*29
45 7»7 6(1

I6J .986.357 40
2.0J2.mA)0
137,194,745.23

DIPTOSITION

1

Total
Appropriatoo
D'brta

Other
Deb«t»

Tranafen

1206.724 42
63.276.16
55,125 19
375,026 56
45.5.449 43

8927 75
254 17
134 01
10,173 77
1.92449

22.5462)1
1i.6S5.97
>*,(34.96

144.W
318.(8
005 44
4.OOOO0

35000

—
—
-

64.644 44

—

.............................................

State Park Commission ...............................................

Exhibit “A”

—*
4.00000

87.918J8
•J

Industrie A.cidtDt ......................................................

In uranet ('ommi'sion .................................................

•A similar Hem of 121.890.00 was credited directly to Sinking Fund
Raaerve last year.

12.560J80

General insuranei Fund

Bureau ol Foria Welfare

81.371.396 88
412.279.38

19.600 00

..............................................................

Inland Fish nnd ('amt

948.167.56

—

...........................

Bureau ol Purchase?......................................................

Tots’
Appropfiation
Credit*

Other
Cndits

Transfen

M0.no

...........................................

Commissioner ol Finance .............................................
Exerutivr .
..........................................................

6,108.58

Total Decrease ...........................................
Total Increase of Net Revenue ...............

Reveoua

10 '*00 00

Forest r»

DECREASE
Interest earned ..................................................... <
Refunds—Recoveries .......................... ................
Balance of Profit of Liquor Division not
entered on General Books ............................
Federal and Local Giants. Subsidies and
Assessments .......................................................

1 Pund by Gorcmar

•WO r«J

('ommiapiofipFs of ( nilorm legislation ................

81.-83.67C.2C

Total Increase .............................................

1

I!.4*4.94

Attorney General............................................................

Bank Comtniiwoner ...................................................

3894,306.14
249.318.05
50.128.63
223.465.48
499.961 22
4.521.42
60 84
83,550.00
8.364.48

By
La««»»4nrs

Ba* anew

Xdjutant GenefaJ..........................................................

Gr.oi* 'iibudita
tad
Arifr.pt.

From Contingent

Appropriation

DEBITS

CREDITS

APPROPRIATIONS

I257.MI 17

82,530.33
54.253 30

*
J

345.194 33
457.394 01
22.734 90
12.004 65
45.540 80
4.000 00

30,890.85

440 44

150417 67
223.N1 87

21.530.69
2.23243

—
—
—
—
—
—

20.430.27

4.468.67

$152 04

32.852.85
29.764 49
*47.729 75
(3.27041
rsO.621 79
50.51645
44,795 70
140.191 44
S9.041.99

543.10
-

—

172.054 36
226,034-21’
25.050 98
33.395 75
29,738.59

2.193.62

—

549.61347

525.53
191.149 SO
147 63

—

4.916.168.2*

57,459 49
4.4*4.160.83

3.235 54
129.130.46
251.475 62

331 29
46,49132
’.456.93343
5O2..334.2O
11.41940
177.44049

56*837 12
2J73M

'. 539XI

34
1.4.514(7 43
10S. 1*4.13
168471 76

7.056.90
1.233322.87

1.007 62
397 15

41
13.349 21
779.18
75.897 11
11J7
417 47
36.377.05
12 25

334.912.45
10.758,950 87,
60.24247
249.695 21
60.351.74
—
50.471 60

ID. 226.745.25

—
—

20.570

6,052217
5,227 78
18-38
1.966 56
12,075-35
MM2
6.370.45
37.626.29
272.67
30
2.19541
1.3 781

3.685.29
1.890 11
13,(23,872.65
—
70 49
29 50
53.97

111,893,528 19

33,795 84
971.771 99
50.704 05
44.795 70
181,799.10
39.439 14
4.034.838.69
13.349 21

*

88.239 07

-

4.510.0.67 94
2.24676
129.547 93

—

287.853 47

-J

465-36

673.066.36

7.335.120 90

—

40.371 29

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
71.020 00
—
522 00
—
82.245 00
—
—

843 54
(6.956.58
7.961.986(0’
N7.861 98
11.83 7 88
179.406 95
68.01247
2,934.26
3,515,737 79
1,488,873 7
105.406 82
168,272.06
9.252J1
3.305,400 4^
673.080.36
?.339.328 19

336.508 56
24.265.077 62
00.282 57
289.095 21
60,422 23
29.56
60,525 57

$153,939 04

841.274.812 46

Appropr ation
Balaneex
Jao, Mt LI9
65.41! 91
(2.59001)
10.049 76
28.97a 8T
24.19744
350 J00
(11850)
1.149 61
68,309.91
—
3.831 65
4.828 J5
143.392 79
49.427 73
90142
477 70
2.10148
35.807 04
3,37051
(12.364.67)
M6040
40.560 05
4.1004)1
7.809.71382
760.490 61
23.139 44
99.561 43
714.60
3.447 93
105.481 71
4.M0 46
1.538.28
51,847 48
7.550.97
38.035 05
36.216-01
16.568.75
4.922 85
25.542.76
187.615.19
5.702-59
13.727 94
1.015.66
(67.38826)
264
74.238-98
?,588 46
3,957,299 17
550.11
181 23
69.577 76
24.90? 73
(1,767 97)

W.712,144 • 4

Traaxfensfl
to Coatingant
Fund

•

61.67104
(3.590.01)
1J1
8.SS1 JS
16 939 43
850 00
(118 JO)
1,149 fcl
—
—
3.832 65
4.89845
—

49,427 72
90IJ2
477.70
2.076.58
2.493.28
8.170 41
(15,530.32)
1.618.75
—

3.039 33
2.809.715 82
700.89011
213 J6
—
—

8.098 93
135.481 71
4.086 46
991J89
(375 181
38,035 05
7.992 56
5.644 19
—
—

183.470 79
5.70249
13.727.94
—
(72.300.26)
3.64
(29,585 09)
—
—
21
—
—
—
(1,76797)

r<.«»6“.75» 90

Bafaaeea
Carried
Forrwd

{

171(87

10,047 11
24494 49
7.I&7 •!
—

—
38.309 97
—

143,3(7 79
—
—

25 00
33,371 7(

8.171 65
6.74115
40.560 05
166.68
-—
22.925 M
99.661 (5
714 60
859 00
10.000 00
—
566 89
51.547 48
7.926 10
—
28.223 45
10.924 56
4.922 55
25,542 76
4.144 40
—

—
1.015.66
4.018.00
—
53.774.07
8,888 40
8,957.299 17
550 00
181 a

69.577 76
24.902 78
—

Aueouots not loduded in Budget Computation

$4,743.384 98
1M.065 41

Net unexpended balance

84.927.45J 39
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ery-Other-Day
Following is a brief tomment on the asset and liability accounts
included in the Balance Sheet.
ASSETS

Cash in Treasury:
This represents a true reconciliation of cash as represented by bal
ances on State Treasurer’s books, and accounts in the office of Bureau
of Accounts and Control; in addition such balances have been verified
by direct communication with the various depositories.

Cash in Closed Banks:
There has been carried on the books the amount of $313,785.86 rep
resenting funds in closed banks as of June 30, 1940. It is recognized
that there will be recovered only a portion of these funds as the vari
ous closed banks liquidate their assets. In view of this situation we
believe that sound accounting practices dictate that a reserve be estab
lished to offset such anticipated losses and to reflect a true asset.
After communication with the individual Banks and Controller of Cur
rency, ete. a reserve of $265,597.83 was established, resulting in an
amo'mt of $48,188.03 being carried on the statement as a conservative
r set value.

Petty Cash and Change Funds:
This amount represents petty cash and change funds in the various
institutions and departments requiring such petty cash funds. This
amount has been verified and is in agreement with the detailed record
on file in the office of Treasurer of State.

Accounts Receivable:
Tax Accounts ....................................................................
Other Accounts ....................................................................................
(Including $26,420.00 recovered from W. A. Runnells)

$2,559,070.03
45,093.33

Total .........................................................................................
Lees Reserve ................................................................................

$.604,163.36
230,500.00

Balance—Total Accounts Receivable .......................

$2,373,663.36

The above Accounts Receivable have been proven in agreement with
the detailed records on file in the office of the State Treasurer, and
the control accounts in the office of the Bureau of Accounts and Con
trol.
An examination of the detailed accounts indicates that a portion of
these Accounts Receivable are Uncollectible, and therefore in line with
seord accounting practice a reserve has been established of $230,560.00 to take care of such doubtful assets. Jhe balance of $2,373,663.36 represents a conrervative net value.
Liqucr Ccn.ir.iseion:
$412,188.99—Comment on this asset account will lie made undtr
the caption of Balance fl'cct—State Liquor Commission.

Surplus and Deficiency Accounts:

Total ................................................................................................
Deduct: Deficiency Account 1936-1937 ...................................

Balance ................................................................. v........................

...........................................................................................

$21.6(250

The ahovp bank stocks were examined and found to be in agreement
with the "ci'iitrol records. These stocks were acquired by the State of
Maine in partial liquidation of balances in closed banks, and are car
ried on the general books at their cost. In view of an apparent de
preciated value in these stocks, it was deemed advisable to establish
a reserve of $12,770.00 leaving a balance of $21,642.50 as a conserva
tive net value.
Appropriation Overdrafts Carried Forward:

As of June 30, 1940, there was shown a balance of $199,920.40 as
compared with a balance of $498,729.91 as of June 30, 1939, repre
senting a decrease in appropriation overdrafts of $298,809.51; this
amount is more than offset, however, by Unexpended Appropriation
Balances carried forward commented on later in this report.
LIABILITIES AND RESERVES
Accounts Payable:

Every effort possible was made to ascertain that all State Depart
ments and Institutions had rendered all bills covering expenses in
curred prior to June 30, 1940 and the item of $1,527,014.91, repre
senting reserve to cover such obligations, has been charged against
the various proper appropriation accounts.
Bonds and Interest Matured—Unpaid:
Bond................. *........................................................................................
Interest ................................................................................................... s

$123,500.00
29.765.00

Total ........... ...................... .. ................................. ..........................

$153,265.00

ANALYSIS OF SUItPl.US—I.IQUOH COMMISSION
300.000.09
STATE OF MAINE
364,372.18
VEAIt ENDED JUNE 30, 10(0
$1,625,125 81 Surplus July 1. 1939 ............................................................................
$ 700,431.86
1,985,829.49
992.111.29 Liquor Division—Profit—(Per .Schedule) ..................................
Malt Beveiage Division—Profit—(Per Schedule) ................
1,396,533.>7
$ 638.714.64
TOTAL .........................................................................................
$4,082,795.32
Lapsed to General Fund

............................................................

Balance Surplus June 30, 1940 ....................................................

3.670,306.33

412,488.99

Funded Debt:
Following are condensed statements of the Funded Debt ns of June
30, 1940. It will be noted that there has been a net reduction of
$1,032,000.00.

Exhibit “E”

Exhibit “G”

SINKING FUND RRSBRVB
TRAR ENDED JUNE SO. 1040
Balance June SO, 1939 (Per Ernst and Ernet Report) ...

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
VEAIt ENDED JUNE 30, 1040
31.817.847.92 Gross Funded Debt, July 1,
1939 .......................................
SUBSEQUENT ADJUSTMENTS AFFECT1NO BALANCE AT
$28,432,000
Debt retired:
JUNE $0, 1939
Highway and Bridge
Bonds matured .............
Additions
$1,717,000
Kennebec (Carlton)
Gasoline Taxes receivable at June SO, 1939 $ £81.125.49
Bridge Bonds matured ..
$50,000
Deductions
Called $100,000, paid
Providing reserves for:
$50,000 .........................
60,000
100,000
Balances in
Closed Banks $265,597.8$
State Pier Bonds matured
115,000
Tax Accounts
State of Maine Improve
Receivable
228,000.00
ment Bonds matured
100,000 $2,032,000
Bank Stock
• Securitise
12,770.00
Debt Incurred:
Other Accounts
Highway: Serial 2's, Issued
$ 508,167.8$
Receivable
5,800.00
August 1, 1939
(Sold at 105.355)
1.000.000
Segregating Liquor Commlaslon working
rkli capital
‘ ‘ Junt
'
Net
Reduction
1,032,000
30. 1935 (Chapter 24, Pub
364,372.11
lic Laws 1935)
GROSS FUNDED DEBT. Jun* 80. 1940
for
Setting up Liability
Lii
$27,400,000
Bonds
nds and Bond Coupons
SCM9IAHY OF FUNDED DEBT
matured und not presented
153.265.00
1.026.505.01
445,279.52
for payment .......................
June 30
June 30
June 30
June 30
11MO
1039
103M
1H37
$1,372.468 40 Sonda:
ADJUSTED BALANCE JUNE 30, 1939
Highway and
Additions
Bridge
$22,598,500
$23,315,500 $23,925,500 $21,448,500
Kennebec Bridge
1,910,000*
2,010.000
2,192,000
Excess of Revenues and
2,411.000
Waldo-Hancock
Receipts over Expendi
900.000
$1,202,818.26
Bridge
900.000
900,000
900.000
tures (Exhibit A) ............
29O.OOO”
405.000
Slats Pier
528,000
618.000
Deductions
War Loan
1,500
1.500
1.500
28.500
Net reduction in Bonded
Maine Improvement
1.700,000
1.800.000
1.900.000
2.000.000
Debt (Exhibit G> ........... $1,032,000.00
Increase in Appropriation
$27,400,000
$28,432,000 329.447.000 $30,436,000
balances ..............................
356.883.01
•Trust Funds. Exhibit Includes "Sinking Fund to Retire Kennebec
Appropiistlon charged di
Bridge Bonds, $177,188.26".
rect to Sinking Fund Rescite ny la-glalatlte Act
••Trust Funds, Exhibit Includes "Sinking Fund to Retlro State Pier
£<'haj)ler_ 119, Private and

225.000.00

1,613,83301

411,01475

Bonds $32,46860.”

Tie Contingent Fund of $300,000.00 is the amount established by law,
Revised Statutes, Chapter 2, Section 101, which is set up as a reserve
to provide funds for unforeseen emergency purposes, such expendi
tures to be made only by authorization of the Governor and Council.
Liquor Commission Working Capital represents the amount pro
vided by Legislative Act, Public Laws of 1935, Chapter 24, Section 12.
It is our belief that this should be shown as a separate item on the
financial records of the State of Maine.
In accordance with the action of the Legislature, Chapter 15, Sec
tions 2-5, Private and Special Laws of 1937, an account known as
1936-1937 Deficiency Account was established and has been set up on
the financial records of the State of Maine. The balance of this ac
count as of June 30, 1940. amounted to $992,111.29, which is being
reduced $100,000 per year Dy Legislative Act.
The balance sheet in this report does not include certain unrecog
nized assets and liabilities. It is apparent however that when final
tabulations are completed and verification of such items has been
made, after allowing ample reserves for any questionable receivables,
that the then recognized net asset value will exceed the net liabilities.

Liquor Commission Balance Sheet:
We have included as a part of the Consolidated General Balance
Sheet this year the Balance Sheet of the Maine State Liquor Com
mission.
It will be noted from an analysis of this Balance Sheet that the
total assets amount to $531,591.50; the total liabilities amount to
$119,102.51 leaving an earned surplus of $412,488.99 which amount
was referred to previously and included under the caption of General
Fund Assets State of Maine.

Public Administrators Fund ................................................... ..
Receivers Fund for Defunct Banks ............................................
Unemployment Compensation Fund
.........................
Dog Licenses to be Refunded .......................................................
Due to Counties ..................................................................................
Interest on State Trust Funds \...................................................
Due Trust Funds ................................................................................

Augusta State Hospital ...............................................t............
Bangor State Hospital ................................................................

Total

...................................................................................................

124,256.93

These various liabilities were compiled from records on file in the
office of Bureau of Accounts and Control and it is believed that the
liability established is sufficient to take care of these various out
standing obligations.

General Purposes ............... ................................................
Special Purposes
........... ................. . .............................
Federal Projects ............-................................ —.............
Direct Liabilities ....................-..........................................
Credits to Accounts Receivable .......... .............................

$4.438951.88
93.262 91
410,873 75
483 72
183,798 53

$<....

Total Liabilities ...................................... —.. ...............
Deduct: Appropriation overdrafts shown as Asset Ac
count ............................. —......

Net Liabilities ..............................................................

he Striped Bass
Has Begun To Show Up
In Maine Waters—
Entries To Dick Reed
yfter keeping themselves rather
i e all through the Summer
iped bass are beginning to show
In Maine rivers and Bert S.
Her of Wells, took the lead in
• Richard Cushman Trophy Cont with a 10 pounder landed on
and reel in 'the Mousam River,
ller's fish eclipsed an 8 pound
ounce striper which had kept
rtley Lounsby of Woolwich ahead
the contest since the middle of
lie.
Tie trophy will be presented to
4 angler taking the largest bass
.ling the season by Richard D.
ihman of Portland who won the
jfiator Wentworth cup last year
'll was put up to create interest
i the sport.
For the past two months anglers
9 e fished for stripers with but
catches to teward them. Howwtthin the past few days the
1 have become more prevalent
.11 quite a few have been taken
■ the Mousam. Kennebunk, Keniec and Georges Rivers.
Intries In the contest should be
t to Dick Reed of the Maine De[opment Commission or given
any Sea and Shore Fisheries
rden.

A

URIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

WORK WONDERS

»

Hebron

und ..........................................................

A

Madawaska Territory Training School ................................
Penobscot

Indian

Fund

......................................................................................

Passamaquoddy Indian Fund ...................................................
Permanent School Fund ...........................................................
Carlton Bridge Fund (Maintenance) .............. .....................
Maine Teacherb Retirement Association:
Investment

63.500
1,523.000
2.2<»9.0O0
2.039 000
1,944.000
1.744.000
1.594.000
1.499.000
1.479.000
1.479,000
1.379,000
1.179.000
994.000
869.000
719.000
911,500
500.000
400.000
600.000

1

loo.ooo
r—

(M

—
r—
—

▼

5
• 1>
—
_
—

Total

60,000
50.000
75.000
160,000
160.000
160.000
160.000
191.000
144.000
144,000
144.000
144.000
203.000
203,000
233,000
233,000
183.000
183.000
88.000
88,000
88.000
93,000
40,000
40.000
40,000
45.000
45.000
50.000
55.000
65,000
65,000
55,000
65.000
60.000
60.000
65.000
65.000
70.000
70,000
60.000

$

123.600*
1,573,000”
2.284.000
2.199,000
2.104.000
1.904,000
1,754,000
1.693,000
1,623,000
1.623,000
1.523,000
1.323.000
1,197,000
1.072.000
952,000
1.144,500
683,000
583.000
688,000
188,000
88.000
93.000
40.000
40.000
40,000
45,000
45,000
60,000
66,000
66,000
66.000
66.000
55.000
60.000
60,000
66.000
65.000
70,000
70,000
60.000

$87,400,000

$4,175,000

••Maturing during 6 months period, July 1 to Dec. 31, 1940; all other
Items covering maturities In full 12 months of the calendar year.

Reserve for Trust Funds:

There appears below a statement of Special and Trust Funds, Guar
anty and Trust Deposits on the books of the State of Maine as of
June 30, 1940.
All each in Savings Banks and Time Deposits together with secur
ities included in the Trust Fund Assets have been verified by direct
communication with the various banks and are in agreement with the
records in the oSca of State Treasurer.

•• Includes 63.334.80 unexpended balance In 1016 when Maine State
Sanatorium Association deeded its property In Hebron to the
State of Maine for Western Maine Sanatorium.

Year 103ft

Less Discount—Timo ........................................................ ..
Discount—Quantity ................................................
Earnings Carload Purchase. ...............................
Ml sc. Refunds and Incom* ....................................

$5,707,804.33

37.100.00

$6,161,104.24

$70,567.64
8.714 82
14.820 11
4.413 79

$66,687.05
12.895 21
47.209.53
2.388.52

118.576.27

NET

GROSS INCOME

$5,741,901.33

3.494,743.87

3.749.874.16

Cost of Solo. .......................................... ••••••••••••............•••■•

129.180.31

$3,631,297 89

$3,365,563 56

$2,529,806.35

$2,379,340.77

Expenses!

Store ............. ......................................................................
Departmental .....................................................................
Doubtful Account. ............................................ .............

396.347.23
142,629.63
5,000.00

Malt Beverage Division
Income:

Excise Tax ........................ ................... .... .........
Deficiency Tax ------------------------------------License Fees, etc. ________________ _____
Expenses .....................................__ ...........................

OPERATING PROFIT-MALT BEVERAGE DIVISION
TOTAL OPERATING PROFIT

3,773.44

s—

$610,801.63

16.123.610 01
214.33
$7,260.00

Sales ..........................
Miscellaneous Store
License Fees ...........

ftcenrltles

$

55.000 00
2.000.00
105,414.56

l.ooo.oo

291.313.25
873.939.72
308,831.62

387,349.47
143,185.95

543.976.86

530.535.42

$1,985,829.49

$1,848,805.35

270.979.59
$1,474.084 59

812.938 87
314.872.90

74,540.82

$1,396,533.97

$1,124,250.54

$3,382 363.46

$3,173,055.89

14,815.09
121.814 86
527.014.12

328 32

345.000.00
195,000.00
* $3,096,920.79

Tolal
8

1
5,204.99
am

332 82
8.566.54

■ 683,356.85
79.428.65

$3,653.43

$14,103.85

68.773 .44
2.009 01!
218.596.17
2.013 0$
•• 90.214.6$
18.620 83
6.118 Of
6.516 51
11.729.71
700 00
600.00
1.050 48
1 .non no
2.000 00
1.600.00
1.000 00
6.768.18
89,020 55
168.617 20
674.922 47
361 61

699.083 90
80.909 12
177.188 26
32,468 60
382.519 61
195.500.00
$2,718,179 84

SUMMARY
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1940

The following outstanding accomplishments have taken place:
Net Reduction of State Bonded Debt
1,032,000.00
(See Detail Exhibit “G")
No Temporary I,oans were negotiated during year.
Has maintained the same tax rate
7% mill*
Absorbed all special legislative and audit expense necessitated by dis
covery of financial discrepancies to June 30, 1940.
Provided for an average of 13295 Old Age Assistance case* per month
at an average of $20.72 per person per month for the year ending
June 30, 1940 as compared to an average of 11803 Old Age Assist
ance cases per month at an average of $20.62 per person per month
for the year ending June 30, 1939.
In addition, Burials of Recipients of Old Age Assistance has increaied
from 559 cases costing $55,309.85 for the year ending June 50, 1939
to 819 cases costing $80,576.45 for the year ending June 30, 1940.
Adjustments have been made on the books and in the figures herewith
to bring the same into accord with the Audit Report of Ernst &
Ernst as of June 30, 1939. All figures in this report as of June 30,
1940 are in agreement with the books of the Bureau of Accounts
and Control as of that date.
Reserves of $508,867.83 have this year been set up on books to pro
vide for doubtful assets, anil an additional $153,265.00 for Bond and
Bond Coupons matured and not presented for payment.
All securities deposited with the State Treasurer that were formerly
kept in the vault at the State Treasurer’s office have now been
transferred to Safety Deposit boxes at a local depository and access
to such securities is now under dual control.
From an analysis of the books and records of the State of Maine as
reflected in the Financial Statements accompanying this report, it is
my opinion that the financial position of the State of Maine is in a
sound condition and that there were ample resources to meet all out
standing current obligations of the State as of June 30, 1940.
Respectfully submitted,
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—
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Itondm
6

$23,225,000

15.727.05
1.480 47
177.188.26
32.468.60
37.512.51
500.00

..................................................................................................

Fund

Reserve Investment Fund .....................................................
Sinking Fund to Retire Kennebec Bridge Loan Bonds
Sinking Fund to Retire State Pier Loan Bonds................
Trust Deposits ....................................................................... ..
Guaranty Deposits ........................................................................

TWO TEARS ENDED JUNE 30, HMO

$5,127,370.79

199.920.40

Callable
Honda

•Matured Bonds not presented for payment

116.505.72
1.012.02
23,809.54
10.643 87
6.118 4i7
6.516.51
11.729 71
700.00
800.00
1.050.46
1,000.00
2.000.00
1,000.00
1,800.00
5.768 18
74.533.78
36.470 12
29.341.81
261.51

Central Maine Sanatorium .......................................................
Western Maine Sanatorium .......................................................
State Military and Naval Children*! Home ........................
Pownal .^tate School ....................................................................
Maine School for the Deaf .......................................................
State School for Girls ................................................................
State School for Boys..................................................................
Deaf, Dumb and Blind ................................................................
Jordan Forestry Prize Fund ...................................................
School District No. 2. Madison, Fund ..................................
Houlton Academy Fund ...........................................................
Foxcroft Academy Fund .............................................................

OPERATING PROFIT—LIQUOR DIVISION

.Unexpended Appropriation Balances Carried Forward:

Yenr of Maturity

Prior to June 30, 1910
1910
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1982
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

$

University of Maine................................................... ... ...........................................

STATE OF MAINE

$ 39.623.75
18.621.93
11.320.72
11.027.44
1.312.17
1.211.84
41,139.08

■Wi tiii p •

Nnn-Calluble

Caah

COMPARATIVE PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT—LIQUOR COMMISSION

Other Liabilities:

Jt'MC 30. 1040

Exhibit “J”

Exhibit “F”

Tax Payments Received in Advance:
$121,909.43 represents pre-payments of taxes due subsequent to June
30, 1940, and found to be in agreement with the detailed accounts in
the office of State Treasurer.

s

SPECIAL AND TRUST FUNDS, GUARANTY AND TRUST DEPOSITS
JUNE 30. 1040

Liquor Commission Operating Statement Summary:
Following is an exhibit reflecting the operation of the Maine State
Liquor Commission for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940:

This represents matured bonds and interest not presented for pay
ment as of June 30, 1940.

i •

■

BONDED DRIir Ilf MATiniTIKS

$ 961,453 65

BALANCE JUNE 30, 1940,
$24,415.59
12.779.00

Exhibit “H”

I 961,453.65

The Sinking Fund Reserve as shown above represents the balance
between asset accounts and liability and reserve accounts after giving
consideration to the Deficiency Account as established by Legislative
Act—Chapter 15, Sections 2-5, Private and Special Laws of 1937.
A reconciliation of this account showing the changes during the
fiscal year of July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1940 is shown on the following
exhibit E.

Rank Stock Securities:

Balanc'd

Exhibit “F”-l

Sinking Fund Reserve .....................................................................
Contingent Fund ..................................................... v..................... -a
Liquor Commission Working Capital ........................................

Special Laws, 1940) ........
Rank Stock Securities ................... *......................................... ..
Less—Reserve ......................................................................................
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HON. LEWIS 0. BARROWS

Governor of the State of Maine
and
Members of the Executive Council
Augusta, Maine.

We have examined the balance sheet of the State of Maine as of
June 89, 1949, and the statements of revenues and expenditure* and
sinking fund reserve for the year then ended, have reviewed the *y«tem of inteinal control and the accounting procedures of the depart
ments of the State Government and, without making a detailed audit
of the transactloni, have examined or tested accounting record* and
other supporting evidence by methods and to the extent we deemed
appropriate.

We have also reviewed the supplementary and supporting exhibits
included in the published report of the Controller.

In our opinion, exhibits A to J inclusive, including the balance sheet
and related statements of revenue and expenditure* and sinking fund
rererve, fairly present the financial position of the State ef Maine at
June 30, 1940, and summarize its financial and other transactions fo»
the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted govern
mental accounting principles and practices.

State Auditot
Aug. 20, 1940

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 24, 1940
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Realm of

Every-Other-Day
GOOD!

Familiar In These Waters

NOTHING COMING”

THE LYRIC MUSE

Music
by Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

The announcement that Mme. I of the broadcasting company, the
Elisabeth Schumann, renowned so orchestra members and others of
prano. is to sing in the final con the group around the maestro,
cert of the Summer season by The conspired to keep the death of Mr.
A FATHER’S PRAYER
Curtis String Quartet Sunday night Tuschinsky from Toscanini until
(For The Courter-GaaetteJ
at the Capt. Eells Boat Barn. Rock the end of the voyage. And strange
My aon wa* such a lovely child,
port. has aroused unusual interest, to say despite Toscanini’s fame as
So bright and promising was he
so much so that the problem of an orchestra leader who never
I dreamed of what a noble man
A blessing he would someday be
seating all who plan to attend has misses a single detail, he did not
But one sad day my fond sweet dreams !
become one for serious thought. i notice the absence of the viola
Wire shattered by unfeeling fate
Mme. Schumann, said to be one plnyer in hls last concert in Rio.
That snatched away my precious boy
In death untimely obdurate.
of the greatest living exponents of i nor did he miss the player on the
German lieder, has been a Summer liner when setting forth for home.
Lord, let me be the kind of man
I know my son would surely be
resident at Rockport, occupying When told he burst into tears, re
If he had stayed with me on earth
one of Mrs. Bok's studios. Here mained in his suite, eating nothing
To reach adult maturity.
Allison M Watts
her rest from duties in the voice but a little liquid food.
Jamaica. ,Vt.
• • • •
department of Curtis Institute of
ftftftft
Music has been unbroken, except
The orchestra, which Included
COMMONPLACE THINGS
for private teaching of two or ' one woman, the harpist, subscribed
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
three advanced students, and act I a fund to go to the viola player’s
Commonplace things we do each day—
ing as one of the soloists ln the i family and lt was reported that
Milk the cows and give them hay,
himself
contributed
Bach B Minor Mass in the final I Toscanini
Till the soil and sow the seeds.
Keep the gardens free from weeds
week ot the Berkshire Festival. The $1,000.
Wash the dishes, make the bed.
opportunity to hear this grqat ar
And here is an interesting bit
8weep the floors and bake the bread.
tist is one to thrill the music lover, gleaned from the tour—on July 4
Pour the thick cream In the chum,
Barge James Sheridan of Philadelphia is here seen loading paving at the Meehan wharf, Clark Island.
Fill the box with wood to burn.
particularly the voice student who when they were in Montevideo. Tos
Feed the hens and gather eggs
can enrich their vocal knowledge canini called his men together for
Lead the calf on Its wobbly legs.
but today the committee reports
unbelievably in the mere hearing an early morning rehearsal. "You pray for the imparting of divine
Dig potatoes, hoe the com.
that it is unable to secure a hall.
of song as Mme. Schumann pro are Americans and you are far favor upon our people In these
Hear the rooster crow at dawn.
It ls hoped that Rockland will lead Pick and can Ior Winter's store.
jects lt. Two groups will be pre from home," he said. "I have tragic times, we are called anew to
Make a cake and pie. or more.
the way for National Defense by
sented in the Sunday concert, called you together to play ’The the consecrating of our talents, our
fresh water from the spring—
having a big public rally, like so Bring
largely confined to German lieder. Star-Spangled Banner'.’’ The men fortunes, and our lives even,
Happy as we work and sing
many cities west ot us are having.
She will have her own accompanist. said they played as never before, for an undying cause. The theme
While we spread the cloth for tea
Edward Rourk. adjutant of Hunt
And glory of the sunset see.
all alone ln the big hall with the of our song must be. 'God bless our
Leo Rosenak of New York.
feverently say with humble grace.
• • • •
ley-Hill Post is writing up the tax We'Thank
exception of the United States nation by strengthening each one
God. for things that’s com
exemption bill for veterans. Com
monplace.”
Announcement ls also made at Minister to Uruguay. Edwin C. Wil of us. Its citizens, ln humble,
Rose B. Hupper
rade Rourk is one of the outstand
this time of the concert at the son. All were deeply moved by honest, and willing acceptance of
Tenants Harbor
ing
workers
of
the
Post.
His
ad

the
obligation
of
self-denial
and
the
performance.
Capt Eells Boat Barn on Tuesday
dress is Spruce Head. Me.
At the end of the voyage, the service. Thus may freedom be
evening. Aug. 27. when these bril
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
Comrade and Sister Boynton WEST WALDOBORO
liant artists will contribute their conductor, avoiding a personal preserved for America and for the
Mrs. Blanche Dodge of Worces
spent
the weekend ln Rockland.
world."
farewell
to
his
musicians,
wrote
services for
the benefit
of
Rockland Overseas Veterans
ter.
Mass., ls spending two weeks
Boynton
is
employed
at
Bath.
the Rockport Christmas Wel them a letter which was. read by
James Widdecombe, enlisted,
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First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer

ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your

name in the corner. Which is more impressive—

three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead? «
• Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may be

able to save you some money, too.
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